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Why Terrace is the new hot ’ 
spot for snowboard and ski 
movie makers 
\NEWS AS 
Cal senior girls volleyball 
serves up fun in the sun in 
Oahu during spring break 
\SPORTS 84 
Rupert co’ntainer port r)gets go ahead 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
THE PORT of Prince Rupert got’a huge boost last‘ 
week as the federal and provincial governments 
announced they are going ahead with a $120 million 
container port there. 
The project is expected to pump millions of dol- 
lars into the regional economy and will become a 
major gateway for Asia-Pacific trade. 
The go-ahead comes after an announcenlent late 
last week that the federal government will inject $30 
million toward the project. The B.C. government 
will match that commitment by adding an additional 
$12.8 million to the $17.2 million it already prom- 
ised for the port expansion. 
American-based Maher Terminals Inc., which 
will operate the new container port, is also expected 
to pump $60 million toward the mammoth project. 
“Today brings conclusion io a lot of work done 
by a lot of people over the last four years to put in 
’ 
I1 1 
place what is truly a watershed project for the north,” 
said Skeena MLA Roger Harris last week. 
“It will allow every community to tap into the 
global market in a way that they never dreamed pos- 
sible before. I think with the 
security of this investment and 
the security of knowing it’s go- 
ing to happen every community 
should be taking down their 
community plan and rethink- 
ing about what it is they can 
become.” 
Terrace will benefit from the 
announcement, he added. 
“We provided the communi- 
ty wifh a significant investment in the airport lands, 
we are strategically on the rail and we are as posi- 
tioned as anybody in B.C. to start to take advantage 
of this,” Harris said. “This community ais, I think, 
well positioned or better than most, to tie into this1 Hallman said the tunnel work won’t involve any 
container port.” major blasting, rather simple “scraping of tunnel 
The port means major upgrades along the CN rail walls.” 
tracks leading to the port. When B.C. rail was bought Once freight starts rolling, CN will pump an ad- 
by CN in 2004, the company ditional $125 million into rolling stock and locomo- 
committed ilself to shelling tives to help deal with the increased traffic, Hallman 
out $15 million to be used for said. The port will be connected with the rest of CN’s ’ upgrades of terminal trackage rail line which extends to all of the major consumer 
at Prince Rupert as well as the markets in Canada and also into the United States. . 
mainline from Prince George to Prince Rupert’s strategic location at the North 
handle trains carrying heavier American entry point of the North West Transporta- 
loads. tion Corridor, means the new container port will of- 
CN spokesman Mark Hall- fer the shortest land-sea transportation route - an at- 
man said the company is ap- tractive feature for businesses looking to ship goods’ 
proaching its board of directors overseas quickly. 
this week to ask for an additional $15 million to The container port is expected to increase Canada 
that end. Roughly $10 million of that money will be and B.C.’s competitive edge when it comes to$Asia- 
used to allow double stacked container cars to pass Pacific trade opportunities. The port will be built in 
through existing tunnels. two phases over four years. 
,> 
“This communi@ 
think We// positioned Or 
better than most, to tie into 
this contajnerport,Jf - Roger Harris 
Spring cleaning - 
HELPING to clean up in front of St. Matthews AnglicanChurch on Lakelse Avenue is (from left to right) Heather Cook, 9, Lara Hayward, 
6, and Ken Smallwood. The church does a yearly cleanup of the grass and bushes on its property. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
)Sawmill sale 
negotiati 
moving f 
THE receiver overseeing the sale of the Terrace sawmill to 
a group of local investors says the deal cdCi  k tlpptoveti 
within weeks. * : I ,-. 
Larry Prentice, says if all goes well, the deal could close 
as early as the end of this month. 
John Ryan, the chairman of the board foiTLC, said he’s 
pleased with how fast negotiations are going. 
But before the sale can close, the company is required to 
work out a deal with the City of Terrace regarding the land 
the mill sits on and that appears to have happened. 
“The city told us that they are satisfied and they are tell- 
ing Larry that they are satisfied,” says Ryan. 
Not expected to hold up the sale of the mill is Prince Ru- 
pert’s recent appeal victory in the B.C. Court of Appeal. 
That appeal regarded how the allocation cost of land as- 
sociated with New Skeena’s assets was determined. 
“We felt comfortable going ahead with the Terrace Lum- 
ber Company sale,” Prentice said. “Doing so was not go- 
ing to prejudice the position of the other creditors down the 
line.” 
And Prentice is confident the new method of determining 
the allocation costs will not mean TLC will have to come up 
with more money for the land deal. 
That’s because the City of Terrace’s claim to unpaid prop- 
erty taxes associated with the Terrace mill would amount to 
more than what the new costs of the lihd might work out 
. 
, 
Exploration to inject money 
into Terrace economy 
to. 
How much the land deal between the city and TLC is 
wohh has not been revealed. 
’ If all goes well, Prentice could have his report to the court, 
recommending the sale’s approval, ready later this week. 
That report will then have to be submitted to the court 
before approval is given. 
In the meantime, the company is still forging ahead with 
plans for a June start-up date. 
And company officials are currently negotiating a long 
term contract with niembcrs of the Steelworkers Union, 
Ryan said. 
Those negotiations are expected to be concluded this 
week. 
c- 
By ROD LINK 
A VERY large and promising gold, silver and 
copper mining exploration project north of here is 
pouring money into the local economy. 
NovaGold Resources will spend at least $25 
million this summer on its Galore Creek property 
and is using Terrace as its main service center. 
It has hired Quantum Helicopters to fly people 
and goods in and out of its site, Black’s Expedit- 
ing to round up items it needs and Bandstra Trans- 
portation to truck core samples down to a Van- 
couver lab for testing, says Galore Creek general 
manager Carl Gagnier. 
“One of the factors in choosing Terrace is that 
it has the facilities and the businesses we need for 
the sheer size of our project,” he said. 
. “Terrace has the Finning dealership and that 
was also one of the factors.” 
The $25 million estimated expenditure makes 
it one of the more extensive exploration and de- 
9elopment projects in B.C. this year. 
: Exploration expenditures have slumped over 
the past years, but began to revive two years ago. 
: Provincial mining ministry officials are now 
predicting $200 million could be spent on mineral 
finding activity this year. 
NovaGold‘s budget exceeds the $15 million it 
spent last year. 
This year’s expenditures include expanding its 
on-site camp to accommodate 175 people. 
There’s no road access to the site so everything 
needed has to be brought in and out by helicopter. 
Galore Creek is located 75km northwest of the 
existing Eskay Creek gold mine and is on tradi- 
tional Tahltan territory. 
“One of the factors in choosing 
Terrace is that it has the fa.cilities 
and the businesses we need for 
the sheer size of our pmjecty” 
-Carl Gagnier 
Several Tahltan-owned companies have been 
providing catering and other services to the camp, 
said Gagnier. 
Drilling equipment is coming from Smithers 
and Gagnier said the level of exploration activity 
has increased to the point it was difficult to find 
U 
what the company needed. 
“There’s been a large exploration demand this 
year. We’ve been very fortunate to have signed up 
good quality contractors,” he said. 
The success of last year’s $15 million proj- 
ect, which has led to this year’s $25 million one, 
meant NovaGold was able to keep key geologists 
on contract throughout the winter. 
“It’s similar to a regular mining operation. We 
need the people to have cross shifts, to keep con- 
tinuity,” said Gagnier. 
The size of a crew change at the site also 
,means NovaGold is in discussions with airlines 
about chartering aircraft to ferry workers to and 
from Vancouver. 
That’s because regular commercial flights 
wouldn’t have the capacity to meet NovaGold’s 
requirements, said Gagnier. 
If everything goes according to plan, the com- 
pany will submit its formal development applica- 
tion to the provincial government by mid 2006. 
Should quick approval be granted, the company is 
looking at a one-year project to build a road to the 
site and a two-year mine construction period. 
“It really means we would open in 2010,” said 
Gagnier. 
$ 
,.Kithat sues 
B.C. government 
over power sales 
KITIMAT has filed a legal challenge against the 
province of British Columbia over its position regard- 
ing Alcan’s power sales. 
Kitimat is claiming that ministerial orders giving 
Alcan permission to export power generated by its Ke- 
mano plant are illegal. ‘ 
Kitimat has long argued that public resource should 
be used to smelt aluminum and create jobs in the 
northwest. 
“We believe the BC government overstepped its 
authority in issuing ministerial orders that allow Al- 
can to ignore its obligations in the original contract 
that gave Alcan access to the NechakoKemano water 
resource that powers Kemano,” said Kitimat Mayor 
Rick Wozney in a press release last week. 
“Those ministerial orders allow Alcan to sell cheap 
power at huge profits rather than create wealth for B.C. 
by fueling industry, which is the explicit premise of of 
the original 1950 agreement.” 
Wozney hopes to see those orders rescinded, forc- 
ing Alcan to smelt more aluminum and abandon its 
interest in power sales. 
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Airport eyes /I 
terminal 
expansion 
THE SOCIETY that runs the Northwestern Regional Airport 
wants to expand its main terminal building at the same time 
as work for a new passenger check in and baggage handling 
area takes place. 
Doing so would be cheaper in the long run and less dis- 
ruptive to=airlines and passengers, says society president 
Fraser Macye. 
“I don’t think we would want to have all the work done 
for a new secure hold area and then later on, start ripping 
walls out all over again,” he said last week. 
The new check in, baggage and waiting room area fol- 
lows on regulations for increased security introduced after 
9/11 by the federal Canadian Air Transport Security Agency 
(CATS A). 0 
It and the airport have gone back and forth for two years 
-- -
on design plans, costs and construction schedules. 
While CATSA has been focussed on security regulations 
involving more scruitiny of travellers and of their luggage, 
the airport and its airline tenants have wanted the result to be 
as less onerous on passengers as possible. 
“We’ve even had Jazz and Hawkair representative go to 
CATSA to make their case. But CATSA has been quite stub- 
born,” said Mackie. 
“We do know we’re going to have to do something by 
this fall, but we want it and our expansion to happen at the 
same time.” 
The new CATSA-required check in, baggage and wait, 
ing area will go in where Hawkair now has its counter and 
working space. 
And the area now occupied by the current holding room 
will be eliminated in favour of a larger baggage claim area 
and a room which could, one day,lbecome a Canada Cus- 
toms’ spot. 
The terminal expansion plans by the society will mean 
moving out to the west of the building and out the front. 
“We can’t move out to the air-side of the terminal, so out 
to the west and out the front is our only option. The work out 
the front will include a vestibule and canopy,” said Mackie. 
Expansion costs will be carried by the society and made 
easier because it ryeived a $2 million federdprovincial 
grant to help defray the cost of its $3 million runway length- 
ening project now underway. 
“We’re not flush, but we do have some elbow room,” 
Mackie added. 
The society has received nearly $1 million from a federal 
government program designed to help smaller airports pur- 
chase equipment and make improvements. 
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PROPOSED CHANGE IN ROUTE FREQUENCY 
Greyhound Canada Transportation Corp. has made application 
to the B.C. Passenger Transportation Board to reduce minimum 
route frequency between The City of Prince Rupert and The 
Town of Smithers via Highway #16. 
The proposed route frequency is one time per day in each direc- 
tion for the locations of Prince Rupert, Port Edward Corner, Tyee, 
Kwinitsa. Shames. Terrace, Kitwansa Jct, Skeena Crossina. 
I New Hazelton. Moricetown and Smittiers via Highway #16. TKe cuirent route frequency is two times per day in each direction. 
Interested parties may provide written comments on or before 
May 20,2005 to: 
B.C. Passenger Transportation Board 
Box 9850 Stn Prov Govt Victoria, BC V8W 9T5 
Fax: 250-953-3788 E-Mail: ptboard@gov.bc.ca 
quote application # 780-05 
that YOU are not exoectins. With the warmer , , n I r  
Construction, Terrace 
ur Local Highway & Bridge Maintenance Contrac 
regarding the numerous break and 
inters into Terrace Businesses over 
past month. Thievesl,$have been 
THE APPLICATION 
Briti5Columbia Transmission Corporation,(“BCYC“.) has filed-th the British,,, 
Columbia Utilities Commission (“the Commission;) for approval of BCTC’s 
Transmission System Capital Plan F2006 t o  F2015 (”the 2005 Capital Plan“), 
for expenditures that it will make or commence’in F2006 and F2007, pursuant 
to  Sections 45(6) and 45(6.1) of the Utilities Commission Act. The approvals 
requested by BCTC include confirmation that expenditures for certain 
projects contained in the 2005 Capital Plan are in the public interest. help us tind a cure 
THE REGULATORY PROCESS 
The Commission will review the 2005 Capital Plan Application using a Written 
Public Hearing process according to a Regulatory Schedule established by 
Order No. G-33-05, available upon request or on the BCUC web site. 
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF THE DOCUMENTS 
The Application and supporting material are available for inspection at the 
following locations: 
British Columbia Transmission Corporation British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Sixth Floor Suite 1100 Four Bentall Centre 
1055 Dunsmuir Street 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V7X 1V5 Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3 
www. bcuc.com www. bctc.com - 
r 
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JDRF Salutes the “Stars” 
of our Organization 
U. 
National Voluntdr Week 
April 17 - 23,2005 
The success ofoa volunteer driven 
organization truly reflects the passion 
and dedication of its volunteers. It’s 
no wonder we have become the 
largest funder and advocate of juvenile 
(Type 1) diabetes research in the world. 
Thank you 
0 
Crimestoppers offers a cash reward of up to 52,000.00 for Information 
leading to the arrest and charges being lald against this or any other 
unsolved Crime. If you have any Information call CRIME STOPPERS at 635.’ 
TIPS, that‘s 635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal their ldentlly or 
testlfy In court. Crimestoppers does not subscribe to call display. [, 
II TI 
INTERVENTIONS 
Persons who expect to actively participate in the written public hearing 
process should register as Intervenors with the Commission, in writing, by 
Friday, April 22, 2005, identifying the nature of their interest in the 2005 
Capital Plan Application. Intervenors will receive copies of the Application, all 
correspondence and filed documentation. 
Persons not expecting to actively participate, but who have an interest in the 
2005 Capital Plan Application, should register as Interested Parties with the 
Commission, in writing, by the same date and identify their interest in the 
matter. Interested Parties will receive a copy of the Application’s Executive 
Summary and all Orders issued. 
FURTHER INFORMATION 
For further information, please contact Mr. Robert J. Pellatt, Commission 
Secretary, or Mr. Robert Rerie, Senior Electrical Engineer as follows: 
Telephone: 604 660-4700 
Facsimile: 604 660-1 102 
E-Mail: Commission.SecretayQbcrsc.com 
Telephone: (B.C. Toll Free) 1 800 663-1385 
BCTC05.36 (55) 
SECPdRllTY SYSTEMS 
Commercial & Residential Security Data Cabling 
Wireless Systems 
Access Control 
Surveillance Cameras 
Fire Alarms 
Electronic Services 
0 24 Hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
I24 Hour Property Protection” 
, 
1 -877-CURE-533 EXT 31 0 
604-320-1937 or www.jdrf.ca 
877-71 3-9588 
250-638-6070 
Fdx: 250-638-600 1 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace Campaign Office 
4654 Lazalle Ave Terrace V8G is6 
250.615.3227 
Kitimat Campaign Office 
213 City Centre Kitimat V8C 1T6 
250.632.6328 
Email: skeenandpcampaign@robinaustin.ca 
Web: robinaustin.bc.ndp.ca 
I On May 17 Vote 
I 
Skeena matters 
! 
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Shelter busy from more dogs, cats 
!People leave pets behind 
A LOCAL animal control officer says last 
‘year’s rise in animals brought to the shelter 
may be related to a poor economy and peo- 
ple moving away from the city without their 
pets. 
While there were just 587 animals im- 
, pounded in 2003, that number rose 21 per 
cent to 7 10 in 2004. 
The number of cats brought to the shelter 
went up from 362 in 2003 to 395 last year 
while dogs were up from 178 to 274. 
City animal control officerTammy klcLean 
says a disturbing trend of animals being aban- 
doned has gone up in the last twqyears. 
“Probably the last couple years have bccn 
the worst,” she says, adding the number of 
feral cats has gone up due to cats being r ‘I b an- 
doned rather than being brought to the shel- 
ter. 
And the chances of rehabilitating and reso- 
cializing feral cats to the point where they are 
suitable for adoption are not good. 
[, 
“They’re just too wild,” she says. 
Last year a total of seven dogs were put 
down and the shelter while 189 cats had to be 
euthanized. 
McLean says the shelter does its best to 
keep animals for as long as possible before 
the choice to euthanize is made. 
While kittens are popular adoptees, adult 
cats are more difficult to place. 
And this month marks the one year anni- 
versary of the city’s animal Crematorium be- 
ing operational. 
The crematorium is a way for area residents 
or veterinarians to dispose of the remains of 
deceased animals in a more environmentally 
friendly manner. It also reduces the amount of 
animals which are disposed of at the landfill, 
says McLean. 
The crematorium saw 224 outside crema- 
tions take place by the end of 2004. 114 ani- 
mals were cremated with no remains being re- 
turned. Private cremations where the remains 
were returned in a scatter box numbered 72 
while private cremations where remains were 
returned in an urn was 38. 
The money generated from the cremato- 
rium totaled $10,540. 
(, CITY ANIMAL control officer Tammy McLean holds a cat. More cats and more dogs are being 
dropped off at the shelter, because of the poor economy or because owners are leaving town. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Board leaves smoke p-its alone 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 is still looking for a way 
to address the problem of student smoke pits. 
A proposed policy that would have seen smok-’ 
ers pushed 50 metres off school property didn’t 
even go to a vote on April 6. 
“We’ll revisit it rather than push it,” said Lor- 
rie Gowen, the board’s chair. “We’d like to focus 
@ore-on cessation and helping smokers quit.” 
1: The plan was turfed because it was seen as 
‘downloading the smoke pit problem into the 
neighbourhood. Gowen said pushing students 
away from the school might work in an urban 
area, but no here. Discipline is also a balance, says Cam Mackay, 
“Where we’re situated, we’re too close to peo- principal of Caledonia Senior Secondary. 
ple’s houses.” “We don’t want to lose sight of why they’re at 
Gowen said the district does want to abolish school - for education,” he said. “If we do have to 
smoke pits. punish them, WP like to keep them in school.” 
But, for now, she said the district will try to While Mackay said his student body is mostly 
revise the existing policy before the end of this respectful, going off-property to smoke, some re- 
school year. “Every single high school has al quire discipline. 
smoke pit we understand that thky exist,”,she , Students caught smoking on school property 
said. “We want to find a balance between ad-’ are first warned and repeat offenders at Caledonia 
dressing (smoke pits) and promoting a healthy will get in-school suspensions or Friday school, 
life style.” where students come in on their day off. 
t 
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PAGE 19 -7-PIECE RESIN PATIO SET 
COPY READS 199.65 
SHOULD READ 251.23 
PAGE 60 - EssiO W D E N  TOO&. 
!593BOx 
COPY READS 31.49.36.79 
SHOULD READ: 36.79-41.99 
PAGE 106 - FIRSFUP GAZEBQ 
COPY READS: FIRST-UP GAZEBO, 76- 
5141-4,199.99 
SHOULD READ: FIRST-UP GAZEBO, 
76-5141-4,199.99, SHOWN WITH 
FlRST4.JP INNER TENT ATTACHMENT, 
76-5144-a,~.99 
TOTAL PRICE 299.98 
COPY READS FIRST-UP SCREEN- 
HOUSE PIECE, 76-5142-2,49.99 
SHOULD READ: FIRST-UP GAZEBO, 
76-51416,199.99 
COPY READS FIRST-UP WIND WALLS 
ATTACHMENT, 76-5143-0,59.99 
SHOULD READ FIRST-UP SCREEN- 
HOUSE PIECE, 76-5142-2,49.99 
SHOWN WITH FIRST-UP GAZEBO, 76- 
5141-4,199.99, SOLD SEPAPATELK 
COPY READS FIRST-UP INNER TENT 
ATTACHMENT, 76-5144-8,99.99 
SHOULD READ: FIRST-UP WIND WALLS 
ATTACHMENT, 76*5143-0,59.99 
SHOWN WITH FIRST-UP GAZEBO, 76- 
51414,199.99, SOLD SEPARATELY. 
PAGE 109 - ITEM 7 -WOODS 2-IN-1 
AIRBED. 76-2802-0 
COPY READS: 52.49 
SHOULD READ: 62.99 
PAGE 170 - ITEM 3 - SPACESAMR, 
Lxk3284 
COPY READS 141.99 
SHOULD READ: 156.99 
PAGE 215 - GENIE EXCELERATOR, 
46-0203-0 
COPY READS: 349.93 
SHOULD READ: 366.99 
PAGE 264 - ITEM 3 - PlJSTlC 5-SHELF 
COPY READS: 41.99 
SHOULD READ: 46.99 
COPY READS 17.99 
SHOULD READ: 20.99 
PAGE 264 - E M  6 - BLACK-FRAME 
5-SHELF PRO RACK. W 6 6 - Q  
COPY READS 73.99 
SHOULD READ 78.49 
UNIT 68-0314-4 
PAGE 264 - GREY, 5-SHELF llTlupl 
RACK. 68-0333-4 
PAGE265-lTEM3-ROUGHNECK121L 
WRBAGE CAN. 42-9703-4 
COPY READS 15.49 
SHOULD READ: 16.49 
WE SINCERELY REGRE’I 
ANY INCONVENIENCE WI 
MAY HAVE CAUSED YOU 
CnotE 2005 Catalogue-Zone 1 ONLI 
News In Brief 
Rocks for liquor 
SOMEONE HURLED a rock through the front window 
of the beer did wine store at the Coast Inn of the West 
around 4:30 a.m. on April 12. 
The suspect entered and stole three bottles of liquor 
worth about $58.65. Damage to the window is estimat- 
ed at $2,000. 
Anyone with information is asked to call Crimestop- 
pers at 635-8477 or Terrace RCMP at 638-7400. 
0 Searching for 
Furlong vandals 
TERRACE RCMP are searching for whoever caused 
thousands of dollars of destruction at the Furlong Bay 
campground between March 5 and 7: 
The vandals broke into several buildings, including 
the public washroonis. Damages are assessed at ap- 
proxiniately $10,000 r _  
Please call the Terrace RCMP at 638-7400 or 
Criniestoppers at 635-8477 if you have any knowledge 
of this crime. 
Nurses stay in north 
THE NORTHERN Health Authority has hired 48 of 
the 58 nurses graduating this year from the University 
of Northern British Columbia’s Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing program. 1 
They’ll be headed to Fort St. John, Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Sniithers, Bums Lake, Fort St. James, Vander- 
hoof, and Prince George. 
“Northem Health is pleased that the vast majority 
of UNBC’s nursing graduates have again chosen to 
stay in the north,” said Northern Health CEO Malcolm 
Maxwell. “Our goal now is to make sure that North- 
em Health provides these new nurses with a rewarding 
work life so they choose to stay with us over the long 
term.” 
This year’s recruiting results follows 2004’s recruit- 
ment of 33 of 38 UNBC nursing graduates to positions 
across northern B.C. 
The health authority works closely with educational 
institutions across the region to provide hands-on edu- 
cation for future health professionals as they complete 
their studies. , 
Diabetes pitch made 
THE CANADIAN Diabetes Association is urging the 
provincial government to add new medications and 
supplies to its Pharmacare coverage package to benefit 
lower income people. 
The association says people who rely on Pharmacare 
don’t have access to a full range of medications and 
supplies unless they can pay for them. 
It also notes diabetes medication and other bills can 
reach $5,000 a year. 
The association says doctors and their patients are 
faced with fewer choices in making decisions as to the 
appropriate kind of treatment. 
riraticalfyfo #. ~ A+,,.^ more than 350,000 
.% LI 
It is also predicting a dramat 
dealing with diabetes. 
AN Candidates Forum 
on Public Education 
7:oopm - 9:oopm 
R.F.M. Lee Theatre’ 
EVE RKON E W IE LCOM E! 
’ Here is your opportunity to ask our local 
provincial candidates questions about public education. 
Join the panel of education 
rep resen ta t ives for this i n fo rma t ive event! 
BCGEU Local 712 
SMON FRASER 
UNIVERSITY 
BC Govexment ayd Service 
Employees’ Union 
CLIPF. Local 2 4 0 9  
District Parent Advisory Conimittcc 
Coast Mountains ScIiooL District 82 
CllPC Local 7 0 9  
oast Mountains 
chool District 82 TERRACE DISTRICT kitsclas Band TEACHERS UNION 
N Q W W  Ki tsiini kaluni Band Nor diw cs t Coni ni [I 11 i ty Cokgc 
NWCC Tcrracc Student Association 
Reiired Tcadicrs Association 
-COMMUNITY COLLEGE . 
DISTRICT PARL,. . 
ADVISORY COUNCIL Si ni o n F rasu 11 n ivc t 5 i t  ,v 
Tcrracc District Icaclicn llnioii 
Univcisity of Northcm BC UNlVERSlTY OF NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMIUA 
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Wood - words 
THE RELEASE two weeks ago of a report on 
. small-scale forestry very much points to the future 
of how the northwest c&lmak&its living from the 
woods. 
After surveying existing operations, forestry 
consultant Rick Brouwer and others have come 
up with a solid set of recommendations aimed at 
’ suphrting and encouraging small operators. 
- What’s required first and foremost, says Mr. 
Brouwer, is access by small operators to a secure 
fibre supply. More importantly is that the access 
be in such a way that small operators have flex- I 
ibility in regulations to permit them to cut or pur- 
3 chase wood that fits their business plans and their 
markets. 
That will involve B.C. Timber Sales, the pro- 
vincial agency formed several years ago to mar- 
ket small amounts of wood. Like any government 
bureaucracy it thrives on regulations. The trick is 
to ensure those regulations make sense. It comes 
down to deciding whether B.C. Timber Sales op- 
, erates for the benefit or small operators or wheth- 
er small operators have to tailor their plans to fit 
B.C. Timber Sales. It should be the former. 
Mr. Brouwer also sees great potential in small 
operators banding together for greater purchasing 
power. They could also jointly finance and share 
‘facilities such as dry kilns and other bigger ticket 
. items which they would otherwise not be able to 
afford or sustain. Items such as common log hold- 
ing areas would also provide benefits to small op- 
erators. 0 
None ofthis is new. A group of people here sev- 
’ eral years ago proposed a common sorting yard, a 
sort of supermarket for wood purchasers to gather 
( I  and examine what was for sale. 
What Mr. Brouwer’s report does do is lay it all 
out in a comprehensive package. There is a will 
and now it needs support, says Mr. Brouwer. 
Most telling is Mr. Brouwer’s breaking down 
of the job numbers. He points out that small op- 
erators already provide 79 jobs in this area, more 
than that of a single shift at the Terrace Lumber 
Company once it gets started. Changes benefit- 
thg small operators would double that 79 job fig- 
ure, easily equalling that of two shifts from the 
Terrace Lumber Company. 
That’s not to denigrate the Terrace Lumber 
Company which is creating itself as a larger, down 
home version of a small scale operation. 
but what it does point out that taken collective- 
ly, the potential of small scale forestry operations 
could provide the same level of employment and 
resulting economic spinoffs that a larger and more 
visible operation provides. 
In many ways, this would return the area to the 
early days of the sawmilling industry where local 
control was the key. It’s worth doing again. 
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Gov’t fumblesosurgical i wait lists 
VICTORIA - I guess it’s good 
news that the provincial gov- 
ernment has discovered that 
1 1,0oO of the 80,000 names on 
surgical waiting lists shouldn’t 
be there. 
At least the problem has 
been identified, and is appar- 
ently being fixed. 
But that’s the extent of the 
good news, and there’s much 
that’s discouraging in the dis- 
covery, and in the fact that 
waits for many procedures are 
still up over the last years. 
The number of names on 
a wait list shouldn’t matter 
in providing treatment. The 
system provided 33 per cent 
more knee replacements in 
2003-4 than it did three years 
earlier, and 41 per cent more 
angioplasties. . ,, .‘, j 
But the system has not kept 
up with demand. ’;’* ’1 
The latest data shows that 
median waits have increased 
for 11 types of non-emergency 
surgery since the election, and 
fallen for five procedures. The . *  .. 
are shorter than in Ontario, 
according to a new review; 
both are much longer than the 
standard recommended by the 
Canadian Orthopaedic Asso- 
ciation.) 
Lots of factors have driven 
the increased> demand. The 
most significant, Ballem says, 
is an increase in the rate at 
which most procedures are be- 
ing performed. Surgeries hurt 
less, require less rehab time 
and provide more consistently 
successful results. More peo- 
ple are candidates. In 1990, 
about 1,300 people had knee 
much. Most of us care about replacement surgery in B.C.; 
how long it takes for us to get the annual number is almost 
the procedure done, not how three times that today. 
many others are on the list The procedures work, so 
with us.,, people in pain or with other 
But wait lists matter to peo- problems expect treatment. 
ple who manage the, system. . And siiice we are-not’ pay- 
If the list for one procedure ing for enough surgeries to 
keeps growing, then managers meet the need, waiting lists 
devote more resources to the .grow. In the long term, we 
treatment. And if the decisions can find ways to keep people 
are based on bad information, healthier and reduce demand, 
then money may be misspent. and increase efficiency. But 
The health ministry says now, either governments pro- 
it’s identified the problem, and wait *or caruiac surgery nas vide more money or waits in-, the south from Prince George, 
will have a new wait list sys- been cut by about four weeks, crease. is obviously linked to the elec- 
tem within the next year that 11 to two months. That decision deserves tion, and to winning seats for 
will offer patients and man- But Other waits have in- much more open public debate, the Liberals. 
agers accurate information. creased substantially. People starting with a clear statement But while the project makes 
But it’s 2005, long into an era are waiting ‘ one-third Ion- of how long it’s reasonable sense, the Connector when health care and waiting ger for knee for people to wait for different name ne new name 
should be aimed at persuad- lists are supposed to be a pri- with the median wait now 28 types of treatment, based on 
ing tourists that a trip to Prince 
ority, and basic management weeks- Since the median wait the severity of their condition 
information isn’t available. measureS the time it takes for and the impact on their overall 
(A situation that is true across half the People to get sWFY, health and lives. George - and then to Prince 
Canada.) that meanS that many are Wait- The Wait Time Alliance Rupert - should be part of 
The news is also gloomy on ing much longer- The median of Canada, a doctors’ group, their plans. The route’s name 
the wait time front. wait for hip replacements has just released its proposals. should sell the region’s history 
Deputy health minister Pen- has hcreased by a month, to Health Canada is supposed to and beauty, and lure tourists 
ny Ballem stresses the progress almost 22 weeks- Both waits have a list of acceptable wait down the road. 
times by the end of this year 
as part of the last health accord 
signed with the provinces. 
We &e fumbling with the 
issue of wait times, with too 
little information - as the wait 
list problems showed - and too 
little honesty. 
People need to know what 
their governments are pre- 
pared to deliver, and at what 
cost. Oiily then can they de- 
cide if that is enough to meet 
patients’ needs. 
has worked in at least some 
other jurisdictions is wait 
guarantees - knee replacement 
for moderate case within nine 
months, for example, of the 
government pays for surgery 
outside the system. The pro- 
cess forces an open; ,honekt de- 
bate on what we ‘are prepared 
And last week‘s announce- 
ment regarding the Cariboo 
Connector, the name given by 
the province for its planned 
four-lane highway leading to 
Footnote: The model that , 
to promise, and pay for. I ’  . 
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Proper parenting takes time 
POOR PARENTING creates 
hoodlums. For proof, watch 
Supernanny or Nanny 91 1 to 
witness brats become angels in 
one week of proper parenting. 
Arnold Schwarzenegger’ s 
family needs no nanny’s help. 
Arnold and his wife, Maria 
Kennedy Shriver, believe in 
work and discipline, not indul- 
gence of their kids. 
Even though Arnold is gov- 
ernor of the state of Califor- 
nia, their three kids must make 
their own beds, do their own 
laundry (including bedsheets), 
hang up, their own clothes, and 
put away their shoes. 
If Arnold finds any clothing 
or shoes where they shouldn’t 
be, he throws them in the fire 
or hides them where the kid 
may never find them. 
The two sisters, 13 and 15, 
and their 9-year-old brother, 
have no phone of their own 
or a TV in their bedroom. 
The only TV sits in the fam- 
ily room where parents and 
kids watch programs together 
and, like other families, scrap 
over the remote and channel 
choices. 
Maria demands to know 
own spending money by de- 
livering newspapers or doing 
other small jobs. Like Schwar- 
zenegger, Ivana grew up poor 
and worked hard to better 
herself. Wanting the best for 
her kids, she lets them have 
the satisfaction of a job well 
done,. 
These two fahlies parent 
similz to Supernanny, Nan- 
ny 911, and Dr. Phil. The re- 
sult is happy kids that respect 
their parents and each other, 
help with the chores, and live 
within parental boundaries so 
Mom and Dad can enjoy their 
predict the consequences of 
his actions with one hundred 
percent accuracy,” says Dr. 
Phil. 
If mom warns, “bite your 
sister again and you’ll lose 
your GameBoy for a week,” 
that’s exactly what should 
happen if the child nips again. 
No knuckling under because 
wrestling the GameBoy out of 
his grip will be too much ef- 
fort, or Mom worries her child 
won’t love her. 
A parent’s job is not to be 
loved by her kid but to raise a 
socially acceptable child. 0th- 
where her children are and 
with whom. When they vis- 
it friends on playdates, she 
phones the home to be sure 
a parent is present and check 
that her child was invited. 
This firm handling of kids 
is similar to the parenting style 
of Ivana Trump. The Trumps 
could well afford anything a 
kid might desire, yet Ivana re- 
fused to give her teenagers an 
allowance. 
She insisted they earn their 
company. 
‘ I  watch Supernanny and 
Nanny 911 for the sheer joy 
of seeing a roomful of row- 
dies shredding sofa cushions, 
climbing furniture and yell- 
ing, metamorph into a polite, 
sociable unit taking turns with 
toys and doing Mom’s bidding 
without backtalk. 
This behavioural transfor- 
mation-in-seven-days works 
because the nanny coaches 
the parents to be consistent, to 
set consequences and follow 
through. 
“A child should be able to 
erwiseby his or her teens, the 
kid could be pregnant, doing 
drugs, or stealing cars, well on 
the road to a life behind bars. 
Where’s the love in that? 
We all want our kids to be 
happy, but indulgence isn’t the 
way to reach that goal. A kid 
is happier living within con- 
sistent boundaries so he isn’t 
scolded, punished, in trouble 
with neighbours, school or the 
law. 
Criminals are made by par- 
ents who let kids do as they 
please because parenting takes 
effort, commitment, and time. 
- .. . 
c 
. . -  . . . ~ . - -  _ .  ~ . -  
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Terrace’s little secret is out and skiing and snowboarding industry representatives are heading for our hills. 
f 
U A special report by Sarah’ A. Zimmerman and Margaret Speirs 
”’ , 
Hatchett expects a two to three-minute segment from the Terrace fore.” SCOlT GAFFNEY, a cinematographer for Matchstick Productions, produces visu- 
The concept of hitting virgin runs is a major ally stunning ski and snowboarding movies featuring the world’s top athletes. The trip to appear in Stydard Films’ new release in September 2005. 
And he also anticipates seeing a full segment featuring Terrace on 
the Standard Snowboard Show, a half-hour weekly program on Fox 
draw for professional Skiers, snowboarders and 
the media who report on what they do. Tapping 
Matchstick crew was here for two weeks this month, filming. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO - - network’s satellite channel called Fuel, a 24-hour-a-day action sport 
Terrace terrain 
into a frontier that has yet to be fully discovered 
television channel. makes the Terrace area unique and very attractive to the industry. Jim Barr was amazed at ju! . ’ . . _  ~ P .. well. 
to Terrace. 
“I caught a flight at 6:30 ?;r ,. A a ,- 1 A 8 -  b .  
by, like, 11:36 a.m.’’ Barr recall*. 1 u a b  3 a 1 1  
John Forrest, Northern,Escape’s preside; - 
Terrace from Van’couver is a major selling point fok his’girests’frbim the 
Lower Mainland. 
“The access is really good here,” Forrest says. “We’re selling season 
Whistler.” 
Clients have told Forrest they’h prefer to fly from the south terminal 
to Terrace than drive the often-dangerous Sea to Sky highway. 
And it’s not just high-paying heli-skiing clients that are impressed 
with the easy access to backcountry skiing. 
Several people who’ve been here this winter have been impressed 
with how easy it is to get from Vancouver to Terrace and then just a 
quick drive to Shames for lift-serviced skiing. 
Barr says he hears good thidgs about Shames through the adventure 
travel company he works for, 
“I hear a lot about Shames and again, it’s about the snow and it’s 
about the backcountry.” 
Locals have known for years that a short hike above the T-bar.at the 
top of the resort gives people access to untouched powder and steep ter- 
rain that is usually accessible only by helicopter. For skiers here, it’s all 
in a day’s work, but for people from outside the region, the easy access 
to the powder in the backcountry is nothing short of overwhelming. 
“Basically, I was just blown away by the backcountry access,” says 
Jordan Manley, a photographer who visited Shames in February af- 
ten hearing that the snow here was good, while Whistler was suffer- 
ing from a serious lack of the white stuff. “There’s only that one little 
lift but it provides you,with this massive area you’ve got access to. I 
thought it was just the greatest thing.” 
“It’s a huge draw for us because you know, in Alaska there’s so 
much hype and there are so many skiers now and snowboarders and 
film crews,’’ says Hatchett.. “To come,to a small spot yhere there &,no. 
e mountains are gigaptic but;if-‘ypu break doFn theamountah other snowboarders heli-skiing is definitely, a draw - going, to*a,small 
ly and look at a small section of it &at’s only 300 vertical feet place and going to some place new.” 
long or 500 vertical feet long, there’s very workable terrain features 
- one of the best thing about Terrace is the amazing terrain features tt Alluring ammenities 
work with.” 
Those features range from soft pillowy lines, to steep, jagged cliff He and his crew of professional skiers that included Canada’s ace free 
skier Hugo Harrison* was at the Escape with the drops, long run-outs and tree skiing. 
Jim Barr, a writer for the Edmonton Sun and employee for Edmon- dard Film crew. 
ton-based adventure travel wholesaler Downhill Riders, was here in Filming some of the extreme shots that his company looks for is, 
early February and was awed by the snow. by nature, an endeavour that takes his crew to remote locations. Some- 
times, he says, his crew has spent days cooped up 
in a fly-in hut on a mountain in a remote mountain 
range, waiting for the weather to clear. 
Escape’s lodge’ located less than l5 
minutes from the City of Terrace, makes it an at- 
tractive home base for his team. 
Being near an amenity-rich city means athletes 
and film crews can get out and enjoy what it has 
to Offer waiting for what avid skiers and 
clear blue skies create the perfect conditions for 
shooting* To their shoots’ both 
and Gaffney agreeits 
operation that understands the needs of the film- 
making industry. 
And with for a week’s ’lay at the local 
lodge topping $40*000 for each Of the crews 
that translates into a substantial amount of money 
coming into the local economy. Combine that 
. .’ %. -& The,terrain here is its biggest dray,,Haphett says. , s t , ! , ,  I , f I  
0 
Gaffney, a cinematographer for Matchstick Production agrees* passes to people because they get here faster and safely than 
1 
days - days with 
to have a 
JIM BARR, a freelance writer for the Edmonton Sun, says the heli-skiing experience 
he had here was the best day of skiing of his life. 
TED ALLSOPP PHOTO 
$1 now easy it  is to get rrom vancouver 
with money spent by visitors in local restaurants, What the future holds 
With the increase of exposure for this area soaring, more $makers ,  bars and other venues and the contribution to the economy is significant. television crews and mafiazincs arc bound to start coming this way. 
Both Matchstick andstandard arc cntcring into an a&ementwith 
Northern Escape to return lo Tcrracc on a regular basis next year. 
Hatchett says his company will essctitially be on 24-hour notice. When 
the conditions are right, the snowboarders and shooters will get on a 
flight to Terrace and start shooting. 
Easy access 
While access to the backcountry is just minutes 
away by helicopter, access from the Lower Main- 
land is attracting more and more people here as 
Tourism head seeks out exposure 
By MARGARET SPEIRS were very impressed with the local services avail- how many of their own were here this winter. 
OUTDOOR tourism is blasting onto ski slopes all able here. “People from Whistler couldn’t believe how 
over and extreme tourists could soon be coming “If anything, that was what they were the most many people they saw that were local (from 
to town in droves if Terrace Tourism has its way. surprised about: the diversity of the food they Whistler),” Lewis said. 
Last winter’s excellent snow conditions here could get here,” says Lewis adding visitors were Terrace Tourism is currently calculating the to- 
and lack of snow at other ski hills, including particularly impressed with the availability and tal number of winter tourists as a baseline, which 
Whistler, led Jennifer Lewis, executive director variety of ethnic fare here. will help determine future increases. 
of the Terrace Tourism Society, to contact all the The potential exists for more skiers and snow- Staff are placing different 1-800 telephone 
major newspapers in Vancouver, as well as B.C. boarders to come to town thanks to the stories that numbers on tourism publications to learn how and ’ 
Tourism, which resulted in a flood of phone inqui- have already been written about these trips, she where tourists hear about Terrace. Each market- 
ries from travel writers and photographers. says. ing area has its own number to call which allows 
Her e-mail to the lower mainland was simple: Jim Barr, also known as Dr. Pow, wrote a rave Terrace Tourism to track interest geographically. 
“...we have 90 cm of fresh powder at our local review of his experience heli-skiing in Terrace “If we know nobody came from Edmonton and 
ski hill and why aren’t you up here?’ Lewis ex- which was printed in February in the Edmonton nobody phoned the visitor info centre, we’ll mar- 
plains. Sun. ket another place where people are interested,” 
B.C. Tourism received requests for travel ar- Jamie Bond, an avid backcountry skier who Lewis says. 
rangements and helped organize and fund three hosts a web site for free skiers (people who hit Lewis believes Shames Mountain could be- 
separate mps here. backcountry slopes rather than lift-assisted runs) come a vacation destination for “ski addicts” - die 
Those inquisitive travellers included people also wrote a stunning review of his trip here in hards who appreciate a back country ski hill with 
from the Edmonton Sun, Advenhrre West Maga- February. That trip came soon after a huge dump a two-seater chairlift and chalet. As for attracting 
zine, Northshore News, Skier magazine, Doglo- of snow hit the slopes here and he was awed by certaiii age groups, Lewis believes age isn’t the 
tion from Whistler, Matchstick Productions from the qirality of runs at Shames Mountain and its main factor with action sport tourists. 
Colorado, and Canadian professional free skier easy access to the backcounty. “I think it’s actually the personality more than 
Hugo Harrison, to name a few. His stones appeared on his web site doglotion. the age,” she said. 
The upshot of the trips saw those people not corn and in the Whistler Question newspaper. “It’s the addicted skier that at any age, whether 
just hitting the slopes but checking out local res- “Hopefully we’ll get lots of coverage in next a young or older person, if they can’t ski because 
taurants, spas, sports facilities and stores. year’s ski magazines,” Lewis said. their mountain isn’t open, they’ll start looking for 
And feedback from the travellers indicate they And those Whistler based skiers were amazed another place.” 
PRINCE RUPERT skier Jake Palmer is caught on film 
by professional photographer Jordan Manley in the 
back bowl near Shames Mountain. 
JORDAN MANLEY PHOTO 
, .  
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Terrace (is not dying, 
says Chamber prez 
Dear Sir: 
As the ‘voice of business’ in Terrace, the 
Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce 
takes exception to the all too familiar Save- 
the-Northwest package that was mailed to 
local Terrace businesses with a cover letter 
that stated Terrace is dying. 
Terrace is not dying! 
The people and businesses of Terrace 
have worked hard over these past few years 
for the future of the Pacific Northwest, our 
community and for the future of our chil- 
dren. There are m,my positives on the hori- 
zon that, through all the hard work of thcsc 
great people and businesses, will conic to 
It  i s  most unfortunntc that even though 
Kitimat has many forward thinking busi- 
nesses who look lo thc future as Terrace 
does, Ki t i~ l l i~ t  now has ;I national reputation 
as ii “dying” community. Wc do not want to 
be brandcd thc same. Terrace will not allow 
itsclf to be l i~b~lcd with this negativity. 
Tcrrrcc is nlivc and well ... and working 
towards the future. 
Bert Husband, President, 
‘l’errace & District 
Chamber of Commerce 
fruition. “ > 
orestry is not dead 
Dear Sir:. 
An Open Letier to Robin Austin, NDP 
Candidate, Skeena. 
Mr. Austin,’ you told NWCC students 
this week that “forestry is in the past” in this 
Over the past few years, we have endured 
troubled markets and then the unfulfilled 
hopes and promises of New Skeena. 
Loggers, sawmill workers, contractors 
and suppliershave - struggled to stay in this 
business. 
The recent local investment in the Ter- 
race Lumber Company, the new market log- 
ging opportunities, the 48 local sawmills and 
community. 
governments actions are evidence that others 
see a future in forestry in the northwest. 
The forests of the northwest are produc- ’ 
tive and an asset. 
Terrace has a strong forestry heritage and 
opportunities for growth. 
Many are working hard to diversify and 
to re-establish the northwest as a forest 
economy. 
For you,. Mr. Austin, to think otherwise 
exposes a lack of understanding of how im- 
portant forestry is to this community. 
Let’s paint a brighter picture of the future 
to students in our community. 
” Brian Downie, Terrace, B.C. 
UPDATE ON BUSINESS‘ 
Tune in to Monarch TV Channel 10 and 
watch Alcan’s Director of Operations, Paul Henning’s 
recent Alcan retirees presentation. 
esday, April 20 - 8:OO p.m. 
and 
-- Wednesday, May 4 - 8:OO p.m. 
.. . 
Drivers wanted: 
The 2005 Passat TDI. With over 1,000 km to the tank; 
you’ll be laughing all the way to the gas pump. 1 I 
$43 8/mon+ti** 
48-month lease 
-- 
Standard 5-speed automatic transmission with TiptroniC 
Standard front, side and side-curtain impact airbags 
Standard keyless remote entry 
4-year/80,000-km+ Limited” New Vehicle Warranty -_- 
4-year/80,000-kmt Limited 24-hour roadside assistance 
5-year/100,000-kmt Limited Powertrain Warranty 
12-year Corrosion Perforation Warranty 
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Don’t judge people who are 
I coping with eating disorders 
Dear Sir: 
I am responding to Claudette 
Sandecki’s story, “Bulimia’s The 
Real Villain”. 
She has given her opinion with 
regards to bulimia and I whted to 
share mine from the perspective of 
someone who has struggled with 
this disease. 
I am a recovered bulimic who 
spent many years struggling with 
disordered eating. 
1 learned in my recovery that bu- 
limia is not about losing weight. For 
myself buliniia was about numbing ’ 
emotional pain. ’ 
One truth that 1 have realized 
“about eating disorders is that people 
suffering from them have had sig- 
nificant hurt in their lives. 
By controlling what 1 ate. 1 was 
trying to control my terrible pain. 
In her article, Claudette Sandecki 
spoke about Terri Schiavo’s family 
friends had heaped 
one tenth of their 
ureseni concern on CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
her as a child she 
might have grown 
up feeling so con- 
fident she’d never The Mail Bag 
- have become over- U 
weight in the first 
place”. 
330 not feel that 
- --- 
’I 
is a fair asumption of Terri’s family 
life as a child. 
we do not kllow what life was 
like for ~~~~i do Ilot’know 
cvcn,s took place in her lift. 
we do ,lot kno\,, \vh;lt her f;11iijly 
but the individual has to want it. cry to begin I contacted a not for 
You can be brought to the door, profit organization called EDEN, 
but you have to walk through it. I Eatin; Disorders and Education 
wanted lo respond to this arlicl!: so Network. 
I could be a voice of others who are I joined EDEN‘S 21 Wcck Re- 
struggling. 1 understand that this ill- covery Skills group and began my 
ness is not about losing weight. journcy of recovery. 
happy when we were thin and near tion on the EDEN Process or my 
death, but we aren’t: we are scared 0 upcoming 21 Week Recovery Skills 
and Group in Terrace, pleiisc visit cdcn- 
and friends doing when ~~~i I f  that Were true We would be If YOU would like mor(: informil- 
was struggling with her bulimia. 
cxperiellce work- 
ing with women who struggle with 
eating disorders that fanlily If you or someone you know is process.com. 
and frieiics ;ire desperate for them to 
seck help. 
i t  has been 
an eating disorder 
please know that there is help out Susan Moldenhauer, 
ROYAL CANADIAN 
LEGION 
BR 13 TERRACE 
presents 
and friends. The i‘amily may want recovery there* , Terrace, B.C. ’ 
She wondered “if her parents and for the person more than anything, When was ready for my recov- 
- _  
Trustee takes exception <to 
MIA’s opinion on education 
D&r 
In 
M L A  
Sir: j re-elected by the people I ments on regionalization of before an election) sounded 
the i media recently positive, but with loopholes 
RogerHanishasmade you could drive a BC Rail 
comments about the Coast elected four times, then he to Gordon Campbell talk train through. 
Mountains School District Peter G: King 
and myself. when it is inappropriate to to the minister of education Cost Mountains School 
. He makes reference to tell the truth! talk about it. Just recently District trutee 
the $150 million, it sounds Roger Harris’s coni- minister of education (just Kitimat 
like a lot of monev but what 
represent four times. When 
Roger Harris has been re- 
can give me a lecture about 
school districts like health 
councils. In 2000 I listened 
about it.’In 2004 I listened 
our district‘iets i i a  lot less. 
Since our funding has been 
frozen for the last four years 
we have been under funded 
to the tune of $22.5 million. 
This is because we have had 
all the costs in the district 
increasing wages, gas, fuel, 
electricity, WCB, insurance 
and the list goes on. 
Our share of “ b e  $150 
million is just less than $1 
million; our net under fund- 
ing becomes $2 1.5 million. 
The seismic upgrade 
money Roger Harris says 
“They are fully within their 
rights to ask that that lift in 
capital dollars not go to seis- 
mic this year, that they put it 
to something else. They ac- 
tually just have to ask.” 
Well we met with the 
ministry of education in 
Vancouver at the beginning 
of the month and told them 
what Roger Harris said. 
AWG Northern Industries lac. is 
pleased to announce Brian’s 
25th employment anniversary! 
Brian, we are very grateful for the hard work and dedication 
you have shown to us over the past quarter century! 
Your csmrnlftment to All-West Glass is a big part of our 
/”.‘ Ih- V“., continued success in Terrace! 
u’ 
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“SERVING NORTHWESTERN CANADA” 
NORTHERN ASSOCIATES - 35 LOCATIONS 
They said;t was “absolutely 
not true.” 
Besides if we used the 
money elsewhere and there 
was an earthquake and chil- 
dren die, how could we ex- 
plain not using the money 
for children’s safety? 
When I was elected in 
1990 Dave Parker never at- 
tacked the school board and 
supported in any way he 
could. Helmut Giesbrecht 
never attacked the school 
board and supported in any 
way he cculd. I was not a 
member of the NDP. Then 
Roger Harris got elected, he 
attacked the school board 
and never supported us in 
any way. 
In 2003 I realized the only 
way I could fight for public 
education and Kitimat was 
to join the NDP. 
Roger Hams: about my 
remarks at public meetings 
about the future of public 
education says, “Which is 
about as inappropriate as 
you get.” 
When is it appropriate to 
give the people the facts and 
to tell the truth? I have been 
Success By 6 gives children in your community the 
support they need t o  be physically, socially and emotionally 
ready t o  succeed in school and in life. 
Make your donation at your local credit union or go t o  
www.successby6bc.ca 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
CREDIT UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 6357282 
~ , t n a r ~ h l p  S~uings  mid Credit Unions @ 
with C ~ L U I I R I A  - v k I ;  of BRITISH COLUMBIA 
United Way 
HUCCESS m- 
- . .  
3210 Clinton SP., Terrace 
Phone: 6387283 
Proud to be part of 
this advertisement to 
promote success by 6 s T A r m  - 
Residents and staff of Terraceview Lodge would likk”t0 
takethisopportunitytuext;enda heartythankyouto 
all ofthe local businesses, service groups, community 
organizations and countless individuals who have 
contributed to the enrichment of life for Temceview 
Lodge residents through VOLUNTEEWNG! 
Thankyou forthe wayyou care,forthejoyyou bring 
and all the smilesyou leave behind! 
. .1’ 
Terrace 1\ 
April 29-May 1 
0 
I 
LIMIT ONE FREE. 
Assorted varieties. 
Or try our Hawaiian 
or ?he Works b r  $9.99 ea. 
Prices effective at all CaMda Safeway stores Thursday, Apr. 21, thru Saturday, Apr 23.2005. We reserve the nghl to limit sales to retail qUanbtIes. Some terns may not be awlable at all stores Al lems while stock last Actual items may ~ t y  
slightly from illustrabons. Some illustrabons are semng sugge-sbons only Adverbsed pnces do not include GST. 
@Trademarks of AIR MILES International Trading B.V. Used under license by Loyalty Management Group, Canada Inc. and Canada Safeway Limited. 
Extreme Spmk are prices that are so low they are limled to a on! bme purchase to Safeway Club Card Members m i n  a household Each household can purchase the limted lems one time during the efiecttve dates A household is defined 
by all Safeway Club Cards that are linked by the same address and phone number. Each household can purchase the MTREME SPECIALS during the specmedadverbsement dates For purchases over the household limns. regular pncing 
applies to overllml purchases. Extreme pnces effeche Apnl21- Apnl23.2005. On BW ONE GET ONE FREE rtems, both items must be purchased. Lowest pnced item is then free. 
. .  
! 
. .  . . ._ , . - . ’ ’. 
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b Caledonia 
? I still ranked 
near bottom 2 : 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
’ !  LOCAL SCHOOL district administrators say they’re not 
1 -  concerned with the low ratings given to the area’s three high 
schools in a think tank’s yearly results released last week. 
/ “I don’t pay attention to the Fraser Institute’s rankings,” 
said Cam Mackay, Caledonia Senior Secondary School prin- 
Caledonia slipped from a 5.7 out of 10 rating last year, to 
The ratings measure eight indicators, including aver- 
age provincial exam mark, percentage of provincial exams 
failed, the gap between a school and the provincial e.y;~iii 
average, gender differences in math and English results. 
graduation rate and the number of provincially- exaniinablc 
courses taken per student. 
, cipal. “We already know our exam results.” 
a 5.5 rating this year. .a 
1 -  
1 :  
I ’  
4 ;  
Data can’t tell the whole story. says Mackay. 
“Private schools and (wealthy area-schools) will always 
have a much higher level compared to the North,’’ he said. 
“But, all the clientele is different.” 
School board chair Lome Gowen agreed, saying no othcr 
district has the range or diversity of race and econoniic class- 
es seen in schools here. 
Peter Cowley, the Vancouver-based institute’s director of 
school performance studies and co-author of the report, says 
a school’s cultural diversity shouldn’t be a factor. 
“Some schools simply- do better than others,” Cowlcy 
However, the author did point out the rankings include 
parents’ average education in years, a stat, with few excep- 
tions he said, runs in direct correlation with income. 
Gowen said she doesn’t put much stock into the yearly 
results, prefemng instead to focus on the job they’re doing. 
“We’re concerned with making strides ourselves and 
, I  
I. 
: I ,  
’.J 
’. 
I. 
4501 LakelseAve,Terrace,B,C, 6384 158 1-800-813=1 I58 
Open Mon Sat 900 600 pm Financing OAC. m :fi-m r? said. 
I t; 
;I 
> I  
- 
c what the students do,” she said. 
Cowley said school administrators need not use the find- 
ings for comparison, but to compare them to their own his- 
Despite a poor overall mark and little evidence of im- 
\. 
t tory. 
-l provement at Caledonia, Cowley said the school has im- 
proved over five years in the number of provincially-exanl- 
199. Mount Elizabeth Secondary in Kitimat and Hazelton 
I 
: I  inable courses taken. 
Of 282 B.C. high schools, the Terrace school ranked no. 
I 
*. 
’. years. 
Secondary came in at no. 226 and 259 respectively. 
The public policy group has been ranking schools for 12) 
? 5 School smoking 
I 
I 
1 I I PROJECT GREEN is a national effort involving individual Canadians, businesses, communitie and governments - working together to build a healthier environment and a stronger econo And Moving Forward o n  Climale Change is past of it. ; t I pits not moving .- to neighbourhood 
, I i &it, - h BYDUSTINQUEZADA SCkSOL EISTRICT - --- 82 is still looking for a way to address the problem of s t u d z  smoke pits. A proposed policy that would have seen smokers pushed 50 metres off school property didn’t even go to a vote on ‘1 tl 
1 
I April 6. “We’ll revisit it rather I; than push it,” said Lome 1 Gowen, the board’s chair. 
3 
1 
I 
“We’d like to focus more on 
cessation and helping smok- 
ers quit.” 
The plan was turfed be- 
cause it was seen as down- 
loading the smoke pit prob- 
lem into the neighbourhood. 
Gowen s@d pushing stu- 
dents-away from the school 
might work in an urban area, 
but not here. 
‘:,Where we’re situated, 
we’re too close to people’s 
houses.” . .  
Lsrrie Gowen Gowen said the district would ultimately like to 
abolish smoke pits, calling 
the practice of underage 
smoking illegal. 
But, for now, she said the 
district will try to revise the 
existing policy before the 
end of this school year. 
“Every singlc high school 
has a smoke pit - we under- 
stand that they exist,” she 
said. “We want to find a bal- 
ance between addressing 
(smoke pits) and promoting 
a healthy lifestyle.” 
Discipline is also a bal- 
ance, says Cam Mackay, 
principal of Caledonia Se- 
nior Secondary. 
“We don’t want to lose 
\\sight of why they’re at 
school - for education,” he 
said. “If we do have to pun- 
ish them, we like to keep 
them in school.” 
While Mackay said his 
student body is mostly re- 
spectful, going off-property 
to smoke, some require dis- 
cipline. 
Students caught smoking 
on school property are first 
warned and repeat offend- 
ers at Caledonia will get in- 
school suspensions or Friday 
school, where students come 
in on their day off. 
Mackay said the school 
will move the existing smok- 
ing pit from its current loca- 
tion at the public bus stop, SO 
students disembarking don’t 
have to wade through clouds 
of smoke. 
The secondary school 
principal said treating the 
problem - addiction - is 
most vital. 
with clear objectives, PROJECT 6REEN 
and the Climate Change Plan will: 
J Keep our air clean and help reduce smog 
J Keep our rivers, lakes and oceans clean 
J Preserve wildlife and meen maces 
:I 
v 
Moving Forward on Climate Change* j 
t 
J Make Canada a worldcleader in developing new sustainable technologies 
J Help to honour our Kyoto cornmitnient A Plan for Honouring 
i 
i 
our Kyoto Commltmctnt 
F 
i 
To get your copy of the Plan, 
or to join the One-Tonne Challenge: 
__ Call 1 800 0-Canada (1 800 622-6232), ‘TTY 1 800 465-7735, 
or visit climatechange.gc.ca 
01 8 foot awning 
.Front gravel guard 
MSRP 
$23,300 
Stk number RV007 
.AM/FM CD Player 
@Plus many more standard and optional features. 
4916 Highway 16, Terrace 635-7187 
1 -880-33 -71 87 
Trailer may not be exactly as shown. DEALER #5958 *O.A.C. Net Of Taxes 
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Free Replacement 
Lawn & Garden Utili 
HOT WHEELS 
R TONKA TOPS 0 
Boys’ sizes 4 - 6x. 
#241201487/94/836/44 ... 
R TONKA PANTS 
Boys’ sizes 4 - 6x. 
Recharaes batteries. too. #616104. 
B 1 ES’ 2-P I EC E 
YJAMA SETS 
Assorted colours. 
XS - L. #290406519. 
Slim-Fast 
RTD b 
Powder 
Caller ID and visual call 
Assorted sizes. 
’News In Brief 
Rocks for liquor 
SOMEONE HURLED a rock through the front window 
.of the beer and wine store a! the Coast Inn of the West 
,around 4:30 a.m. on April 12. 
. The suspect entered and stole three bottles of liquor 
worth about $58.65. 
: Damage to the window is estimated at $2,000. 
Anyone with information is asked to call Criniestop- 
pers at 635-8477 or Terrace RCMP at 638-7400. 
UNBC nurses to stay 
in north 
THE NORTHERN Hcalth Authority has hired 48 of 
the 58 nurses graduating this year from the University 
,of Northern British Columbia’s Bachelor of Science in 
;Nursing program. 
; They’ll be headed to Fort St. Johk Prince 12upert. 
;Terrace, Smithers, Burns Lake, Fort St. JiIIiIeS. Vandcr- 
‘hoof, and,Prince George. 
“Northcm tI~dth is pleased thiit the vast majority of 
UNBC’s nursing graduates haw again choscn to stay in 
the north,” said Norlhcrn Hcaltli CEO Mulcolm Mitx- 
well. 
“Our goal now is to Iliiikc sure that Northern Health 
provides thcse new nurses with a rewarding work life so 
they choose to stay with us over the long term.” 
This year’s recruiting results follows 2004’s recruit- 
ment of 33 of 38 UNBC nursing graduates to positions 
across northern B.C. 
, The health authority works closely with educational 
‘institutions across the region to provide hands-on edu- 
cation for future health professionals as they complete 
their studies. 
Diabetes pitch made 
to provincial gov’t 
THE CANADIAN Diabetes Association is urging the 
provincial government to add new medications and 
supplies to its Pharniacare coverage package to benefit 
lower income people. 
The association says people who rely on Pharmacare 
don’t have access to a full range of medications and sup- 
plies unless they can pay for them. 
It also notes diabetes medication and other bills can 
reach $5,000 a year. 
The association says doctors and their patients are 
faced with fewer choices in making decisions as to the 
appropriate kind of treatment. 
More than 210,000 British Columbians now have 
diabetes, a figure the association says will grow dra- 
matically. 
, 
- ... 
I uition 
fees 
rise 
aaain w 
By ROD LINK 
THE UNIVERSITY of 
Northern British Columbia 
has raised tuition rates by 
two per cent, increasing the 
cost for a full  time student in 
a typical bachelor’s program 
by $80 to $4,1 I O  a year. 
It’s a modest bump coni- 
pnred to recent years which 
have seen annual increilses 
that have nearly doubled tu-  
ition from the $2.257 figure 
of the late 1990s. 
The provincial Liberal 
government ended a tuition 
fee freeze brought in  by the 
previous NDP government 
in the 1990s. 
The provincial govern- 
ment now wants to limit tu- 
ition increases to th2 level of 
inflation. 
Overall, tuition fees make 
up 26.7 per cent of UNBC’s 
$52.4 million budget for this 
year. 
That percentage has in- 
creased over the last years in 
line with tuition hikes. 
,But some of the bud- 
get increase comes from an 
increase in the provincial 
goverment grant from $34.6 
million this year to $36.5 
million this year. 
“There’s an extra inillion 
with the Northern Medical 
Program now fully on-line,” 
added UNBC public rela- 
tions official Rob van Ad- 
richem. 
9 He said inflationary pres- 
sures from increased heating 
and lighting bills and sala- 
ries and benefits account for 
other portions of the budget 
increase. 
Creative Zone has a huge 7 
$MI b we’ll treat you like a queen! 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 20,2005 - A1 1 1 .  
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Sale ,Pricl 
FIRST CHOICE BUILDERS 9 “THE BUILDERS’ CHOICE” 
4425 Keith Ave., Terra 
Open 7 Days A Week 
I ADULT 239.00 10.00 17.43 266.43 YOUTH 239.00 10.00 17.43 266.43 
I I JUNIOR 75.00 10.00 FREE 5.95 90.95 I CHILD SENIOR 239.00 10.00 17.43 266.43 
11 I I prices include $10 surcharge and gst.Cancellation insurance and 2 Or 3 ’ onth extended payment options are available at an additional cost. Cash, redit cards and cheques only. Effective date for age groups is Dec. 1,2005 wwwnShallPI~SmOUntain.com” Mail or drop-off forms to: 4544 Lakelse Ave., Terrace BC ll We cannot accept Debit Cards he- VSG4A2 
4818 HWY 16 WEST, VEIRWACE 
1-888-984-8880 
6354422 
www,creativezonecrafts,com 
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GlCs Stocks 
Mutual Funds Money-market funds 
Corporate Bonds RRSPs 
Government of 
Canada Bonds 
Provincial Bonds 
... and much mo 
And now serving 
coffee in Terrace 
Join me for a weekly round table discussion at our 
new office. We'll share ideas about current events, the 
economy, investing and a few cups of coffee. 
Call today for the time and date of our ncxt 
discussion. The coffee's on me! 
Upcoming Seminar: Ma 17.2005 (Financial Workshop) 
Call to rcscrve your spot. 
H06-47 16 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IT2 
I/ 
r 3  
' moHeartfeBt hanks 
TERRACE Search and Rescue's Dave Jephson (first from left) and MLA Roger 
Harris (second from left) honoured Skeena Junior Secondary students who 
raised money in memory of Ryan Ridler, their friend and classmate. The mon- 
ey they raised will enable the search and rescue unit to buy a heated oxygen 
unit for the City of Terrace. SUBMllTED PHOTO 
(250) 63&l202 or 167743bl202 
Member ClPF 
Edward 1 ones 
I t  summer bring less joyous 
3 times. 
5 This : t  BIGGER IN-B.C., BElTER IN A DODGE 1 0 west is a bit ahead of time , with spring conditions, says 
a spokesperson for the re- 
eion's fire centre. 
.I 
Y 
"We had a mild Janu- 
ary and February, but it's 
cooled off the last couple of 
weeks," said Gord Munro, 
1 the . r r l Northwest 3,. ..,, ,Fire. Centre's 
senior DrotectiGn officer. 
2005 DODGE RAM 1500 QUAD CAB SLT 4x4 4 
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CASH PURCHASE 
4.7L V8 engine with pspeed outomotic transmission 
AM/FM/CD stereo 4 full sized doors and full size bed 
17" cast aluminum wheels Multi-stage next-generation air bogs 
Air'conditioning Keyless entry Power windows, locks & mirrors 
Anti-spin differential Folding flat load door 
$33,988.- I '' .- 
operatiois. ' m e  spring fire 
season appears to be one 
to two weeks ahead of nor- 
mal."' 
That's especially true in 
the low valleys, Munro said, 
where snow pack is lower 
than normal for this time of 
Year. 
And that could spell an 
early and long fire season. 
Deciduous trees, such 
as aspen and alder, haven't 
leafed out yet, contributing 
dead material to the forest 
floor. 
At this time of the year, 
dry forests are susceptible 
to the elements, in particular 
sun, humidity and wind. 
A fourth element - light- 
ning - is largely absent in 
The main cause of wild 
fires in spring is human ac- 
tivity, Munro said. 
Prevention, therefore, is 
the focus for fire control of- 
ficials. 
The provincial forest min- 
istry has a firesmart manual 
to help communities combat 
wildfires. 
Additionally, the min- 
istry's protection program 
uses media advisories, posts 
advertising, and educates in 
schools with mascot Smokey 
the Bear. 
spring. 
t PER MONTH FOR 48 MONTHS 
WITH '4,550 DOWNPAYMENT 
OR EQUIVALENTTRADE $318 $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT . 
OR FOR AN ADDITIONAL @ A MONTH STEP UP TO A DODGE RAM 1508 
5.71 HEMI"V8 engine with 5-speed automatic transmission no"A1uminum polished wheels Leather wrapped 
steering wheel Fog lights Tow hooks Skid plate Anti-spin differentid Axel ratio 3.92 Heavy-Duty engine 
cooling Rear window defroster Transfer case-electric shift on the fry Folding frat load door 
2005 DODGE DURANGO SLT 4x4 /- 
4.7L Magnum V8 engine with yspeed automatic transmission Best-in-closs'lpoweG 
torque and towing capacity broperly equipped) Keyless entry Power windows, 
locks and mirrors aceptionol head, leg, shoulder & hip room in all 3 rows of seats 
Standard four-wheel disc anti-lock brakes On / off rood tires Up to zgooL Is CASHPURCHASE 39,988+* i , (102 .~  cubic feet) ofcorao smce Interior Convenience G~OUD Tioiler Tow GrouD I - 
iractibn conirol iransfer &e - AWL t, two speed electric Shih 
OR LEASE FOR t 
$3 98 PER MONTH FOR 48 MONTHS WITH '6.875 DOWNPAYMENT OR EQUIVALENTTRADE $0 SECURITY DEPOSIT F Monthlv I Down Davment I I I ' ' 3 , 5 0 0  sn 
L I ",  I - - 
I-LL 
ALL N W  2005 DODGE DAKOTA CLUB CAB ST PLUS 4x4 
CASH PURCHASE 3.7L Magnum' V6 engine Automatic transmission Air conditioning AM/FM/CD Stereo Tinted windows Multi-stage next generotion oir bogs instrument pone/ 
mountedpoweroutlet Sentry-KeyrM Engine Immobilizer Trailer Tow Group Keyless 
entry Power windows, locks and mirrors Rear folding split seat Axel rotio 3.92 S' 1 Rear window defroster 16" cost aluminum wheels Box bedliner - under roil 29,488. 
PER MONTH FOR 48 MONTHS 
WITH '4,150 DOWNPAYMENT 
OR EQUIVALENT TRADE 
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
Monthly 1 Down payment 
'3281 '2 ,750 * JC JC AWARDED NHTSA FIVE STAR CRASH RATING' 
for front and slde impact, ill0 US. Government's highest rating. '0 I ** 
"We encourage people to 
be careful with fires when 
conditions are dry and to err 
on the side of caution," said 
MUNO, based in Smithers, 
the fire centre's operational 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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- -  headquarters. 
The Northwest Fire Cen- 
tre, one of six jurisdictions in 
the province, covers 25 mil- 
lion hectares from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands to just west 
of Endako and from the Yu- 
kon border to Tweedsmuir 
Park. 
The district reported 50 
wild fires exceeding 10 hect- 
ares in 2004. 
The first - one of three in 
April - was discovered April 
12, while the last wildfire 
was reported Sept. 29. 
The Northwest Fire Cen- 
tre is split into four zones 
with 15 regular year-round 
staff, including the Skeena 
zone based in Terrace. 
Terrace is also one of six 
bases for approximately 120 
summer wildland firefight- 
ing staff. 
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Wise customers read the fine print: t. *, **, These are limited time offers which may not be combined with any other offer and apply to retail deliveries on new In-stock 2005 vehicles. Dealer orderhrade may be 
necessary. Includes freight and excludes license, insurance, applicable taxes, registration, dealer charges, and $50 PPSA. See dealer for complete details and conditions. Dealer may sellllease for less. * 0% purchase financing up 
to 60 months on 2005 Dodge Durango, 2005 Dodge Dakota and 2005 Dodge Ram 1500 models. Example: $30,000 @ 0% for 60 month term: monthly payment is $500 and cost of borrowing is $0; Total obligation is $30,000. If 
customers choose 0% financing, they forego additional incentives available to cash purchasers. The effective interest rate factoring in these incentives could be up to 5.3%. Finadcing subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. Chrysler I 
Financial is a member of the DaimlerChrysler Services Canada Group. t Leases are based on 48 month terms for the 2005 Dodge Durango 26E + AFH, AHC, BNM, CFV, DHU, Txx: the 2005 Dodge Dakota Club Cab ST Plus 4x4 
26C + AHC, AJP, CFR, DSA, GFA, WD1, XME the 2005 Dodge Ram 1500 Quad Cab 4x4 246 + CVN. DSA, WF4; and the 2005 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 1500 SLT 4x4 Lone Star 266 + ADB, AL1, CVN, DH5, DMH, DSA. LNJ, NMC, 
SCV. WF3, GFA . Iota1 lease obligation/finance interest rate for the Dodge Durango is: $25,968/$0 down; $25,964/$3,500 down: $25,979/$6,875 down/(O%). Total lease obligation/finance interest rate for the Dodge Dakota is: 
$18,528/$0 down: $18,494/2,750 down: $18,454/$4,150 down (1.3%). Total lease obligation/finance interest rate for the Dodge Ram Quad Cab 1500 4x4 1500 Is: $19,92060 down; $19,849/$3,625 down; $19.814/$4,550 
down (1.3%). Total lease obligation/finance interest rate for the Dodge Ram Quad Cab 1500 SLT 4x4 Lone Star is: $22,272/$0 down: $22,201/$3,625 down; $22,166/$4,550 FINANCING down (1.3%). Kilometres limited to 81,600; charge of $0.15/km for excess kilometres. Leases subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. "Cash purchase price applies 
only to the 2005 Dodge Durango 26E + PFH, AHC, BNM, CFV, DHU, TXX, 2005 Dodge Dakota Club Cab ST Plus 4x4 26C + AHC. AJP, CFR, DSA, GFA, WD1, XME, and 2005 
Dodge Ram Quad Cab 1500 SLT 4x4 Lone Star 24G + CVN, DSA. WF4 and includes factory to dealer incentives. R Based on Automotive News Classification. @ Jeep 
is a registered trademark of DaimlerChrysler Corporation used under license by DaimlerChrysler Canada Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of DalmlerChrysler Corporation. 
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Chamber wants better use I made of airport, fisheries 
- I President will take proposals to annual meeting in May 
1 THE CHAMBER of I 
commerce, here wants the 
provincial government 
to help develop smaller 
airports into becoming part 
of the overall transportation 
system in B.C. 
I That kind of involvement 
c‘an only help B.C. work on 
a global market presencc, 
says chamber president Bert 
He and other local meni- 
bers are taking down their 
plan for airport develop- 
ment to the B.C. Chamber of 
Commerce “annual general 
meeting next month at Har- 
, Husband. 
rison Hot Springs in the Fra- 
ser Valley. 
Although there are 19 
designated airports in B.C., 
only five are considered part 
of the federal system, leaving 
the remainingcl4 (including 
the Terrace airport) out in 
the cold, said Husband. 
<,’ “We think that needs to 
Bert Husband 
provincial government cre- 
ate a ministry of state for in- 
dustry and advanced manu- 
facturing. 
“If we want to move into 
more technology-based and 
value-added businesses, then 
this is something that should 
take place,” said Husband. 
The proposal also says a 
ministry of this kind would 
encourage manufacturers to 
move out of the lower main- 
land. 
Al Candidates Forum 
for the upcoming Provincial election 
Tuesday, April 26 in Terrace 
t o 0  pm. at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Come out and question the candidates 
seeking election in the Skeena riding. 
, 
Forum hosted by The Terrace Standard 
Moderator is Northwest Community College 
president Stephanie Forsyth. 
I 
‘ 
change,” he said, adding 
more effective lobbying to 
connect all, airports with 
other transportation systems 
is essential. 
The proposal will be de- 
bated and then accepted or 
not accepted by the chamber 
membership. 
The chamber also feels 
it is time to transfer fisher- 
ies responsibilities from the 
federal government to the 
provincial government. 
ous initiatives to improve e-mail: michaei.cornpton@bchydro.com 
the fishery fits the needs of 
British Columbia, said Hus- 
“It’s a huge bureaucracy 
in Ottawa and we don’t 
think it’s producing much 
that helps us,” he said. 
taken down is to have the 
Location: 12th Avenue, Stewart, B.C. 
No. 61 7 
60‘ x 122‘ Size: 90’ x 122‘ 
For further information, contact Michael Compton at BC Hydro in 
That’s to ensure vari- Vancouver, tel: 604 623-4291 fax: 604 623-3988 
The deadline for submitting offers is 4 p.m., May 31,2005. 
BC Hydro reserves the right t o  negotiate with one or more 
prospective purchasers and to  decline any or all offers at i t s  sole 
discretion. This is not a tendering or bidding process. 
I band. 
A third proposal being BChydro Icz 
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&ADoPT.A. PET& 
was turned inio ‘the 
animal shelter on 
Friday. Found in the 
lower Thornhill area. 
It is a female, terrier 
mix, approximately 
8 weeks old. If  this 
is your dog, or if 
after the required 
impound time you are 
interested in adopting 
her; please contact 
the staff at the shelter 
as we’d be glad to 
find her a ‘forever’ 
home. The Thornhill , Animal Sheller has 
in place a mandatory 
Spay and Neuter 
policy, so included in 
the adoption fee is a 
certificate for a spay 
at the vel of your 
choice. 
ad , , , 
FREE HAMSTER! 
,..that’s right! Just purchase 
a hamsterbtarter kit at 
regular price and your 
, I hamster is FREE! 
1 
Section 15 of the Canadian Cbarter of Rights and freedoms 
guarantees that everyone in Canada is equal under the law. 
Since April 1985, it has protected each of us, and continues 
to‘define the kind of country we want to be. 
. Unique yet 
Tbe Chartefi It’s Ours. It’s Us. 
’ equal 
Government Gouvernement 
of Canada du Canada 1 808 0-Canada canada.gc.ca/section 15 Canads 
ii . . .  . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . .  - . .  - . -  . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  - - -. . .  -_ .  . _ _  * - . ~ . .  
Schneiders sliced 
side bacon 
boneless skinless 
399 regular, 500 g each 8110090 
4. 97!- . -s;hiqken breasts 
individually quick frozen, 4 kg box, 
random sizes only, 2626356 
works out to be each 
88
2?* 
’resh romaine 
lettuce 
65 russet potatoes 
Imperial 
margarine 
Minute Maid 
orange juice 
Quaker 
granola .bars 
General Mills 
Kids cereal 
product of California, large size 
each 7425622 
product of Canada, No. 1 -grade, 
‘10 Ib bag 
Kraft salad 
dressing 
Catel I i
assorted varieties, pourable, 475 mL 
1602980F flnt 2 par Iamlly purehaw On combined varletla. 
j pasta 
WST L .rri 814 - .; I’ - - 
j assorted varieties, 900 g 
1207158F each 7289085 each 28.92 each 
SeaQuestTM 
seafood medley 
frozen, 340 g bag 
each 6152979 
, 
277 potato salad 
macaroni salad, potato & egg salad 
or colslaw, Resets 
1.25-1.36 kg 
quarters or soft tub, 1.36 kg 
each 2498787T 
refrigerated, 
1.89 L 
149 
Old Dutch 
potato chips 
. Minute Maid 
orange juice 
assorted varieties, 235 g 
6034219F f lmt2 parfamily purehameon comblnedvarl~t1~1 
each 5140207 each 3239837T 
assorted varieties, 187-210 g 
98frozen, concentrated, 355 mL 8402463 
each 2251858~ 
289 each assorted 1276633T varieties, 400 g 
Heinz ‘tomato 
Ketchup 
Kraft 
Miracle whip 
squeezable, 1 L 
3488053 Flnt 1 parfarnilypurchaw 
assorted varieties, 950 mL 
3319225F Flnt 1 parlamllypurchau 
4’9 
6s9 
178 FX:F&kets 
white or whole wheat, club packTM, pkg of 18 
each 2257517 
349 each 2991958 jumbo muffins Bakeshop, club packTM, selected vaneties, pkg. of 12 
ibuprofen 
\ coated, 200’~~ 
’ 208 mg caplets 
Includes sunshade & magaqine hold&, 
approximate size: 86”L x 40”W x 494M 
3 person swing with adjustable canop 
approximatd size: 80”L x 48”D x 62” 
I 
652412 
Irish Spring 
bar soap 
6 x 9 0 g  I 
1007558T 
Tampaw Pearl 
tampons 
teddy’s choice 
club packTM 
assorted varieties, 72‘s 
2204782F 
diapers 1145952F 
size 3-6, 108-160s 
13 watt mini compac 
fluorescent bulbs cushion lounger 
no nameTk1 extra 
long life light bulbs 
78”L x 25’W x 21”H similar light output to a 60 watt incandescent bulb, 2 pack 
172 1935 each I 
I 
60 or 100 watt, 5000 hours, 4 pack 
4221628/4937132 naph: 
side table with tempered glass to 
I 
Esso Extra Fuji Quicksnap extra 
IOW-30 motor oil single use camera 
12 x 1 litre case 
3689858 
Prices in effect until closing Saturday, April 23, 2005 or while stock lasts. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Some items may have ‘plus deposit and/or EmVirOnmental charge’ where applicable. 
1 
I 
. - .  
1 
1 
1 
, .  
Greyhound a‘pplies 
$0 reduce departures 
bREYHOUND has gone one step further 
in its bid to reduce the number of buses 
servicing Terrace by half. 
’4 The company has formally submitted 
M application to the new Passenger Trans- 
boxtation Board requesting permission to 
ieduce the number of daily departures here 
from two to one, says company spokesper- 
Son Brad Shephard. 
’ 1  “If we get approval for that, then we 
;would determine what type of schedule ser- 
yice we would run there,” Shephard says. 
!‘Based on the demand that we are seeing 
right now it would be reduced.” 
Currently the Smithers to Prince Rupert 
portion of the route sees just 10 passengers 
per departure. In order for the route to be 
viable economically he’d like to see those 
numbers rise to 20 or 22. 
Currently the carrier’s license requires a 
inimum two departures per day schedule. 
his application seeks to reduce that mini- 
um requiiement. 
The application has been submitted to 
B.C. Registrar of Passenger Transportation. 
It will review Greyhound’s application to 
ensure it has all the information required by 
the Passenger Transportation Board to make 
its decision, then it will be forwarded to that 
body for approval. 
“The board has to consider the public 
need, it has to consider whether the appli- 
cant is a fit and proper applicant capable of 
providing the service, and how it impacts 
the passenger transportation business in 
B.C.,” explains Jan Broocke a director for 
the board. 
And while the board is not required to, 
Shephard says he expects a public consulta- 
tion period to occur which will allow people 
in the northwest to comment on the proposed 
reduction in the schedule. 
Those comments are taken into consider- 
ation by the board when it makes its decision. 
It is not known when that decision is 
made. c 
2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation 
April 14 Gordon & Gloria Sager $50 
April 15 Henry Terpstra $50 
April 16 Larry Llewellyn $50 
April 17 Diana Penner $50 
April 18 Walter Mantel $50 
April 19 Gordon & Gloria Sager $50 
April 20 Rhian & Ken Thomas $50 
Come see our selection of exquisite 
, porcelain flowers, jeweller- 
collectibles and gift certificates. 
i . 4 )  L 
. , . . . . I . ,  ....-_ a,.. ...+,. i.. - .  , . .  
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Call Coast Inn Licenced Liquor Store 
and have your bottle dellvered. n 
Call 635-6800 
4620 wchc A r C N ,  TcmcC open 7 dsyr a weak 9am to l lpn 
to these sponsors fo 
Denny’s Restaurant 
Ev’s Men’s Wear Ltd. 
Bank of Nova Scotia 
Baskets Unlimited 
Cook’s Jewellers Carter’s Jewellers ’ ,, 
Northern Drugs ” Misty River Books 
Coast Inn of the West 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel 
Kondola’s Furniture -’ 
House Of Sim-Oi-Ghits 
McDonald’s Restaurant 
Terrace Best Western Inn 
All Star Shoe Repair 
Radio Shack ’ Terrace City Hall 
SpeeDee‘Printers Sonny’s Collectables 
Save-On-Foods Gemma’s ’ 
Marl$ Work Wear , Terrace Bowling Center 
Alignments Fuel In]ektof3ehlce Brake air c Air Conditipni oling System Service Suspension Tire Rotation Tune-ups Transmissions mice Spark Plugs Drive Belts ‘i ‘r . 
dclean deposits from injectors, intake 
valves and combustion chambers to 
restore fuel delivery efficiency and 
reduce fuel consumption 
I Maintenance A b g i  S e r v i c e 6  ?
d Lube, Oil and Filter Change 
dTop-up of Washer Fluid 
dTire Rotation 
d Peace of Mind Inspection 
d Provide Written Report on Findings 
dA/c  System Performance Check 
Mopar, Value 
Line Brakes ’ ’ ,  
d Replace Pads or Shoes 
d Inspect Front Rotors, Calipers, 
d Top-up Master Cylinder 
d Inspect Brake Fluid Condition 
, 
Master Cylinder, Hardware, Hoses 
aoLlmltcd Llfdlmt W i r n i t y  on V i b  Llnt brakt pads 
and shoes. Ste your dealer for compItto dtttllr 
i 
. ,, . . , . .. .*.----I_ ~. . . . .  . .  . .. .. . .  .... - - . , . . . .  1 ...._..“...._.._I_._____. 
DEVELOPMENT workers here are 
planning a family information fair this fall 
to give information on literacy and vision, 
“By that time, valuable years of learning 
may have been missed if there are hearing, 
vision or speech problems,” she said. 
Sissons said statistics show as many as 25 
per cent of B.C.’s chil- 
dren under the age of six 
‘ng and language scre 
‘ province-wide effort, 
BRENDA SISSONS of the Family Place plays with children Dylan Kryzanowski, 
Madison Macdonald and Awry Back. That’s Sheila Monette from the Terrace nad 
District Credit Union, one of the soonsots of a new program called Success by Six 
aimed at ensuring young childrenare well prepared- before they start school. 
ROD LINK PHOTO 
w- progra zeroes 
in on”kids under six 
undertaken in this ’ aren’t physically, socially 
uiions, to focus o report that chikff8n often startschool. 
Ehildren under the don’t get Seen fmfl7 the Success by 6 has seed 
area by the two credit uLoca/ service, pmvidem and emotionally ready to 
Shots money from the pro- 
vincial government and 
is being supported by 
the Terrace and District 
Credit Union and the 
Northern Savings Credit 
Union in this area. 
Donations can be, 
- made at either credit union to help finance 
family information fair. Those who 
nate more than $10 will receive tax re- 
How about giving back to yow 
b COIMIIcIUNITy,I! ‘j 
The Terrace Volunteer Bureau has openings for vol- 
unteers who would like to give a little of their time. 
needs volunteers to help out our elderly and 
disabled persons with: 
Spring yard cleanup 
Cleaning outside windows 
j Cleaning eaves 
If you can help, please call us at: 
638-1330 
or drop by at: 
3235 Emerson Street 
(right beside the 
Business Development Bank) 
b 
Outdoor Power Equipment f -T., 
Who is ECHO? 
Ask any landscape or forestty pro, “Who 
’makes the most powerful and dependable 
outdoor power equipment?” and they’ll 
high-performance, handheld equipment 
for professionals and discerning 
commercial-grade components. Gas Trimmer 
lrimmer & Brush Cutters 
(Including Accessories) 
say. “ECHO. ECHO manufactures Q 
homeowners. Built using only 8 -* ECHO’S 
Model: SRM-210 
Power Edgers & Blowers 
Chain Saws 
5025 Keith Ave.. Terrace, B.C. Ph: (250) 635-4900 
MR MOTORS LTC)I AND ‘NORTHERN RECREATION 
1 -800=563-8893 I 187;1-s641as58 
805 FIRST AVE.. PRINCE GEORGE,B.C. 5387 CONTINENTAL WAY, PRINCE GEORGE 
KODIAK CHASE 
- I CROSS COUNTRY I KODlAK CONQUEST SI IPFR C I TRIPLE E SIGNATURE I TRIPLE E COMMANDER I TRIPLE E EMBASSY 
FOR THE ~ARGEST DISPLAY OF RV=MARINE=SUZUKI=JOHN DEERE 
IN NORTH CENTRAL BC= CLICK ON 
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 
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Around Town 
Critical Mass part of 
Earth Day in Terrace 
TERRACE’S first-cvcr Criticill Milss will bc sti~god 
on Friday. April 22 ilt 5 p.m. ilt thc bilnd shell in 
George Little Park. 
Critical Mass is an event held typically on Earth 
Day i n  cities itround the world, where bicyclists and 
self-propelled people take to thc’strccts cn masse. 
Critical Mass has no leaders, and no goals other 
than to enjoy the security of riding, rolling and trav- 
elling through the city together. 
According to Patrick Haycs, Skecna Green Par- 
ty candidate, since rides started in San Francisco in 
1992, Critical Mass has had an undeniable effect 
in exhorting local government and city planners to 
consider cyclists’ needs and facilities in urban plan- 
ning. 
It has since spread to more than 325 cities around 
the world. 
Dress up in Earth Day celebratory wear‘and 
bring a dish and share sonic, food at the park,after- 
wards. 
Later that evening, The Kiva Sports Caf6 hosts 
a Get Your Vote On party at 8 p.m. as part of Earth 
Day. Provincial election candidates Ian Austin, 
Roger Harris and Hayes will appear, as will local 
band Dr. Fishy. The Kiva is in the trades building 
at NWCC campus. No cost and prizes to be dolled 
out. 
Relay For Life 
fundraising builds 
RANDY SMALBRUGGE, superintendant of 
schools for school district 82, is putting his well- 
groomed appearance on the line in the name of 
cancer research. 
Smalbrugge has promised his team, The Amaz- 
ing Racers, that if 
they raise $2,500, 
he’ll shave his head, 
and if they raise 
$4,000, he’ll shave 
his head and pierce 
his ears. The team, 
,new to+theielay, is 
captained 6y Joyce 
Gibseri (635-7913). 
On Friday, 
April 8 the North- 
ern Healthcare team 
successfully staged 
a second annual 
barbecue and cake 
sale with help from 
second-year culi- 
nary arts students 
from NWCC. The 
returning team is 
captained by Loretta Kuemper (615-5 151). 
This year’s Relay for Life is Sunday, May 8th. It 
is a 12-hour relay from 10 a.m. to IO p.m. that ends 
with a luminary ceremony and guest speaker. 
There’s food, entertainment, and kids’ activities 
throughout the‘day. 
The relay has become the signature fundrais- 
ing event of the Canadian Cancer Society, last ycar 
raising more than $22.9 million across Canada for 
research and support programs. 
Scientists sought for 
volunteer workshops 
THE NORTHWEST Science and Innovation 
Society and Scicncc World is looking for 
participants to ilttend a Scicntists i n  the Schools 
workshop i n  Tcrracc Mondiiy, April 25. 
Organizers itre seeking scientists, technologists 
iltid tcchniciillis i n  iiliy ficld who might like to v01- 
untccr four to five hours per school year present- 
ing thcir rcal-world work experiences with regional 
kindergarten to Grade 12 students. 
The orientation workshop will assist prospcctivc 
voluntcers to prepare for the in-class speaking en- 
gagements. 
It will take place at Northwest Community Col- 
lege. room 2001 in the cafeteria building between 
5-8:30 p.m. 
Registration is required and can be done by call- 
ing Angela at Science World 1-800-363-1611 or 
Betty 635-6244. 
Society aims to raise 
violence awareness 
THE KSAN Society is planning a week-long 
community awareness campaign during Prevention 
of Violence Against Women Week, April 25-29. 
Organizations are invited to pick a time to pro- 
vide. displays or activities relating to the theme. 
The campaign is based on “Together We Can,” 
a community initiative to make four pairs of button 
blankets. 
Displays will be put up in the community room 
at Skeena Mall. 
For information or to book a time slot, call Fiona 
at 635-2373. 
Milk Run 2005 
STUDENTS FROM Thornhill Junior Secondary 
and Caledonia Senior Secondary schools will take 
part in Milk Run 2005: Survival of the Fittest on 
Wednesday, April 20. 
A CENTRIFUGE destined for Ecuador is tagged YTA and ready to go at Mills Memorial Hospital April 12. From left to right is Sharon Prinz, 
Elizabeth Engkjer, Joanne Monaghan and Richard Engkjer. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Yo te am‘o, Terrace 
BY 
DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THE NORTHWEST has proven to be a medical 
goldniine for an American couple that operates a 
medical clinic in impoverished Ecuador. 
Through generosity and coincidence, individu- 
als and the ‘medical commdnities in Terrace and 
Kitimat will be helping out incalculably. 
Joanne Monaghan, a Kitimat-based counsel- 
lor and regional district official, was alerted to the 
Denver-based project while in the Colorado city 
in“ 2002. 
Her friend of 45 years, Dottie McGuire, is a 
board member with Fundacidn Yo Te Amo, Colo- 
rado, which translated means 1 love you, Colo- 
rado. 
With contacts at the Northern Health Author- 
ity, Monaghan saw an opportunity to arrange a 
significant donation. 
Elizabeth Engkjer, vice-president of the seven- 
year-old project came to Kitimat in the fall of 
2004. 
She was interviewed on the radio to raise the 
public’s awareness. 
,, When she returned last week with husband 
Richard and McGuire, they were overwhelmed 
with the scope of the accumulated supplies. 
“It’s a miraculous event,” said Engkjer. “(ln- 
dividuals) have donated hospital’gowni, ‘crutches, 
braces, walkers, empty prescription medical bot- 
tles and plastic bags.” 
However, the biggest coup came from the hos- 
pitals. 
Monaghan again had contacts, including Sha- 
ron Prinz, head of day surgery at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
“1 asked Sharon if the hospital had any equip- 
ment that could be donated and she said they had 
a big room of stuff,” Monaghan said. 
Equipment, such as X-ray machines, gurnies 
and hospital beds that have become obsolete here, 
is state of the art where it is destined. 
The foundation opened a medical clinic i n  
October 2004 in El Florh,  a shanty town on the 
outskirts of Porto Viejo in the South American 
country. 
The clinic is run by an Ecuadorean doctor and 
the foundation sends a team of 20 doctors from 
the U.S. every year for a week. 
With money raised through a yearly yardsale, 
private donations and church fundraisers, there is 
little money for the desperately-needed medical 
supplies. 
The last hurdle is getting the goods down to the 
equatorial country. 
Monagh% has contacted the air force in Alaska 
and shipping companies trying to get the equip- 
ment to Seattle. 
Once therc, says Richard Engkjer, the founda- 
tion’s president, a U.S. government program that 
ships donations to Third World countries for free 
would take over. 
Ecuadorean customs would be the last hurdle. 
Other notable donors in Terrace include Ben- 
son Optical, ophthalmologist Dr. Thomas Nagy 
and dentist Dr. Peter Okimi. 
Garners 
game for 
marathon 
LAN party 
BY 
DUSTIN QUEZADA 
KILLSWITCH, BUZZlNG 
on 65-niiligrani caffcinc 
drinks, is one of 30 fixatcd 
on his screcn in a dim-lit, 
abandoned store. 
Welcome to thc world of 
ganiers. 
“Everyone has iin alias.” 
says Richard Jenniss, AKA 
Killswitch, when compet- 
ing against others in video 
games. 
computer 
salespersa 
a gamer. 
zed a LAP 
tech- 
in by 
4 par- 
Jenniss, a 
nician and 
trade, is also 
He organi 
ty in Terrace Sunday, April 
10 that drew 3 1 participants. 
LAN stands for local area network 
and its associated party is a gathering 
of gamers that engage in video battle. 
In games such as Assault and Cap- 
ture the Flag, groups are pitted against 
one another for an hour or more. 
In a LAN party, all players are con- 
nected on a network by a server. 
And with some help from friends, 
Jenniss put it all together. 
“Terrace has had smaller events,” 
said Jenniss. who had travelled before 
to Smithers to get his gaming fix. 
Set up in an unused store in the 
Keith Avenue Mail, Jenniss had the 
power for up to 42 gamers, but was sat- 
isfied with the 3 1 that came. 
Needing power cords and bars, ta- 
bles. a switch server and two projection 
screens, the 25-year-old spent about 
$1,000 to stage the tournament. 
Charging $20 a head, Jenniss said 
he’d use 20 per cent of that money to 
cover his costs. 
The hobby isn’t cheap. Besides a 
computer and a network cable for tour- 
neys, gamers need game cards to play. 
Submitted by 
KARLA HENNIG 
ON APRIL 24 - 30, people 
across B.C. will celebrate 
Arts and Culture Week, 
a recognition of British 
Columbia’s vibrant arts and 
culture sector. 
Arts and Culture Week 
highlights the contribution 
that arts and culture make 
to our everyday life. Music, 
films, media arts, dance, 
books, theatre and visual art 
are a part Of daily life, and 
have a lasting impact. They 
_- DUST,N PHOTO inspire us and challenge us. 
In Terrace, we have a 
broad range of top rate arts 
groups, who bring creativ- 
ity into Our lives- Here are a 
few ofthemany grouPswh0 
enrich our lives through the 
arts: 
PLUGGED in to the local area network, Smithers resident Tyler Johnson engages in 
video warfare with peers at the Terrace LAN party April 10. 
c 
for wider matches. 
“The better players exceed human 
ability (in their movements),” Jenniss 
said. “It’s a way to immerse yourself in 
another world.” 
Although two women took part, 
gamers are mainly boys and men. 
With players sporting headphones, Theatre 
the atmosphere was eerily quiet in the TerraceLittleTheatre,the 
dark space, lit only by the glowing PC longest continuosly running 
screens and the two wall projections. community theatre group 
Jenniss had the space from Friday in B.C., boasts a member- 
to Sunday and he said some players, ship of over 200 people, and 
fuelled by Bawls, were practising all has been producing plays 
night. since the 1950s. Long-time 
The drink of choice for ganiers, niembcrs are full of entic- 
Bawls contains 65 miligrams of caf- ing stories. Like the night 
actors had to wade through feine. 
“UnlikecoffeeorRed Bull, i t  doesn’t the flood water streaming 
bother your stomach,” said Jenniss, through the set. Or, the per- 
who supplied a steady supply of the formance where a boulder 
energizing drink. “It gives your head a was placed on the lighting 
console to keep it going. buzz until your head gives out.” 
The next LAN party for Terrace is 
planned for June. Continued Page B3 
It’s a way to immerse 
yourself in another 
world 
“Game cards act like a production 
line with each segment drawing frame 
‘after frame,” said Jenniss, comparing 
the images to the wire drawings used in 
computer animation movies. 
Cards need to be upgraded every 18 
months or so because the games change 
so fast, and the high-end ones cost up- 
wards of $800. 
Most games are designed for mul- 
tiple players, but can still be played in- 
dividually, often as a means of practice 
Enjoy BC 
Arts and 
Culture 
week here 
z b 
4 
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CITY SCENE 
watercolour artists Rita Anderson, Wally 
Hargrave, Karen Millard, Lorraine Jordan . and 
Danielle. April 1-24. For info call 638-8884. 
Chris_Harrison will be signing copies of her book, 
Ted rohnston - Memoirsmerrace Area Pioneers, 
at the Terrace Art Gallery, 4610 Park Avenue, 
Sunday, April 24 between 2-4 p.m. Books will be 
for sale,at Gallery. 
Clubs & pubs 
GEORGE’S PUB: Semi Chronic April 22-23; 
Moonlight and Rosie April 29-30. 
~ HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosball/Wed. 
-karaoke, - free poolfhurs. college games night/ 
(, Fri.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sun. live 
band THORNHILL PUB: Wingin’ It April 22- 
23 & 29-30. Karaoke Sunday nights 
)c,THE TERRACE LEGION: Friday night music 
or karaoke, Saturdays meat draw and jam scssions 
Q from 4-6 p.m. Etc. 
m The Hoirse of Flying Daggers (subtitled) plays 
at the Tillicum l b i n  Theatre April 27 as part of 
the Terrace Not Paris Film Festival. An astounding 
martial arts epic, featuring the formidable talents 
of megastars from China. Nominated for best 
foreign language film at the 2005 Golden Globe 
Awards. Show starts at 7 p.m., cost is $8. 
The Terrace Public Library, it conjunction 
with Misty River Books, is hosting a poetry 
contest. Submissions accepted at the library until 
April 29. Prizes will be awarded in children, teen 
and adult categories. 
The library also hosts four authors shortlisted 
for the B.C. Bookprizes sharing their books on 
Thursday, April 21 at 7 p.m. Join Aislinn Hunter, 
The Terrace Art Gallery presetits April’s. Sandy Frances Duncan, Cynthia Nugent and plays as part of the Get Your Vote OnEarth Da;) 
party. The-show is free. exhibit Spring & Winter, featuring local Kevin Hutchings. 
‘Live music 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival celebrates 
its 40th anniversary April 7-23. The 1 7 - d ~ ~  
festival celebrates the music and culture of the 
Noflhwest with a varjety ofactjvjties for all ages. 
Competitions in disciplines of dance, strings, 
guitar, piano, vocal and choral,.speech arts, brass, 
band and woodwinds. Local and out-of-town 
performers. Contact Carol Lomas, the festival’s 
publicity director, for info at 635-9729, 
Shanc Philip, a Stnithers didgcridoo performer, 
plays Saturday, April 23. Tickets $8 adults/$5 
seniors & students availablc at the door. 
The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 hosts 
a Rod Stewart and Jon Bon Jovi tribute urtist on 
Friday, April 29. Tickets are $15 per person. 
The Kiva Sport Cafi on the campus of the 
shows; On Friday. April 22. local outfit Dr. Fishy Our official t icket outlet i s  . . . . . 
471 8A Lazelle Ave 
2 APRILSPECIALS 1 :  
’ For The Month Of April, Enjoy! I 
Community groups and entertainers wanted. 
Spring and Winter, a watercolour exhibit by April 22-24. Call Tony at 635-5333 
several local artists and students from April 1- 
24. Gallery hours are: Wednesdays, Thursdays Terrace is now meeting On the 
and Saturdays 12-4 Pam., Fridays 12-6 P.m. and second and third Wednesday of each month. 
Sundays 1-4 p.m. Always open to new members. Call Bob 638- 
Hand drumming workshops continue Sundays at 0923 or Rolf 635-691 1 for info on next meeting 
location. 7 p.m. Members $6.50/Drop-in $8. 
APRIL 7-23 ‘Tehace Mental H,ealth Authority& advisory 
The Pacific Northwest Music Fp@,al‘&l&rates ‘ ’ committe is looking for people interested In mental‘ 
its 40th anniversav.The 17-dayfestival celebrates health issues to join their committee. Call Linda or 
the music and culture of the Northwest with a Pam for information at 638-2202* 
variety of activities for all ages. Contact Carol 
Lomas, the festival’s publicity director for info at Does Your loved one have a brain disorder such 
635-4729. as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression, 
panidanxiety disorder, personality disorder or 
FRIDAY, APRIL 22 OCD? For free information and /or support call 
Get Your Vote On, a project to inform youth Northwest 6.C. Schizophrenia coordinator in 
about electoral issues and increase the number Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 1-866-7877 
of younger voters, will be at the Kiva Sport Caf6 (FAM-SUPP). Or attend the Terrace support 
Friday, April 22 in conjunction with Earth Day. Group on the third Tuesday of the month (except 
Election candidates Ian Austin, Roger Harris and July, August and December) at 7:30 P.m. at #102- 
Patrick Hayes will appear, as will local band Dr. 4450 Greig Ave. 
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
APRIL 1-24 
Check out our elto or call 638-7263 for advertising information 
I 
Time 3:30-5:30 - - -  , . - 
Board Room 1 April 26,2005 
Lunch 114 p.m. 
Vegetarian 
f Oriental Sesam 1 Chicken Rice B 
f Teriyaki Beef W 
(Beef, rice & sweet peppers) serve 
Dinner After 4 pm. I 
3 
Fishy. The Kiva is in the trades building at NWCC 
PRIZES. 
campus. Starts at 8 p.m. and entry is free. FREE The North west Health Unit presents the Parent 
&Child Mother Goose Program starting Thursday, 
April 7, running weekly until May 26 from 10-11 
Where good food brings 
the family together! - 
TERRaCE mEmm!i 
ror\ TERRACE e- 
www.terraceautomalI.com 
APRIL 22-23 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Vancouver Get 
ready to Laugh! It’s time for Yuk Yuks! Comedians 
Dave Nystrom and Brad Muise in two shows at 
the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club at 9 p.m. 
Doors open at 8. Tickets are $17 and ar? on Sale 
now at Uniglobe. 
APRIL 22-23 and Kevin Hutchings. 
Terrace Churches’ Food Bank will distribute 
food Over four days at the rear of 4647 ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~  
Ave. from 1-3 starting on Monday, ~ ~ ~ i l  18 for 
Surnames A to H; Tuesday, April 19 for Surnames 
I to R; Wednesday, April 20 for surnames S to Z; 
and Thursday, April 21 for anyone missed. The 
above order will be enforced, so please come on 
the right day and bring identification for yourself 
a.m. Simple rhymes and action songs to delight 
Your child (newborn to 18 months). No charge. To 
register call 638-2200. 
Terrace presents four authors 
shortlisted for the 6.c. Bookprizes sharing their 
books on Thursday, April 21 at 7 p.m. Join Aislinn 
Hunter, Sandy Frances Duncan, Cynthia Nugent 
On Friday, April 22, the library hosts children’s 
author/illustrator Dianna Bonder. She’ll read and 
discuss her illUStratiOnS. Call the library at 638- 
8177 to register for the free presentation. 
A Men’s Healing Circle meets Wednesdays 
from 6 to 8 p a m .  at IKsan House Society* at 4724 
Ave* For more information# please call 
and your dependents. 635-2373. 
info8 terraceautomall.com 
Baby’s Name: 
Raedyn Georgina Morin 
Date & Time of Birth: 
March 9, 2005 at 6:55 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 1 0 2 .  
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Denise Nole & Rob Morin 
Baby’s Name: 
Mackenzie Guno 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 4, 2005 at 7:47 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 10 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: 
Esther Gun0 
~ T ~ D A R D  
advertising@ terraceetandard.com 
newsroom@ tarracestandard.com 
Your websitdemail address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 3 Baby’s Name: Baby’s Name: 
Caitlyn Alvey Tamika Lincoln 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
March 29, 2005 at 406 a.m. April 5, 2005 at 1:20 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 6 oz. Weight: 7 Ibs. 3 oz. 
Sex: Female Sex: Female 
Parents: Parents: 
Tiffany Stewart & Charles & Michele 
“Llttle slster for Courteney” Jacob Lincoln 
“Llttle slster for Dallas” 
Baby’s Name: 
Jillian Alexandria Johnson Baby’s Name: 
Date &Time of Birth: 
April 1,2005 at 6:50 p.m. 
Weight 8 Ibs. 7 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Doug & Shelly Johnson 
‘flttle slster for Angle, Parents: 
Mlchaela & Magnus“ Everalda Stephens 
Bryson Xander Cage 
Stephens 
Date €k Time of Bi r th  
April 5, 2005 at 4:28 a.m. 
Weight: 8 ibs. 5 oz. 
Sex: Male 
SATURDAY, APRIL 23 
The Kiva Sport Cafe on the campus’;of the 
Northwest Community College presents Shane 
Philip, didgeridoo performer from Smithers. 
Tickets $8 adults/$5 seniors & students available 
at the door. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 29 
The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 hosts 
a Rod Stewart and Jon Bon Jovi tribute artist. 
Tickets are $1 5 per person. 
The woment’s centre also presents a child 
custody and access issues workshop with Judith 
Kenacan on Monday, April 25 from 1:30-3 p.m. at 
the Terrace Public Library board room. Call 638- 
0228 to register for this free seminar. 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of 
the month at 7 p.m. Next meetings April 28. The 
cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s open 
Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet access 
for cancer research is available. For information 
about emergency aid or peer support programs, 
call 638-8583. 
Women Empowered is a drop-in support group 
for women who have experienced or are in an 
abusive relationship. The group meets each 
Tuesday from 7-9 p.m. at the Terrace Transistion 
House. Call Allison for details 635-701 8. 
The Kitsumkalum Prenatal Program is dedicated 
to offering support and enhancing positive lifestyle 
and nutrition choices before, during and after 
prgnancy. Donations of baby or maternity clothes 
for clients always accepted. Please call Catherine 
at 615-8132 for info or pick-up. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 30 
Rotary Club of Terrace presents the 7th Annual 
Wine Festival at the Coast Inn of the West at 7 
p.m. Tickets available from any Rotary member 
or at the Coast Inn of the West front desk (638- 
8141). 
, 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival - Scholarship Night. The 
he best. See students from all djsciplines compete for the 
ze. 630 pm -Tickets 57.00 Available at Misty River Books 
33: The Pacific Northwest Music Festival - Gala Night. A charming 
mixture of arts disciplines in performance. 7:30 pm Tickets $12. 
Available at Misty River Books 
26: All Candidates Meeting. Sponsored by the Terrace Standard. 7:OO 
p.m. Free Admission. This i s  your opportunity to pose questions to 
27: All Candidates Forum on Public Education - 7:OO. Free Admission. 
Sponsored by Twelve Partners in Education. Bring your questions 
30: Year End Performance - Sophia’s Dance Studio 
May 
IO: Duffle Bag Theatre 
37: Dry Grad Fkhion Show, School Performance 
’ 
1 the candidates. 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 4 
The King’s University College Choir comes to 
the Terrace Christian Reformed Church at 7:30 
p.m. For info call the college toll free at 800-661- 
TKUC. 
JULY 1-2 
The 2nd annual Gingolx Music Festival. Featuring 
Chilliwack, Trooper, Prairie Oyster and more. Call 
the Gingolx Arts Society at 250-326-2322. 
PSAs 
Terrace Public Library, the Family Place and 
Weaving Literacy will hold an open house for 
Southside residents at Skeena-Kalum Housing 
(4616-A Haugland Ave.) April 20 from 5-7 p.m. 
Call the library 638-8177 or the Family Place 638- 
1863. 
Terrace Emergency Shelter accepts donations 
of used clothing - coats, gloves, socks, sweaters, 
hats - anything to help keep those less fortunate 
warm and dry. Donations can be dropped off at 
Ksan House Society office at 4724 Lazelle Ave. or 
at the shelter at 2812 Hall St. anytime. 
Terrace Big Brothers and Big Sisters are people 
who have found a rewarding and meaningful 
relationship with a child. They spend a couple 
of hours a week opening up a new world of 
experiences for a child. It‘s easier than you might 
think to get involved. For info call 635-4232. 
congratula 
parents on 
additions t 
families, 
Terrace Concert 
Greater Terrace Beautification needs perrennial 
plants for its annual fundraiser sale on May 5 .  
Drop off at 5242 Soucie Ave. or call 638-1049. 
* 
: i 
4 
. .  
.Music memories continued’ 
Pear Sir: 
: I competed in voice, solo trumpet and band classes 
thoughout junior and senior high school. 
, I remember all the nervous energy I canied into the 
room in the early years when it seemed that this fes- 
tival was the biggest, most important thing in my life 
so far. 
When you’re 13 years old and paralyzed with 
’fear as the adjudicator asks you to begin your piece, 
somewhere, deep inside, you just know that this is the 
moment of truth that everything else, in your life has 
brought you toward. . This was the big show. 
I remember seeing my friends perform in every- 
thing from piano to speech arts, as ,well as in my own 
events. 
I knew that a lot of these kids had enoumous talent, 
far above my own, and being humbled by it. 
These otherwise ordinary, normal kids had devel- 
oped their talents to an unbelievable level. 
Yet, if you passed them on the street, you wouldn’t 
know it. 
I learned that people you meet every day carry 
around gifts and talents that you wouldn’t re. d I’  1zc, lill- 
less you sought them out. 
behind, and it is a lesson I’ve never forgotten. 
For me, this is the legacy that the music festival left 
Max Durando, 
Victoria, B.C. 
DANCER Meghan MacRae of Prince Rupert stretches in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre before 
participating in an interpretive dance competition April 13. ***** 
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“Because friends don’t 
let friends ride junk.” 
-Bruce 
“7 Days A Week” 
635-5225 
Larelle Mini Mall 
5 DAY 
WILDERNESS 
TRIPS 
to the Kitlope Valley 
and the Grizzly Bear 
Sanctuary in the Khutzeymateen Valley 
both in August. Archeology tours of 
the Prince Rupert area and day trips. 
Courses in May andcJune through the 
Terrace and Kitimat Parks and Rec. 
www.blackf ish.ca 
or call Paul and Gina at 638-1887 
- 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Once again, “congratulations” to all of those involved who make this 
Rosanne Komlos 
A reminder on the Pacific Northwest Music Festival front, all perfor- 
mances are free to the public except the Scholarship Competition and the 
Gala Performance and Awards Night. 
The Scholarship Competition goes Friday, April 22 at 6:30 p.m. at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, while the Gala Performance and Awards Night is Sat- 
urday, April 23 at 7:30 p.m. also at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets, $6 and $12 for both events respectively, are available at Misty 
River Books. 
Dear Sir: 
Music Festival, I would like to congratulate the committee and volunteers 
for their hard work and dedication in keeping the festival’s ideas and tradi- 
tions alive. 
During my 12 years of competition in the speech arts category, 1 fornied 
numerous, lasting friendships and learned the true meaning of healthy com- 
petition. It was teachers like Mary Hallsor and Bonnie Shaw, who devoted 
countless hours each year of their own time to ensure that all of their students 
were prepared for the festival. 
During my 12 years of competition, the skills I acquired from competing 
in speech arts have been an asset in my career as a peace officer and negotia- 
tor with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 
As a former competitor in the Pacific Northwest 
year after year an Ongoing success. 
From B1 
Arts and culture activities’nst limited to one week 
Or, the time the audience thought 
there was a fire - until they realized 
those explosions were part of the play.) 
TLT has been chosen to represent this 
region in province-wide competitions 
many times, and has had actors, direc- 
tors and technicians recognized pro- 
vincially for their outstanding work. In 
addition: TLT has helped aspiring play- 
wrights by producing their play drafts. 
They have a casting call out for their 
fall musical, Nunsense. 
Another Terrace theatre company is 
the Northwest First Nation’s Theatre 
Collective that, with TLT, co-produced 
Wawatay, by Penny Gummerson, a ‘’ 
s!oPj .about faniily that discovers its 
First Nations’roots. Currently, they are 
working with Larry Guno, whose orig- 
inal play, Bunk Number Seven, will 
have its Canadian premiere in Toronto 
in 2006. 
Music - instrumental 
Terrace has BOTH a community 
band and a symphony orchestra. Local 
residents meet throughout the year to 
play, learn and grow in their skills dnd 
have a great time making wonderful 
music. 
From the annual Symphony Hal- 
loween Concert with costumed musi- 
cians (last year the entire string section 
turned up as angels) and Carols in the 
Park sing-a-longs with the band, to 
formal concerts at the R.E.M Lee with 
professional musicians, our band and 
symphony continues to surprise and 
delight their dedicated audiences. 
Moderato, the adult “beginner” 
band is also a high profile and engag- 
ing group, one of many local groups in- 
vited to Music Fest Canada last year. In 
a true partnership, the excellent school 
band programs feed our adult music 
societies and they, in turn, are helped 
by the community/school partnership 
of “Dare to Dream” - a non-profit or- 
ganization formed when band classes 
were cut from schools budgets. If you 
are looking for smaller groups, take in 
the Aurora Quartet - Terrace’s wood- 
wind ensemble that was featured at 
this year’s CBC Christmas Carol. The 
group has been bringing classical mu- 
sic to concerts and small house parties 
for 12 years. And if woodwinds aren:t 
your thing, check out Classical Act, a meeting space for the Camera Club on 
small group of string players (with one Wednesday evenings, as well as for the 
flute). Gorgeous sound, fun people. new Visual Arts Club. The art gallery 
is also a venue for local and travelling 
Music - Choral musiciks who perform “coffee house” 
If you like to sing or listen to cho- concerts. 
ruses, you also have a choice. The 
Northwest Singers is an auditioned Film 
choir which has been performing for 
23 years. The Northwest Singers is sponsors a series of independent films 
one of 10 choirs representing Canada in conjunction with the Toronto Inter- 
at Kathaumixw, an international cho- national Film Festival. Known as “The 
ral festival, have sung with the Harlem Terrace Not Paris” film series, movies 
Spiritual Ensemble and were invited are screened at the Tillicum W i n  The- 
to be a showcase choir for BC Festival atres in Terrace on the last Wednesday 
of the Arts. This year, they perfoqnqd of . the I< I ,  month (Sept. to June), there is 
with the Nathaniel Dek ,Choir.‘in Terr:8* one showing at 7 p.m. The remaining 
race,’and they are planning a Mother’s shows in the series are: House of Fly- 
Day dessert concert at the local golf ing Daggers (subtitled) April 27; The 
course. If barbershop is more your Sea Inside (subtitled) 2005 Academy 
style, you might want to join the Pacific Award, best foreign film May 25; The 
Mist Chorus, a chapter of Sweet Ade- Merchant of Venice June 15. 
lines International. These lusty women 
meet once a week in Terrace and once Dance 
a month, with their sisters in Prince Ru- Terrace is fortunate to have two 
pert, to perform barbershop melodies. first-rate dance companies in our com- 
The Pacific Mist Chorus competes re- munities. The over 200 dancers hone 
gionally once a year, and is often in- their skill, compete infestivals around 
vited to perform locally with various the province and perform locally sev- 
groups. Look out for their upcoming eral times a,year. There is also a Scot- 
fall concert. tish country dancing and square danc- 
ing group, and the breakdancing group, 
Visual Arts Soul Steps, which performs locally and 
The Terrace Art Association oper- in festivals. 
ates the Terrace Art Gallery out of the 
lower level of the Terrace Public Li- LotsMore 
brary. Over the years, they have provid- The residents of Terrace are intri- 
ed a wide range of exhibits including cately involved in the arts. In addition 
watercolour, acrylic and oil paintings, to the groups mentioned above, there is 
pottery, sculpture, woodcrafts, quilting, a myriad of dancers, singers, instrumen- 
weaving and other textiles, as well as talists, potters and visual artists who 
annual shows for local youth and mem- create works for themselves and their 
bers at large. Most of the shows feature community. Supporting arts groups are 
our very talented local artists, but art- the Terrace and District Arts Council, 
ists from throughout the region have and Theatre Alive. Both groups raise 
also put on outstanding exhibits over and donate money to help artistic cre- 
the years. On May 4th Terrace will be ativity flourish in our community. 
ablc to sample the exceptional talents of So this week, and in the weeks to 
young artists through the district. The follow, treat yourself. Take yourself out 
gallery also features a small gift shop to a show, performance, coffee house 
containing many small and exquisite or film. See the amazing variety that 
treasures, perfect for gift giving and Terrace has to offer. Terrace has a cre- 
special events. This summer the gallery ative atmosphere which is compelling 
is hoping to offer a completc children’s and enriching. 
summer art school program in July When the arts are incorporated into 
and August. The gallery hosts a series our lifestyles and work, ii enriches ev- 
of arts-related meetings - providing eryone’s lives. 
The Terrace & District Arts Council,’ 
1 W i .  
, 
This year from April 17 to 23, National Volunteer Week is celebrating 
the more than 6.5 million people across the country who volunteer 
their time, energy and unique skills for the betterment of their fellow 
citizens. 
This year’s message is “Volunteers Grow Community” and how true 
that is! Volunteers are instrumental in the creation of a civil society. 
Volunteers are students, workers and retirees. People who are ready 
to roll up their sleeves and tackle a cause; serve on boards, work an 
event, or help a neighbour. They are essential to the organization that 
serve the needs of their community. Each individual volunteer makes 
a difference in others’ lives; their combined efforts are a force for 
change in our society. 
Our special focus this year is to pay tribute to all volunteers in 
the Terrace area who have shown again and again that they are the 
“heart of the community”. Our world is sometimes a difficult place to 
live and yet volunteering offers an opportunity to do something good 
and feel something real. To all of your who have given so generously 
of your time to the service agencies in town, Terraceview Lodge, The 
Family Place, BC Sunshine Olympics, The Salvation Army, Terrace 
Anti Poverty Group and The Adult Sunshine Centre to name just a 
few - we thank you! To all of you who have helped our seniors with 
snow shoveling, yard work or friendly visits - we thank you! To all’of 
you who have helped organize and participate in the many special 
events around town - we thank you from the bottom of our hearts. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL OF YQU! I‘; 
DIRECT SALE I ’ 
16” x 16” x 2 1/2” 
FACTORY SECOND SLABS 
GREY = $2.50 each 
8 x 4 PAVERS (mi) .60@ ea. 
8 x 4 PAVERS (Grey) .50@ ea. 
.99@ ea. 8 x 16 x 1 1 /4 9 9  s L A B S ( ~ r e y 1  
$1.25 ea. 8 X 16 X I 1 /4 ” SLABS(Tan) 
TYPE 10 CEMENT $9.99 bag 
Buy Birect And Save 
3751 OLD LAKEBE ROADSTERRACE, B.C. 
K#W?? ow 635-3936 
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> 
Net dark yet 
s it my imagination or are the lights getting 
dimmer?’ says Karen, looking up to examine 
the fixtures on the ceiling of the camper. I “I don’t think so. I just put in a brand new 
battery - a hundred and forty bucks after taxes.” 
We clean up and drive slowly through the camp- 
ground - slowly because the gravel road looks and 
feels as if it’s recently withstood heavy shelling. 
The contract for the maintenance of the park has 
been awarded to an outfit in Massett village, Bob 
Crookes told me: 
The contractors ran out of money before they 
could i$e a grader. A SNAFU typical of those that 
attend privatization. 
Minutes later we are on the highway, enjoying 
the speed and the smooth ride. The clouds are high 
and broken with sun shining through the cracks. 
We pass the cluttered and confused intersection 
at Port Clements and over the dark tide swollen wa- 
ters of Kumdis. 
Then drive on towaid the north end of the north 
islandon the preferred route, detouring for a quick 
tour through the melancholy shambles of Massett. 
“What on earth is that?, Karen asks as we pass 
the enigmatic structure a few miles past Massett. 
“The Elephant Cage,” I say, repeating what Peter 
Buck told me, “part of the DEW line, the Delayed 
Early Warning system; part of NORAD.” 
This brings me to the end of all I know - and 
want to know - about the site. 
st past the bridge 
woods. 
“I think that’s Susan Musgrave’s place$’ I say to 
pass time and hasten the wait. “Maybe we should 
go knock on the door and say hello.” 
“Yeah, we could ask her what she was think- 
ing when she wrote The Charcoal Burners,” Karen 
says. 
“Not good?’ 
“I didn’t like it. It’s about a woman who’s tor- 
tured, sexually abused, then murdered by these 
people called the charcoal burners,” Karen answers. 
“I still have it at home somewhere, if you want to 
read it.” 
I decide I don’t need any more light reading. 
The flag lady waves us on. 
We stop at the Hyellen for lunch, turn on the 
lights and watch the light die. , 
Damn. A hassle on holidays seems so much 
more upsetting than one that occurs on a working 
day. 
We decide that there’s nothing to do but drive to 
Queen Charlotte City and find a mechanic. 
The first one we see when we arrive is Pierre’s. 
Pierre is too busy doing paper work to even have a 
look see. 
“Maybe tomorrow,” he growls. 
I feel sorry for his help, a young lad with a base- 
ball hat and coveralls who looks up from under the 
hood of a truck as we talk. 
“Forget Pierre,” 1 say as I climb back into the 
truck. 
It’s close to closing time when we pull into 
Queen Charlotte Island Tire. They’re even busier 
than the sourpuss up the road, but at least they’re 
sympathetic and kind enough to offer some sugges- 
tions as well as the assurance that they’ll jump on 
the job if I can return the next day. 
There’s a part shop up the road. I violate what I 
am sure must be one of the cardinal rules of tinker- 
ing, one that states when you are trying to deter- 
mine why a system has failed you should start by 
testing the cheapest part and proceed from there to 
I buy a new battery, leaving the oldnew one on 
Karen switches the fridge to electricity. 
We drive back to Misty Meadows where we dine 
and read under bright lights, glancing upward from 
time to time to assure ourselves that the lights are as 
bright as they were when we first turned them on. 
arrive at a diagnosis. 27- 
charge. I 
Are they dimming? No. You sure? Yeah. 
Then we get an aural tip off. 
The R u m  on the furnace fan lowers in pitch. The 
batteries are still not communicating. 
I start the engine and wiggle the cable, exhaust- 
ing my mechanical repertoire. The lights blaze. 
“It’s like frogs in a frying pan,” I say. Karen 
looks puzzled. 
“If you put a frog in water in a frying pan and 
heat it up gradually, it’ll get accustomed to the heat- 
ing and not jump out until it can’t because it’s boiled 
alive. I read it in some environmental journal. 
“If the furnace had been off we might have read 
unsuspectingly as the light dimmed by degrees and 
then, suddenly, it would have been black. It’s like 
a metaphor for gradually exhausting the earth’s life 
supports,” I enthuse. 
“Yeah. I pet it,” says Karen patiently. 
Tournament over spring beak. T6e girls enjoyed a 13th place finish and sightseeing that included snorkeling and surfing. 
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Cal girls hula in Hawaii 
Volleyball team competes and views sights in Oahu during spring break 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
CALEDONIA GIRLS volleyball became ‘hula 
girls for a week when they travelled to Hawaii for 
a tourney and sightseeing over spring break. 
The 2005 Sun Surf Invitational Volleyball 
Tournament beckoned about a dozen teams from 
Canada to join eight from-Hawaii. 
Cal finished 13th out of 20 to their delight. 
“Everybody was happy with the way they 
played. We were in every game,” said coach 
Mark Neid, adding the Hawaiian teams were phe- 
nomenal. 20 victory. 
In round robin play, Cal lost close ones 21-13 
and 21-18 to Birchmount from Ontario. 
,They fought hard but couldn’t quite hold out 
against Cardinal Leger from Ontario, dropping 
two matches 22-20. that. 
The Palama club team from Hawaii, a “very 
solid team” who “did everything right”, walloped 
Cal21-6 and 21-14. 
Then the Lanakila 1 club team from Hawaii, 
who Neid described as a squad that “served very 
tough, like playing against provincial players.” 
belted Cal21-9 and 21-14. 
Cal finished fifth in their pool, moving to a 10 
team double elimination tourney. 
They showed up ready to play, hammering 
Quebec’s Francis Quest 21-6 and 21-15. 
Then they destroyed Ontario’s Seaway 2 1-9 in 
their first meeting. 
Their”second game topped Neid’s highlight 
reel. 
Cal was down 20-14, but rallied back to a 22- 
“I have played a lot of volleyball and watched 
a lot of volleyball and have never witnessed a 
comeback like that,” Neid said. 
“I was very proud of the girls coming back like ‘ 
“When we were down, we scored a few points 
and I looked at Ron Poole, the assistant coach, 
and said ‘maybe?’ 
“Next thing you know it was 20-20. All the 
girls on the floor and the bench were going cra- 
zy.” 
“The girls didn’t quit, play after play they kept 
going. 
“It was a huge win, very overwhelming, Eas- 
ily the highlight of the year.” 
Cal followed with two close games against 
Brantyouth from Ontario that ended in the eastern 
Canadians’ favour 21-18. 
After the game the girls took advantage of the 
outdoor pool to cool down from the 28 degree 
Celsius heat. 
“It was pretty sticky,” Neid said, adding he 
didn’t believe the heat played a factor. 
“They went down to play competitively and 
they did and had a holiday.” 
The t e q  then enjoyed a sightseeing tour of the 
island, including surfing and snorkeling. 
“It was a farewell tour for our Grade 12s and 
another step ahead for the Grade 11s who will 
play next year,” he said. 
“Without the support of the girls’ parents this 
trip would not have taken,place.” 
Shames wraps up this 
year, prepares for next 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE BEST ski hill in the province saw the 
opening of a new snowboard park, wonky 
weather and close. to norniai attendance to 
cap another year of operation. 
Shames Mountain’s new snowboard 
freestyle park, that took over Panhandler, 
numbered among the season’s highlights. 
The park included 27 different events 
for snowboarders to, tackle. 
“lt’s really probably one of the best in 
the provincc,” said Gerry Martin. prcsi- 
dent of Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
tion. “It was really impressive.” 
The Nancy Grecnc program iind the 
Shii11ics Mt. Ski Club coulltcd i\S other 
SciiSOn highlights. 
Shames swished into gciir with ii great 
Christniiis scason before running into 
tough weather to start this year. Martin 
sitid. 
The first three months of 2005 noted 
‘an “awesonic” quality of snow. despite 
January’s rain that may have slowed ski 
visits. 
Martin said a final count hadn‘t been 
tabulated but he speculated the ski hill 
welcomed close to similar numbers of 
skiers and snowboarders as last year. 
Considering the province’s ski hills 
suffered from a lack oi snow, Shames tri- 
umphed with quality snow, although per- 
haps less than usual. 
Over nine metres fell mid-mountain 
and about 10 to 12 metres at the peak, 
Martin said. 
Financially, Shames will be close to 
last year’s totals. 
“We’re going to be in the same ball- 
park.” he said. 
“We struggle evfry year to break 
even. 
“We’re probably pretty close to that 
this year. maybe a little bit up or down.” 
Next season is already in mind. 
Over the suninier, Shames staff plan 
to clciir sonic trccd areas to crcate new 
runs. 
“lt’s always nice to have something 
A new double black diamond run will 
be ciirvcd out for 600 metres between 
Hangover and Giilloway with glades on 
each sides. 
A second run will form part of Deliv- 
erance off of Southpaw, stretching 220 
metres along the mountain. 
Despite persistent nfmours to the con- 
trary, Martin promises Shames will open 
next year. 
“You get that kind of talk and people 
are reluctant to make an [season pass] 
investment. but we’re there for the long 
haul,” he said. 
new.” Martin siiid. \I 
I 
te runs again 
LOCAL ultimate players are getting pumped 
up for another season of disc throwing and 
good times. 
The Terrace Ultimate Club has been play- 
ing the exciting, fast-paced sport for more 
than six years and are currently inviting new 
players to give it a try. 
“It’s a fun co-ed exhilarating new sport,” 
says club spokesman Richard Klein. 
“We would encourage all people to come 
out and give it a try. We will teach and coach 
those who would like to try a new sport.” 
Ultimate is a team sport played on a field. 
It encompasses running, catching, throwing 
and it’s a great social sport, Klein adds. 
Ultimate is widely known for its focus on 
fair play and self-refereeing. And its a sport 
that takes a walk on the wild side from time 
to time with all sorts of wacky twists to how 
the game can be played. 
The first pull (releasing the disc at the be- 
ginning of a game) of the season is scheduled 
to take place May 9th at the fields immedi- 
ately east of Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School. 
Games are played each Monday and 
Wednesday nights at 6:30 p.m. with in- 
creased play dates as the season progresses. 
The first couple weeks of the season are 
dedicated to getting back into the swing of 
things and teaching the finer points of ulti- 
mate to newcomers. 
Anyone looking for more information can 
contact Richard Klein at 635-6636. 
Sports Menu 
April 23 
Pacific North Coasters triathlon club splashes into a swim 
clinic at 10:30 a.m. at the Terrace Aquatic Centre. Contact 
Crystal at 635-4632 for more details. 
E April 23 
Totem Saddle Club rides into its new season with its first- 
ever Team Cattle Sorting event at 3 p.m. at the Thomhill 
Community Grounds. A warm-up goes on Friday evening. 
Call James Muller at 635-5 100 for more info. 
E April 23 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club bounds into their new 
season with an invitational competition at the Ed Fairless 
Memorial Gym. from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
April 24 
Totem Saddle Club hosts a Gymkhana, Percentage Day 
and Clear Rounds starting at 10 a.m. at the Thornhill Com- 
munity Grounds. Registration for all events starts at 9 a.m. 
at thc show office. Admission is free. 
Score Board 
Rec Division - season end stats 
Rec Division- top 1Q scorers 
I 
G A Tot. Team Player 
ScottMulder Chap.One 29 55 84 
I 
! 
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I ,& Bremner, Ann Marie (Nee Wideman 4 Born July 6, 1 9 10 in Hungary. Passed away peacefu ly on 
April 8th, 2005 at agebf 94 years at Terraceview lodge. 
Survived by daughters Marge, Donna, husband Dennis, 
five grandchildren, Jack (Kathy), Tony (Karen), Darryl (Rae 
Lee), Dwayne (Michele), Denise (Todd) and 10 grandchildren. , ' 
Sister Ilene Gyorfi, brothers Steve, Joe & Otto Wideman and 
families. c 
Predeceased by son Jack, husband Alex & daughter 
Dorthy Dembroski. Sisters Julia, Theresa and brothers Frank, 
Tony &John. In our heart forever she will always be sadly 
missed and fondly remembered for her love of life and 
-- 
laughter. 
. .  
Burns Lake Kinsmen Club and 
Burns Lake Chamber of Commerce present 
2005 BURNS LAKE 
TRADE SHOW 
Call ENERGUIDE for  HAS^^ 
Energy Assessments 
Energy Grants 
1-888-599-4999 
Serving Northern Brit ish Columbia 
www.energuide.info 
I 
I 635-2194 1 
April 22 & 23 
Book your Pooth NOW 
Lexk 
June 21,1910 - 
April 18, 1993 
Thanks to all our friends 
and professionals who 
cared for Lexie. She 
brought out the best in 
everyone. 
For more information or to book your booth please call , 
Burns Lake Chamber of Commerce 
(250) 692-3773 
or email: bldcoc@telus.net 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  
m a l t a n o v a  
Featuring 
includes hits 
Portugul, berp  de 
sonhos 
and 
Fku me; umu n o h  
Victor Chambray SCHMIDT AUCTION 
Auction #1 - Saturday, May 7, 
2005 for Mrs. Agnes Bergen and 
other consigners @10:00 a.m. 
@ Decker Lake Hall - 8 Kms 
west of Burns Lake. Consign- 
ments welcome. 
Auction #2 - Saturday, May 28, 
2005 0 1O:OO a.m. Farm Auc- 
tion for Myles Skolos. Six Mile- 
Hill - 40 kms west of Burns 
Lake. Two Tractors. D4 cat. C5 BOLD SALVAGE & RECYCLING LIDi skidder, one ton truckltrailer,. hay 
& tillage eauiment, 81 Ford has moved to 
2550 QUEENSWAY DRIVE, TERRACE 
(Large, White Coverall Building) 
PH: 250-635-1228 . 
W-E NOW BUY STEEL 
Top dollar paid for all metals. 
Brass Copper 
Stainless Electrical Wire 
We buy: Steel Aluminum 
698-7351 (14P3) 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate .... $.49 sq/fl, 12 ml 
laminate ..... $1.99 sq/fl, Lami- 
nate tile (from) .... $.99 sq/fl, 1x6  
knotty firor pine .... $1.75 sqlft, 3 
1/4" oak, maple or bamboo pre 
fin .... $3.99 sq/fl, 3 1/4" Japanese 
cherry pre fin ... $4.75 sq/fl, Oak, 
maple, ash engineered .... $2.99 
sa/ft. TONS MORE1 1-800-631- 
We are currently seeking highly motivated individuals 
interested in working with youth in a residential setting. 
Duties: Provide stable environment for youth. Work as part 
of a specialized youth team. 
Requirements: Diploma in the Social Sciences or Health- 
related fields. Experience in working with youth, individually 
or in groups. Good written and oral skills. Ability to do 
shift work. Valid BC Driver's License. Subject to Criminal 
Records check. 
Our Salvage & Recycling equipment will 
meet all your metal recycling needs. 
t e n m  this riea't, iire ho9e WOK I I 
Starting wage: $1 3.87 per hour 
Closing data: April 25,2005 
3342. 
Apply to: Manager, Northwest Addiction Services 
#311-3228 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N1 
Telephone: 250-638-81 17 
Fax: 250-638-1 600 
COMPUTERS FOR Sale $50 to 
USED COMPUTERS. Comput- 
er Parts. Complete Service. 
$350. (250)615-0414 (14P3) 
/250\615-0414 f16P3) 
Email: wadsterrace@tdcss.ca 
2 MATCHING loveseats, neutral 
color. excellent condition. $250. 
Northwest Addiction Services is a program of Terrace and 
District Community Services Society. 
Lyon Street, Prince George, 
R C .  V2N 1T3 
LOOKING FOR breeding age 
female peacocks. Call 638-8022 
anytime. (16P3) 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. Please call 
250-635-3772 I1 206) 
.9nt%uingtnibnaqo?: 
July 22, 1966 - April 09,2000 
Although we smile and seem carefree no one misses you more 
than we. We hold our tears when we speak your name, but the 
ache in our hearts remain the same. Many precious memories 
keep you near of the years that you were here. You gave US ioy, 
laughter, love and pride things we cherish and keep inside. Our 
hearts ache each moment of the day, as we go on and live and 
work and play. We hold you close within our hearts, and there 
you will remain to walk with us throughout our lives, until we 
meet again. 
Hector Edwh Lewrds. 
y 4 w L  si& s-v-, (Stew), i.2uhtm* 'mnlbhtg, 
ulwtin,cana, a t u . l J u e i a ~ .  
- - - , - - - - 
each or both for $400. OB0 ' 
(250)635-5371 afler 6pm 15p3 
FUTON COUCH & Chair $700. 
Don't lose data. Professional 
hard drive, recovery, PC repair. 
Certified technician, 10 years 
experience. 24-hour telephone 
support, onsite service. Free 
consultation, reasonable rates. 
(250)638-6226 (14P3) 
2 Book Shelfs $60 each. 1 Book 
Shelf $35. Office desk $300. 
White kitchen table & chairs 
$200. Queen mattress set $1 50. 
Call 635-2256 (evenings) to 
MATCHING CHAIR and two 
loveseats. Asking $1 000.00. Will 
sell separately. 250-635-2964. 
MOVING SALE! 5pc bdrm su- 
ite, lnglis stove, kenmore wld, 
hide-a-bed, 4 swivel kitchen 
chair on casters, computer desk/ 
view. (14P3) \ 
l15p3) ! I  
h~tch.250-638-1089 (13P3) 
Houston Forest Products 
A Ikwsbn of  West k s e r  MHs Ud. 
HARDWOOD, LAMINATE & En- 
gineered Flooring Sale. ONE 
DAY ONLY! May 7, Coquitlam, 
BC Call 604-325-2253 or 1-888- 
599-2253. 
GENERAL LABOURER 
Houston Forest Products a division of West 
Fraser Mills Ltd., located in Houston, B.C. is 
accepting applications for general labourers to 
our spareboard. Previous sawmill experience is 
an asset as is a lumber grading ticket or Level 3 
First Aid ticket. A competitive wage and benefit 
package is provided: Interested applicants 
should submit their resume and cover letter to: 
Norma Neil, Houston Forest Products 
Box 5000, 
Houston, B.C. VOJ 120 
Fax: 250-845-!5301 
Email: norma.neilQwesffraser.com 
Funeral Service Ltd 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
April 23 8-3.2307 Pear St. Wash- 
FIRST month. Reconnection MOVING for sale, tools, garden with no credit check, No one & household items, collectables, refused. Email: csr@need-a- 
mirrors, snowblower, rototiller, phone.com Web visit: Need- 
Apr. 23 8am-2prn 4516 Cedar 444-3815. Crescent. 16pl 
er, dryer, couch, etc. (16pl) NEED-A-PHONE. $24.95/ 
sat* &phone.com Tollfree at 1-866- 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
funeral 
INDUSTRIAL STEEL Building 
1101x66'x23' H Structural Steel 
in good condition. Some sheet 
metal required. Disassembled 
and ready to be moved. Call 
Peter 250-838-7455. 7am - 3pm 
$30,000 060. 
Deadline for applications is April 29,2085. Only 
those short-listed will be contacted. 
I , I 
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Terrace Stock Car Associatioi 
seeking race day announcer fc 
2005. Weekend evenings and/c 
afternoons from May to Augusl 
remuneration paid per eveni 
Outgoing, energetic person who enjoys workin! 
in public venue. Racing/automotive expertis! 
and familiarity with TSCA preferred but nc 
required. Contact Ken, 635-1 31 9 evenings. 
FUEL TRUCK DRIVER REQUIRED 
Our Houston agency has an opening for 
a full time driver. 
The following requirements are a must: 
Class,l with Air Brakes 
Min. of 2 years driving experience 
comply with Drug & Alcohol Policy 
ability to work flexible hours and shifts 
In return we offer: 
Competitive wages 
Full Benefit Package 
Uniforms 
Safe work environment 
Please forward your resume and a current 
~ copy of drivers abstract to any of the following: 
Bassani Fuels Inc. 
PO Box 117 
Houston, BC 
VOJ 1ZO 
Fax: 250-845-361 9 ' 
Email ibassani@telus.net 
LlSlMS ' 
FOREST 
RESOURCES 
LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP 
b 
General Manager 
Located in the beautiful NassValley, Nisga'a Lands 
encompasses 200,000 hectres containing coastal 
and interior forest. Lisims Forest Resources Ltd. 
represents a partnership with the Nisga'a Lisims 
Government tasked with managing the business 
functions of forestry resources. , 
Implicit . in this position is enthusiasm to 
provide strong cost and quality leadership. A 
desire30 introduce change and to lead growth 
opportunities is essential. The candidate must 
be fully experienced in all aspects of road 
construction and coastal logging, as well as have 
a strong marketing and exporting background. 
As the General Manager you will report directly 
to the Board of Directors. 
Preference will be given to qualified Nisga'a 
Citizens however. all interested candidates are 
encouraged to apply. 
Applicants should submit their resume in 
confidence by May 1,2005 with references to: 
Collier Azak, Director of Lands and Resources 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
PO Box 231 
New Aiyansh, BC VOJ 1AO 
All questions and enquiries should be 
forwarded to: 
Warren Fekete RPF, Forest Resources Manager 
Nisga'a Lisims Government 
Email: warren.fekete@nisaaa.net 
Phone: (250) 633-3092 
,,  7 .  ,_ 
Fax: (250) 633-2051 
Fax: (250) 633-2051 
LEGAL SECRETARY / ASSISTANT 
A Legal Secretary/Assistant is required fo; a part tim 
3ermanent position in our Corporate and Conveyancin 
Iepartment. This is an excellent opportunity for applicanl 
Nith a minimum of 2 years experience in a corporate an 
;onveyancing practice. The ideal candidate will be detz 
iriented, familiar with legal terminology and proficient i 
VlS Word. 
We are an energetic and expanding law firm offering exceller 
raining in a team environment. A competitive salary with th 
ipportunity for full time work and advancement is offered. 
Forward your resume: Attention: Julia Lipov, Administrata 
ralstra & Company, 4 01 -321 9 Eby St., Terrace, BC V8G 4R3 ( 
3y e-mail to jlipov@talstralaw.ca 
Required Immediately 
SALESPERSQN 
The successful applicant must have related sales 
experience orla post-secondary education. Should be 
a strong self-starter. Must  be able to communicate 
efficiently w i th  the public and have a positive 
attitude and a desire to earn above average income. 
Apply with resume and driver's abstract to: 
Mr. R. Onstein 
-_ _ c/o Terrace Toyota 
4916 Highway 16 West 
Terracc, B.C. V8G 1L8 
Hired Equipment Registration 
As the Highways Maintenance Contractor for the 
Skeena District, Nechako Northcoast Construction 
would like to advise the public that we are currently 
accepting Hired Equipment Registration for 2005-06 
Registration Deadline is April 29th, 2005. 
If you would like to register your equipment, forms 
are available at our Operations Office located at: 
5720 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3 
Phone: 250-638-1 881 Fax: 250-638-1 368 
., . 
1 
one of the largest forestry companies in Canada currently has 
openings for: \ 
JUNIOR ACCOUNTANTS 
These positions will attract those individuals who are interested ii 
advancing their career in accounting. The successful candidate 
will be placed at one of our operations in Western Canada ani 
will show a willingness to move in the future to further their caree 
with the company. 
The successful candidates will initially be involved in accountin 
and financial reporting of division's woodlands department. 
Desired qualifications include: 
Some post secondary education, preferably in Commerce. 
Current enrollment in the 3rd - 4th level of a recognized 
accounting program. 
Accounting experience in the forest industry. 
3nly those invited for an interview will be contacted. 
Please fax or mail resumes to the Office Manager, 
Nest Fraser Mills Ltd. 
1250 Brownmiller Rd., Quesnel, B.C. V2J 6P5 
Fax: 250-992-9233 
UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Northwest Course 
Spring/Summea 2Q05 Semester 
In Terrace: 
Anthropology 451-3 Traditional Use Studies 
August 7 to 12,9 ani to 5 prn. 
Education 71 1-3 Counselling Theory 
July 5 to 8, 11 to 16, 9 am to 5 pm. 
Geography 309-3 SettlemenPs Geography 
Tuesday &Wednesday 6 pm to 9 pm & Friday afternoons 
1 prn to 4 pm, May 10 to June 3. 
History 302-3 Western Canada Mondays, Tuesdays & 
Thursdays. 5 pm to 8 pm, June 6 to 3Oth,; 
Social Work 452-3 Social WorkICrisis Intervention 
June 13 to 17,9 am to 5 pm. 
l i  
In Hazelton: 
First Nations Studies 216-3 Issues in Internal 
Organization for Contemporary Indigenous Peoples 
Date and Time TEA 
In Prince Runerk 
In Port Edward: 
English 470-3 Creative Writing Poetry 
July 11 to 15, 9 am to 5 pm. 
First Nations Studies 301-3 First Nations Art 
May 2 to 6,9 am lo 5 pm. 
Political Science 434 Resource Communities in Transltlon 
May 9 to 13, 9 am to 5 pm. 
' 
In Smithers: 
English 385-3 Modern and Contemporary Literature in 
the United States 
July 22-23, 25-28, 9 am to 5 pm. 
On the Web: 
Political Science 100-3 Contemporary Political Issues 
Politics1 Science 200-3 Canadian Government and 
Politics 
Political Science 260-3 Politics of Public Finance 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs ,) 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate .................... $.49sqlft., 
12 ml Laminate ....... $1.99 sqlft., 
Laminate tile (From) ... $.99sqm., 
1 x6" knotty fir or pine ... $l.75sql 
ft., 3 114' oak, maple or bam- 
boo pre fin ........... $3.99sqlft., 
3 114" Japanese cherry pre 
fin .... .. .. .$4.75sqlft.,Oak, Maple, 
ash engineered ...... $2.99sqlft. 
THE RAGMAN Billiards We 
buy and sell and service pool 
tables throughout the Interior of 
' B.C. Over 30 years experience. 
www.theragmanbil1iards.com 
Phone: 1-250-372-2908. Toll 
Free: 1-800-588-41 88. 
RETAIL CLOTHING store fixtur 
es,showcases,antique furniture, 
office desks, etc. 3227 Kalum 
TONS MORE! 1-800-631-3342 
St. (250)862-0638 1 6 ~ 3  
AVAILABLE ACROSS BC in 
residential cleaning. Manager 
your own hlgh income Mon- 
Frl business. Low investment. 
Scrubbies Cleaning Service. 
250-860-1725 www.scrubbies- 
cleaning bkcom 
GAS PRICES Too High? You 
can save money on gas. For 
free info call or fax 1-866-200- 
HOME WORKERS NEEDEDIII 
UP TO $1500/wk assembling 
products I stuffing envelopes. 
No experience needed. Free 
information: Ref#7-702 www. 
homeworkersnetwork.com or 
Call 1-705-726-9070. 
REALISTIC $1 OMONTH 
potential income. Work from 
home. Training Provided. 800- 
366-1 375 x-1115 or www.dream- 
sbecomereality.net 
A REALISTIC $10Wmonth po- 
tential income working from 
home. 24 hour info. www.free- 
for-life.com (16P1) 
RESTAURANT FOR RENT in 
Skeena Hotel. Great opportunity 
for right person. Call 250-635- 
2249 Ask for Gloria(l6c3) 
TEST DRIVE il 
Uni ue opportunity to own and operate a 
200% Pete with zero down. You must have 
a rnin@m ONE YEAR Ila1,deck highway 
ex erience able and willing lo run 
dNADA I USA and possess good 
references. 
Steve or Andre (800)663-p099 I I 
seeking applications from experi- 
enced Level 112 agents for our 
road service division. We offer 
a positive dynamic work envi- 
ronment, benefits plan and a su- 
perior compensation package. 
Reply to: KELOWNA VALLEY 
INSURANCE SERVICES LTD. 
156-1 876 Cooper Rd, Kelowna, 
Fax: 860-6094 tbrandle8 kelow- 
nainsurance.com 
BC V1Y 9N6. 250-860-6064. 
FRONTIER 
CHRYSLER 
in Smithers, BC 
is currently taking 
applications for a full-time 
Technician or 
Journeyman Technician 
Please apply by resume to: 
Gary Haydock, Service Manager 
or Glenn Bandstra, 
General Manager 
Phone 1-800-665-5880 
F ~ x  847-5710 
email glenn~frontierchrysler.net 
Heavy Duty Mechanic1 
Job Opportunity 
Wagedbenefits commensurate 
and credentials. 
Send Resume to jhlogQbulklev.net 
or fax to (250) 845-2383 . -  
Closing Date: April 30,2005 
Himech Logging Ltd., Houston, B.C. 
Employment Opportunity 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
) ATTENDANT 
Responsibilities include washing and cleaning of 
cars and trucks. 
Driver's abstract and resumes to be handed in 
person to 4542 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Applicants must be able to work weekends and 
some evenings. ' 
H O T E L S  I I N N S  I S U I T E S  ,\ 
requires a 
SALES POSITION 
based in Terrace which will cover the 
I territory from Smithers to Prince George. 
Previous experience is an asset. 
Must possess current valid Class 5 licence. 
Please send resume and cover letter to: 
Sandman Inn 
4828 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L6 
Attn: Scott Miller 
No phone calls please. 
T R'I T+N 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS LTD. 
Triton Environmental Consultants Ltd. is currently 
looking to fill the following position for their 
Terrace off ice: 
ABM I M ISTRATlVE ASISTANT 
The successful candidate must be experienced 
with Microsoft programs and possess excellent 
communication and organizational skills. Basic. 
knowledge of accounting procedures' required. 
Preference will be given to those with experience 
in the consulting industry. 
You will providesupport services to the Operations 
Manager and a full-time staff of six and a variable 
seasonal stzff. The position is part-time (1 6 hours 
per week / 4 hours per day). Please fax, mail, or 
email your resume and cover letter to: 
Triton Environmental Consultants Ltd. 
P.O. Box 88, Terrace, BC V8G 4A2 
Attention: Jason Harris 
jharrisQtriton-env.com 
Deadline for application _ -  is Friday, April 29, 2005 
Fax: (250) 635-1 495 
Klappan Independenf School 
Contact: Caro lyn Doody 
lskut First Nation PO Box 30, lskut BC VOJ 1 KO 
250-234-333 1 (phone) 250-234-3200 (fax) 
Hiah School Teacher Grades 8-12 
.. 
Lut i rs  are to-eaching, supervision and educational services to assigned students and any 
other extracurricular services that are required by the Principal for the normal operation of the school. 
Bpportr M Principal 
?Teach students of Klappan School as assigned 
Involve family and community members in classroom activities on 'd regular basis 
Prepare long term monthly and daily lesson plans 
Evaluate and report on students' academic progress on a regular basis 
Accommodate students with IEPs by adjusting teaching styles and curriculum as required 
Consult regularly with the learning Assistance Teacher for the benefit of any students on IEPs. 
* In consultation with the learning Assistance Teacher, advise and assign activities for the designated 
Develop, display and enforce a code of conduct for the classroom compatible with the school's 
Participate as a member of the school's supervisory and extracurricular teams 
Inform the Principal and parents of any extraordinary situations pertaining to the student 
Report formally to parents a minimum of three times a year and supply parents with at least two 
Attend all staff meetings 
Inform the Principal immediately of any potentially hazardous or unhealthy equipment or situation in 
Plan, fund-raise and implement a minimum of two field trips per year 
Adhere to all lskut First Nation and school policies and directives 
Participate on school based teams and committees as required 
Implement the culture and current issues of the lskut First Nation into the curriculum 
Work closely with Elders, Tahltan language Teacher and Tahltan Art and Culture Teacher 
Implement the school's philosophy of education 
Teach according to the regulations of the BCTF, BCCT and Ministry of Education 
General Responsibilities: 
Teach assigned students at Klappan Independent School 
Follow the British Columbia curriculum 
Incorporate Tahltan Culture and language into the regular curriculum 
Modify teaching style to account of individual needs of the students 
Maintain up to date records as required by the lskut First Nation Education Committee and Principal 
Skills and Experience Requirements: 
* Working knowledge of British Columbia curriculum 
Able to plan, organize and maintain student records effectively 
Able to lead, motivate, encourage and empower students 
Be computer literate with special knowledge of educational applications and functions 
0 Experienced in curriculum development 
Education/Qualifications: 
Bachelors Degree in Education or Undergraduate Degree with a Teaching Certificate 
Member in good standing with the British Columbia College of Teachers 
0 Teaching credential in good standing from the College of BC Independent Schools Branch of the 
Must submit to a Criminal Record check 
. .". . 
OCCifiC R O S D O n n b l l d l s , ~  
Teaching Assistant 
student management policy 
other less formal reports % 
the school or playground 
I 
1 
Ministry of Education 
li 
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SALES MANAGER OKANA- 
GAN VALLEY We are a large 
Chrysler dodge Jeep Dealer lo- 
cated in the Okanagan Valley 
with a rare opportunity available 
for the right individual. We are 
seeking a Sales Manager who is 
a self-starter capable of motivat- 
ing sales individuals and build- 
ing on our success. If you have 
the horsepower to take over this 
critical position and meet our 
high standards as well as the 
desire to grow quickly with our 
company, please send your re- 
sume - outline your proven sales 
success, three references, and 
a separate write up describing 
the most significant impact you 
have had at your current job, 
and forward to iapplld9sales@te- 
m. Only those individuals 
who adhere to high standards, 
believe in challenging their po- 
tential, and can adapt quickly in 
a fast paced environment need 
apply. 
TECHNICIAN SERVICE advl- 
sor Kamloops Honda is expand- 
ing and has career opportunities 
for a licensed Technician and 
an experience Service Advisor. 
Potential candidates must be 
dynamic, motivated team play- 
ers dedicated to exceeding cus- 
tomer expectations. If you're 
interested in joining our team 
In our new facility, apply in con- 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (ctfn) 
1 BEDROOM furnished & 1 bed- 
room unfurnished. $360 & $340/ 
mo. Newly renovated. 635-7623 
(1 6p3) 
1 BEDROOM suite available 
AD COMPOSITOR Position REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
Available in Campbell River. Cashiers, Mea: Cutter, Produce 
The Campbell River Mirror has a Person, HardwarelGrocery for 
part time position (approx. 22.5 busy Grocery Store in Yukon. 
hrs/wk) for an individual with a Contact Denise or Terry at 867- 
minimum one-year creativelpro- 634-2200. Fax resume/Refer- 
duction experience in the indus- ences 867-634-2245. 
try. The sUCCeSSfUl candidate PROFESS~ONAL ALL Breed 
Will be skilled in In-Design, Groomer for busy pet Store in 
Quarkl Wordl PhotoShoP and Salmon Arm. Five days week I 
have a good understanding of commission basis. Will consid- 
the Printing Production Process. er moving allowance for right 
Other skills require the individual person. critters@sunwave.net 
to work in a team environment, F ~ :  832-8983. 
motivated and organized. Direct Top wages, pension, medical 
newspaper experience is an as- plan. Fax: 250-385-5584. ar e- 
set. 'lease forward you mailinfo@universalsheetmetal. 
es by APRIL 25 to: Zena Wil- 
liams, Advertising Manager, The 
Campbell River Mirror, #104- 
250 Dogwood Street, Campbell 
River, BC V9W 5C1 Fax: (250) 
287-3238. Email: zenaw@vi- 
O ~ W S ~ ~ O U D . C O ~  Thanks to all 
who apply. Only candidates 
selected for an interview will 
be contacted. No phone calls 
please. 
WANTED: GRADUATE Mining 
or Civil Engineer, full time posi- 
tion for Kamloops based compa- 
ny, Send resumes to: info@rcmi. 
ca or fax: 250-828-1 948. - 
IF WE could show you a busi- 
ness that has exploded with no 
have highly developed comput- ROOFER VICTORIA location er and typing skills* be highly experienced reverse torch on, 
with covering letter and referenc- ca ~ 
-
LOOKING FOR F/T & PTT driv- 
ers. Knowledge of Terrace area 
would be an asset. Willing to 
train. Apply in person at,Kalum 
Kabs with a drivers abstract/ 
class 4. (15P3) 
MOUNT LAYTON Hotsprings 
Resort requires a Server/ Bar- 
tender. Must have reliable trans- 
portation. Will train. Please fax 
resume to 250-632-5911 or 
email minettebay@uniserve. 
com. No calls lease (14c3 May 1 st. Quiet location on south- 
NORTH CA&) Chr;stian side. $450/mo includes utilities. 
School in Quesnel is looking Wmne 638-1529 (15p3) 
for two Christian, BC-Certified 2 BDRM clean apt. 112 block 
teachers to begin September from downtown. Security en- 
2005 - on for half-time Kindergar- trance, 4 appliances, blinds, no 
ten, the full-time for grades 4 - 9 smoking/pets. Available May 
Math, Science and PE. Contact (250)635-4852 (14P3) 
Mrs. Jennifer Moore (250)747- AVAILABLE -2 IMMEDIATELY 
441 7 email: nccsshawca- - Quiet, clean two bedroom,sQc- 
ble.com (1 4P3) ond floor apartment. C~OSO to 
PART TIME Front Desk Clerk town, security entrance, on-site 
required at Mount Layton Hots- management. No pets. $450/ 
prings Resart. Shift work includ- month + damage deposit. Call 
ing night audit. Some computer 250-638-0404(11ctfn) 
experience necessary. Must AVAILABLE NOW. Bright, like- 
have reliable transportation. new 2 bedroom apartment close 
Please fax resume to (2501632- to schools, hospital and Wal- 
5911 01 Email mlnettebayuni- Mart. Three appliances with 
serve.com No calk Please. storage room, blinds and beau- 
I1 4C3) tiful oak cabinets. Non-smoking. 
$550 per month. Security depos- 
it references required. Please 
call: 635-6316 fl3P4) 
STEEL FABRICATORS. Bridge 
manufacturer in Armstrong B.C. 
requires experienced fabrica- 
tors. Experience with overhead 
cranes, metric drawings and 
welding ability an asset. Fax re- 
sume 250-546-9076. -
idsrJan.com 
WELDERS: BRIDGE manufac- 
turer in Armstrong, B.C. requires 
experienced mig welders. Must 
be qualified with CWB or C tick- 
et. Must have ability to interpret 
welding symbols. Fax resume 
HELP!! DUE to increased 
business we are in need of 10 
Professional Lease Operators, 
wlSupertrain to BC and BC/ 
AB. Trucks average $2.40 to 
S2.60/mile. Loaded both direc- 
tions. Strong growth forecasted. 
Above average rates, fuel cards 
and Health Plan available. Call 
3 BRIDGES - 80 seat restaurant 
on river location in' the beauti- 
ful Bulkley Valley is hiring ex- 
peiienced cooks, Bartenders & 
servers. Fax resumes to: 250- 
846-5223 or contact Deborah 
CAMP CALEDONIA. Telkwa 
B.C. Mature, experienced Camp 
Director to oversee our summer 
camping season. Management 
experience essential, experi- 
ence working with younger 
staff and campers in a religious 
based camping atmosphere is a 
plus. To apply send resume to 
Ms. Jackie Viellette, 3614 East 
Valley Rd.. Houston. VOJ 122 
DISPATCHER NEEDED. Experi- 
ence an asset but willing to train. 
Pleasant telephone manners. 
Please apply in person at Kalum 
Kabs wlresume. (15P3) 
EXPERIENCED DIAMOND drill- 
er to operate Longyear Super 38 
& Boyles JKS Super 300. Excel- 
lent pay. Bonus from collar. Stea- 
dy work. Fax resume (250)994- 
3337 Attn: Sandy. 
HEAVY DUTY MechaniclServ- 
iceman Job Opportunity. Wag- 
es/ Benefits commensurate with 
job experience and credentials. 
Send resume t'o jhlog@bulkley. 
net or fax to: (250)845-2383. 
Closing date: April 30, 2005. Hi- 
mech Logging Ltd., Houston, 
B.C. (1 4P3) 
HIGHLY QUALIFIED log loader/ 
Hoechuckers needed for Coastal 
Logging Camps near Campbell 
River. Union rates and benefits 
1-250-546-9066. 
- 1-800-667-3944. 
250-846-5631. 
THREE & TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENT IN town. Located 
on Kalum St. Coin laundry. Call 
250-635-2360 after 4pm. Come 
to 4730 Davis to view (15P3) 
hrchwood Apartment; 
2 Bedmom Apartments 
Clwn And Quiet 
Laundry Focilily 
Close To Swimming Pool 8 Town 
References Required. 
i,Availoble lmrnediotely 
Srnoll Pets Welcome 
8 6Ije7665; . 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
aptr. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
P leuc  phone cell: 
.6157543 or 6353475 
ESTABLISHED HEATING Com- 
pany looking for career-minded 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN. Must 
be a qualified Gasfitter. We off- 
er a competitive salary and ben- 
efit package Resumes to: Box 
665, Sniithers, BC VOJ 2N0. 
The City of Kelowna is looking 
for a mechanic to diagnose, re- 
< pair, rebuild replace and adjust 
major and minor mechanical 
equipment problems on en- 
gines, transmissions, rear onds, 
hydraulic systems, brakes, steer- 
ing and pumps. Preventative 
maintenance checks and eloc- 
trical servicing are also require- 
ments for this aosition. 
Summit Squart 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit! 
Quiet & Clean 
Close N  Pets o Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
J OnBusRoute 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Managei 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOMI 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
SALES PERSON required for 10- 
cal HoteKandidate must have 
reliable transportation and be 
willing to work flexible hours as 
well as two front desk shifts per 
week. Competitive salary and 
benefits. Resume and Cover let- 
ter to: 4828 Hwy 16'W, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1L6. Posting closes 
on April 25,2005.(16cl) 
SHORT ORDER CXKM/tralnee ment in Thornhill for mature per- 
required at Mount Layton Hots- son. F/S, no pets. $400 plus de- 
' prings Resort. Must have reli- &635-3165. (13P3) 
able transportation and be able ONE BEDROOM apartmen= 
to work flexible hours. Please rent in Thornhill, $275/month 
fax resume to 250-632-5911 I or utilities extra. 250-638-0438 
Email minetteba@unserve.com. 
No calls lease 14c3 
rant in Terrace BC looking for mo. included. Damage 
liable , Please contact Gill or 8843 (lp3) Tanya at (250)638-0021 or fax 
resume to (250)638-0442 or e- ONE ~ ~ D F t O O M  apartment. 
mail info@westcoast.fishing.ca Clean, quiet, new Paint, laundry 
f 13P31 facilities, on site management. 
Available immediately. Call Bri- 
an 250-61 5-2777 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets, refer- 
ences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
2065 (1 2P9) 
ONE BEDROOM in rural loca- 
tion, 5 miiiutes drive from down- 
town. Pets welcome. $325 hydro 
included. 250-635-91 02 (1 4p3) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, $450, 
$550 Heat and hot water includ- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
on premises. Please call 250- 
638-0015, 250-615-0345 or 
-I--.- 
certified Chef* Managerial ex- deposit 
perience an asset* Wage nego- required. Avail. April 1 Call 250-635-5380 or 250-615- 
250-635-6428 (32C.TFN) 
CENTRALLY iOCATED 2 bed- 
room apartment. FIS, W/D, gas 
fireplace + blinds. Secured en- 
trance w/ parking. $575 monthly. 
NIP and NE. Call 635-1622 or 
COZY NEWLY decorated anart- 
635-2250. (8C) 
fidence with resume; Attn: Serv- signs of slowing down & proven 
ice Manager, Kamloops Honda, successful people through out Variety of experience in the 
1308 Josep Way, Kamloops, Canada. Exclusive territory for maintenance and repair of cars, 
BC V2H 1 N6 Fax or Email to: distributors/dealerships, your trucks and heavy mobile equip- 
servlce@kamloopshonda.bc.ca investment will include territory ment. Expertise in hydraulics 
250-374-3656. products, tools, signage, bro- 
chures & marketing. Exceptional 
income, low investment, full train- 
my Thornhill home,7 years day- can be run home Office* 
mulas & market has accepted it 
for over one year now. Serious 
enquiries only, must sign a non- 
compete, financing available for 
PRoFESSloNAL the right people. Will put you on 
ment Training. Class l & 3 Driv- pie, Phone Owner Direct 
or Training. Super " B  Training. 206-6948. 
Prince George and Kelowna. 
Call Toll Free: 1-877-860-7627 DEALEWINSTALLER OPPoR- 
or 250-860-7624 www.taylorpro- TUNlTY with Flex-C-Ment.com. 
driving.com Flexible cement overlay system 
for vertical and horizontal ap- 
plications over existing cement, 
wood, tile or drywall. Country- 
NISSAN Courtenay RockEnterprises@canada.com 
or (250)335-0242. 
ESTABLISHED, B.C. Central 
mmtlQ& 
CHILDCARE AVAILABLE in 
care/preschool exprience. 250- 
635-7623 (1 5p4) 
ing available, simple process 
Countertop re-facing proven for- 
Training Services* Equip- the phone with successful pea- 
requires an experienced sales 
rep. Fax resume to: 1 (250)338- 
7 0 A A  
and electronics. BC or Inter- 
proviqcial Heavy Duty Mechanic 
Ticket or a Commercial Vehicle 
Mechanic Ticket (proof of ticket 
must be submitted with resume). 
Welding and mechanical repair 
experience. BC Driver's License 
- Class with Air Ticket. 
Please note: A 3rd and 4th 
year apprentice may be con- 
sidered. 
This is a CUPE bargaining unit 
position and offers a salary of 
$24.45 hourly, plus an excep- 
tional incentive/benefit program, 
including a two-year vested reg- 
istered pension. 
Please forward your resume 
with a current copy.of your mo- 
tor vehicle driving record, quot- 
ing Competition number 1183- 
05 by April 26, 2005 to: Human 
Resources Department, City of 
Kelowna, 1435 water Street, Ke- 
lowna, BC, V1Y 1J4; Fax: 250- 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 &,2 
W r w m  suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
* Laundry facilities 
* Close to schools &downtown 
* On bus route 
On site management 
No pets 
* References required 
%' To view call 
638- 1 748 
WANTED: PERSONAL ,care 
aide. 2+ hours a week. Perma- 
nent part time, on the job train- 
ing. Certificate not required. In 
Thornhill. For interview call 250- 
635-4992. (1 5P3) I J f - T .  
MOUNTAIN BIKE Mechanic 
wanted at Panorama Mountain 
Village. For a full job description 
or to apply to to: www.panoram- 
aresort.com or contact Adam 
Hopper at (250)341-3061. 
DOUGLAS LAKE RANCH Sen- 
ior Accountant The Douglas 
Lake Ranch is a large diversified 
cattle ranch and multi-branch 
equipment dealership with gross 
sales of $50 million. We are 
now accepting applications for a 
Senior Accountant at our Home 
Ranch headquarters at Douglas 
Lake, BC. The successful can- 
didate will have a recognized 
accounting designhtian (CGA, 
CMA, CA), be skilled with com- 
puters, have supervisory skills, 
and be able to handle the finan- 
cial reporting for all operations. 
Douglas Lake is 80 km South of 
Kamloops & 5 0  km North of Mer- 
ritt. We are aself contained com- 
munity, with housing, school, 
store, and church - an ideal loca- 
tion for a young family seeking 
a wholesome country lifestyle. 
In addition to excellent career op- 
portunities, we offer a very com- 
petitive salary & benefits pack- 
age (including housing). You 
are invited to mail, fax, or email 
your resume to: Jim McGill, con- 
troller, Douglas Lake Ranch, 
General Delivery, Douglas Lake, 
3336 or email: HYPERLINK 
"mailto:info@douglaslake.com" 
EPHONE CALLS PLEASE 
BUSY SIGN Shop in East Koo- 
tenay requires experienced help 
(2 yrs min). Prep, vinyl cutters, 
Digital printer, etc. Flexi soft- 
ware. Wage D.O.E. Email re- 
sume: signshophelp@shaw.ca 
BC VOE 1S0, Fax: (250) 350- 
Illf9@'dOu&&kWILNO TEL- 
862-331 8 or via Email to: apply 
@ kelowna.ca 
The city will contact applicants 
whom it wishes to consider with- 
in two weeks of the competition 
closing. Applicants not contact- 
ed within this period are thanked 
for their interest. 
A RETIRED couple to help 
around our place and be care- 
takers when we're away in ex- 
change for large log cabin on 
E. Kettle River, Westbridge, BC. 
LOCAL MOTEL IS LOOKING 
FOR chambermaid/desk clerks. 
This person should be mature, 
reliable and hard working and , 
able to work unsupegsed. Ex- 
perience an asset, but not nec- 
essary. Apply in person with a re- 
sume to 3867 Hlghway 16 E. No 
phone inquiries please. (14~3) 
1-250-446-2761. 
Interior Wood Re-Manufacturing 
company seeks full-time Electrl- 
cian: This position requires a 
motivated tradesman to oversee 
all electrical and control aspects 
of the sawmill, paneling, and re- 
manufacturing operations. An 
excellent benefit and wage pack- 
age is available for the most 
qualified applicant. A British 
Columbia contractor's " A  ticket 
is an asset. Reply to: C/O Box 
" W ,  Quesnel Cariboo Observer, 
188 Carson Ave., Quesnel, B.C. 
V2J 3W6 
SEASIDE RESTAURANT on 
Salt Spring Island, B.C. seeks 
kitchen manager - wages nego- 
tiable. Bakers and experienced 
line cooks $12 to $15 per hr. for 
busy summer season. Email 
treehouse@saltspring.com or 
fax 250-653-4836. 
apply. Please fax resume/experi- 
' ence to Ted LeRoy Trucking Ltd. 
(250)286-3661. Resumes kept 
on file 6 months. (16P3) 
JOBS LOTS of jobs!! A legit- 
imate shopping company re- 
quires evaluators in Burns Lake 
and Houston to audit Business- 
es. We pay you - you pay no 
Fees!! Apply online and start to- 
day @ www.secretshopnet.com 
WANTED: AUTOMOBILE Tech- 
nician. Must have interprovincial 
number. Reply to Tirecraft 4943 
Continental way, Prince George 
B.C.' V'2N 5S5. (1 6P3) 
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER needed 
for an 8 year old girl. Must speak 
Filipino. Please fax resume to 
(250)635-9540 or call Dal or 
Candi @ (250)638-0823 f 13P3l 
LILI'STUTORING has newserv- 
ices available. French and Eng- 
lish tutoring from K to grade 10 
in all subjects. We are now offer- 
ing basic computer skills,Word 
Processing,Spreadsheets and 
Internet Navigation. Orthon-Gil- 
lingham Approach also avail- 
able. 250-638-0775 ( l lp6) 
. .-.J", 
psnting, siding, etc. Assembly stove. $400 per month, $200 ite* F/s* hookups* 4618 
of various products, free esti- damage deposit, plus extras. Hamer Available Immediately* 
mates. All work guaranteed. One bedroom cabin ,f/s, $450.1 (250)685-1165 (14p3) 
Reasonable rates. Phone Terry month includes utilities. On site 2 BEDROOM basement ) .  
(250) 635-3338 . New phone manager, in quiet neighbour- suite,close to town and schools. 
number(l2p6) hood. Perfect for seniors. Call NO Pets. No smoking. Phone 
TWO AND a half bedroom apart- NAlLABLE JUNE Ist, fur- 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICE for merits. 4623 Haugland, full kitch- nished, self contained, execu- 
small to large businesses. Sev- en and livingroom. Recently ren- tive suite, mountain vista drive, , 
era1 years experience. AccPac, ovated, electric heat. $gOo/mo. utilities included. $650/mo. ' 
Simply Accounting, Quickbooks, plus $300 deposit. Available im- (250)635-1767 (14P3) 
and other office applications. mediately. Call (250)638-1348 w <q~~bv~a;h 
Reasonable rates. References 
uaon reauest. Terrace 638-8468 ~~OCTFNI 
250-635-3492 (1 5P3) 250-638-8246 (1 4p3) 
Maria or (250)635-5800 Tony. " d SD Ern I. < W E W I ? S  
CANADIAN TIRE 
CRANBROOK 
fully equipped 1 1  bay Auto 
Service Center requires a 
Journeymaflechnician. 
Knowledge and experience 
in al l  areas of  automotive 
repair. Unit rate, full 
benefits & profit sharing. 
Please apply with resume to: 
Canadian Tire 
Attention: Rachel Vlachos 
1100 Victoria St. 
Cranbrook, BC 
V1 C 6G7 
or fax: 250-489-0957 
_ _ _  ... 
E6354rlPS (7P3) . 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for 
over 9 years. Phone 250-635- 
9592.(CTFN) 
\ 
I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I BAZIL'S HOME Renovations: KitchenlBath Cabinets, Sun 
Decks. Custom built wood Dro- I 1 I 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
'Richard Thornton Construction I Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- jects. Call Roger (250) 615-0469 for free estimates. (16P3 EXPERIENCED CARPLNTEii Terrace Stock Car Association 
seeking volunteers to assist 
with race operations for 2005. 
Weekend evenings and/or 
afternoons from May to August. 
Positions available in timing booth, admissions 
& sales, and race pits. The only qualifications 
required are enthusiasm and energy. Contact 
Ken, 635-1 31 9 evenings. 
available for renovations, repairs 
or new construction. 25 years ex- 
perience. Free estimates. Call , 
Richard @250-638-8526( 1 5p3) 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service, 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 HOLLY BEARS FAMILY DAY- 
CARE has openings for some 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 157 
Phone: 250 635-5500 Fax: 250 635-5524 
Email: terrace8bc.sja.ca - day spa - 
Is seeking professionals with a minimum of two years 
experience for the following positions: 
PART-?IME ESTHETiClAN I 
PART=TIME HAIR SNLIST 
PART-TIME RECEPTIBNBT 
Please submit resume at Spa Essentials 
4814 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace V8G 1T4 
Attention: Denise 
Ph: (250) 635-8854 Fax: (250) 635-8879 
www.spaessentia1sbc.com 
Let us Inspire your Senses & Celebrate your Well-Being 
NEED MONEY NOW1 
If you have equity in your home, 
we can help! Can't prove in- 
come, slow credit, bank says no1 
Call Rick Graves at Rick Graves 
& Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK1 Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need money? We lend!! If you 
own you own home - you qualify. 
1-877-987-1420. www.pioneer- 
west.com Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
Fisheries and Environmental 
Studies Courses 
Coming Up This Spring 
Fisheries Field Technician Certificate Program ' 
Obtain in-demand skills and knowledge in salmonid biology, 
fisheries field techniques and fish S fish habitat inventory, 
assessment and restoration techniques. 
New Hazelton, May 2 -June 3 
Environmental Monitoring for Construction Projects 
Train to effectively design, nianage, conduct and report for 
a wide variety of environmental monitoring applications 
throughout Western Canada. 
New Aiyanish, May 18-20 
Wilderness First Aid for Natural Resource Workers 
Learn to effectively conduct first-aid procedures in remote 
locations with little or no first aid equipment. 
Prince George, June 7-9 
Electrofishing: Theory, Uses and Safety 
Train to conduct electrofishing inventories for a wide variety 
of applications. This progran~ meets current Workers' 
Compensation Board and BC's Water, Land and Air Protection 
requirements for certification. 
New Hazelton, May 9-70; Prince George, May 10-1 1 
For more information, visit http://www.mala.cdfaep. Seats 
are limited. To register, call the Fisheries and Aquaculture 
Extension Programs at 
Malaspina University-College (250) 740-6400. 
All- lriclusive I North Tweedsmuir Park 
BLACK GARDEN soil. $150 per' 
truck load - 5 yards. (250) 635- 
5569 15p3 
SCREENED TOPSOIL Drive- 
way crush, drain rock, land- 
scaping rock, bedding sand. I July 7th-1 Ith, 2085 250-635-3936 or 250-638-8477 Pondosy Bav Wdderness Resort \ 
Employment Opportunity 
Applications are being accepted for a part-time 
- -~ 
5 Days of Fisli&g, Hz!king, Sight Seeing d. Relaxation 
$675 .OO/person 
Children Free 
250-695-6677 
Complete Itinerary posted at: 
www.vantineguidinn.com 
(1 6clfnl 
CUSTOMER 8ERWCE 
AGENWRENTAL CLERK 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Spring and Summer interior, ex- 
terior residential and commer- 
cial painting. 10% paint discount 
from supplier. Seniors 15% labor 
discount. Professional quality 
work. Reasonable rates. Free es- 
timates. References available. 
Call Karl. 250-615-0199 (13P3) Limited space available. Call Now! 
Responsibilities include renting vehicles, office 
duties and washing and cleaning cars and trucks. 
Applicants must be able to work evenings and 
weekends. interested candidates are to bring their 
resumes into 4542 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
All applicants must have a valid driver's license. 
': , 
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FOUR BEDROOM, two bath- 2 BEDROOM mobile with f/s;: 
room house. Thornheights Cot- w/d, in quiet park in Thornhill. 
tonwood Crescent. Security sys- NO pets. $450/per month. $200 
tern, finished basement, wired damage deposit required. Avail-' 
stroragehork shed, fenced able May 1/05. (250)635-6662 
yard, fis, wid, $680/mo. (250) 
635-2839 (14P3) 2 BEDROOM trailer for rent, 
KITWANGA HOMES to rent. Sunny Hill Trailer Court. Rent 
One, two, or four bedroom Units, $425/month, utilities extra. 
available now, some with recent Fridge, stove, washer/dver. Ref; 
renovations. F/s, W/D, included erenceS required. 250-638-0438 
with all. Must See! 250-849-5672 114p3) 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Thornhill, 
wood fireplace, large livingroom, 
kitchen with island and wall 
oven, 4 pc bathroom, new floor- 
ing, $600/mo R.R. D.D. req'd.' 
MODERN CLEAN, newly reno-, 
vated two and three bedroom: 
mobile homes. Will furnish if 
needed. Close to schools and 
bus routes. Includes fridge, 
stove, blinds and storage shed. 
Available immediately.To view 
phone 250-638-1 885 (1 4C3) 
NEW 14x60 Trailer home ins 
Thornhill trailer park. 2 bed; 
rooms, 1 bath, large kitchen 
and living space. 5 appliances. 
Available immediately. $600/mo 
includes pad rental. 250-639- 
2977 (1 6P3) 
SMALL 2 bdrm. trailer on a lot. 
Vs, w/d, privacy hedge, 22x16 
shop. Good/clean condition. 
$550 + utilities. (250) 635-3756 
(250)635-9040 (1 3P3) 
(14P3) 
sking accommodations. Ercel- 
lent references are available. -____ 
Please call 638-4721 (14P3) 34x60 STEEL building, 14 foot 
TWO BEDROOM units with doors, suitable for Logging truck.' 
electric heat. 2 appliances 450/ Concrete floors, Compressor, 
mo. Furnished - 550/mo. Three Work Bench, Wood Furnace.:. 
bedroom unit with electric heat, $40O/mo plus power. (250)635-: 
available immediately4applianc- 6062 (1 3P3) 
NICE 3 bedroom Condo. 4 ap- 
pliances. no dogs. Good refer- 
ences required. $55O/mo. 638- Hut, Capacity 120-1 60, kitch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, 8639 (1 6P3) 
THREE BEDROOM 1 112 bath- anniversaries, reunions. Day 
rooms, f/s, w/d, newly renovat- and evening rates. 250-635- 
ed. 4700 block Davis $600/mo. 7777 email kinsmen@osg.net. 
Available immediately. No Pets. Bartending Services available. 
2185 (27P3) 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Call 250-635-5348 Or 250-631- (CTFN) 
1 BEDROOM, heated garage, 
satelite tv, w/d, furnished $450/ 
mo, unfurnished $400/mo plus 
utilities. Available May I, locat- 
ed in Smithers. Call Steve (604) 
2 BDRM trailer plus addition. 
Fenced yard, deck, garden, pets 
ok. Available immediately. $4001 . 
mo. (250)716-6665, (250)245- 
5885 (1 5P3) 
2 & 3 BEDROOM house avail- 
able April 15th, no pets, no 
smoking, fenced yard, 4736 
Davis, 4722 Hamer. $700/mo. 
3 BEDROOM house Westvlew 
Dr, in Terrace. Available imme- 
diately. ref required. Ph.. 250- 
3 BEDROOM house, in Thorn- 
hill, sits on 114 acre fenced lot. 
Comes with f/s, w/d, n/g, fire- 
place:, New n/g furnace, new 
windows. Garage and storage 
shed. Pets negotiable. Great 
landlords. $650/mo. (250)635- 
2483 (1 6p3) 
3 BEDROOM upper house with 
rec room, nice neighbourhood, 
F/S, W/D hookups, 4902 Me- 
deek, $700/mO. Available May 
5 BEDROOM 2 bath house Avail- 
able immediately. Walsh AVE. 
close to downtown and schools. 
F/S, W/D, D N .  Laminate floor- 
Storage ioom, fenked back yard, ing upstairs, includes finished 
1 and 1/2 bath. On City and basement suite with separate 
School bus route. Maintained kitchen. $9OO/mo Call 250-798- 
BEAUTIFUL 4 bdrm house, qui- (14P3)  
ON BENCH. Bright, attractive et road, big backyard, 5 applianc- 
newer duplex. Three bedrooms, es, close to schools,references 
2 bath, five appliances. Deck, required, no smoking. $850, 
large yard. $825/mo. Call 250- Available immediately 250-635- 
635-1293 (15P3) 6776 (14~3) '' 
duplex, in Thornhill. Suitable OVATED 2 bdrm mobile home 
for one or two persons. F/s on acreage, 10 minutes from 
included. N/p. $375 Security town. Outdoor pets welcome. 
deposit required. Call 250-635- Ref. Req.$500/month available 
41 39(14p3) immediately. (250) 635-21 24 
Large 3 bedroom apt. Fridge, FOUR BEDROOM upper suite 
stove, washer, dryer. Electric on Southside for rent. Close to 
heat and gas fireplace. $500 per schools. $700 per month utilities 
month plus deposit. 250-635- included Contact Brent 250- 
7321 (16~3) 635-8875 (37ctfn) 
302-0787 (1 3P3) 
(250)635-8139 (1 4P3) 
695-6757. (1 5P3) 
"OFFICE AND 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
MAIN FLOOR 
600, 1000 & 1600 sq. ft. 
SECOND FLOOR 
256,628, 884 & 935 sq. ft. 
2504157543 Of 6354475 grounds. $65O/mo. 635-5022 2027 (14~3) 
RITAlL SPACE 1 St. (250)638-7608 (1 4P3) 
- 
) SMALL TWO BEDROOM BRIGHT,CHEERYNEWLYREN- 
UPPER, THORNHILL,, 4 ptex.  
2 BEDROOM w/w carpet, fire- 
place, ground floor, 1 mile past 
College on Kalum Lake Dr. 250- 
635-7341. (1 Ep3) 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. utilities included, private en- 
trance, F/S, w/d, gas fireplace, 
available immediately. ,$500 
month (250)635-3756 or 615- 
2532 (14P3) 
PARTIALLY FURNISHED base- 
ment suite for single non-smok- 
ing person. $400 per month in- 
cluding utilities. Damage deposit to -town, avail& April 30th. 
and references required. Avail- $350/month. (250) 635-7459 
able immediately. Ph: 635-1 355 15ctfn 
2 BEDROOM apartments in 4- I1 4P3) 
SPACIOUS ONE bedroom base- plex (Soucie Ave) and 5-plex 
merit Suite. Nice neighbourhood. (Haugland Ave) No pets. Refer- 
Fridge, stove, washer, dryer. > ences required. $550/month. 
Separate entrance. 4902 Me- Phone 250-638-1648(14~3 
deek. $500/mo includes hat wa- BEDROOM apartmenti!~iv- 
TWO BEDROOM AND three be- No oets. References required. 
droom upper suites in Thornhill. 
Close to schools. $375 - $5001 
month+ Contact Brent 250-635- cated upper Thornhill. Carport, 
8875 f5OCTFN) large lot, storage room, $6501 
month. Damage deposit and ref- 
erences required. 250-615-9128 
(4ctfn 
3 BEdROOM Duplex, newly ren- 
ovated, f/s, w/d hookups, good 
storage, Available immediately. 
4524 Scott. $45O/mO. (250) 638- 
7608 (1 4P3) 
3 BEDROOM on park, wld, fls, 
small, storage unit, $6OO/mO. 
4.PLEX CLEAN 3 bedroom, for 
rent, F/S, W/D, dishwasher. No 
Pets. References required. Se- 
curity deposit $290 Rent $575. 
NON SMOKING 11 50sq" 3 Bed- 
room Duolex in uooer Thornhill. 
ter* 250-638-7608 ( l  4P3) er Drive. $375-$400/month. < 
2000 SOFT office space. 4391 
va- .  
Keith Avenue+ Call 250-635- 
(250) 635-6224 (13P3) 
(250)635-5954 (1 OP6) 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING 
Centrally located. Approximately 1,500 sq. ft. 
of second floor space; also 500 sq. ft. on 
the lower floor. Contact 635-SSS3L 
or 250-635-2839. (14P3). 
LARGE EXECUTIVE Familv 
home in the horseshoe, 4 bed- 
rooms, 3 bathrooms, F/S, W/ 
D, Dishwasher, non-smoking. 
No pets, References required. 
$950/mO. Available May 1st 
(250)890-3693 rkbolton@shaw. 
ca (14P3) 
OLDER HOME on acreage in 
Thornhill. Garden, greenhouse, 
animals welcome. Good rental 
references required. $575/mO. 
OLDER HOME with shop at 3977 
walker in Copper Mt. Pets okay. 
References required. $550/mO. 
SPACIOUS 3 bedroom Ranch- 
er. Good location in Horseshoe. 
Fenced yard, garage, wood- 
stove, new windows, and other 
renovations. $7OO/mo 635-551 0 
j15P3) 
TIDY AND Trustworthy middle- 
aged female is looking for house > 
(250)638-8639 (1 4P3) 
1250)638-8639 (1 6P3) 
7,200 sq. ft. 
998 sq, ft. 
2,017 sq. ft. 
1,735 sq. ft. 
'7,450 sq. f t .  
3,200 sq. ft. 
5,000 sq. ft. 
I SalesNVarehouse Kenne & Pohle Ave 
(or 4 modules of 1,800 sq. ft! 
SalesNVarehouse 5008 Pohle Ave 
Off ice/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
SalesNVarehouse 2801 Kenney Street 
Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
SalesNVarehouse 51 10 Keith Ave 
(Fenced Yard) 
Retail Space 4818 Hwy. 16 West 
Phohe 250-638-1 648 (1 4p3) 
3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath duplex, lo- 
BEST AND fastest growing city 
In Northwest. Prime location 
available for .Rent or Lease. 
2400 SQ. FT. Exceptional 
deal for 3 or more year lease. 
(250)845-2004 (1 6p3) 
UPPER LEVEL older 3 bed- 3 BDRM townhouses close to: 
room home Southside,f/s,laun- downtown & schools,f/s,w/d-, 
dry room, garage,large yard, hookups, or w/d available, freq. 
n/p,n/s,clean,references. 250- cable T.V. Runs from $545/.. 
635-5081 f141161 month. Terrace Manor 4514 
770 Enterprise Crescent, Victoria, B.C. 
Royal Oak Industrial Park 
. . .  
Scott Ave. 250-635-4980 (14~31, 
3 BEDROOM townhouse, f/s,, 
FURNISHED ~ BEDROOM for 
rent in a 4 bedroom house. 
Share rest of home. On bus ro- 
ute. $260,per month, includes 
utilities. Ph. 635-3126 (14P3) 
2 BEDROOM fully furnished 
mobile home in Skeena Valley 
Trailer Court. 4 appliances. 
w/d, blinds, 2 storage sheds,- 
fenced back yard, elec. heat. No; 
pets. $575/mo + D.D. Ref. Req.,. 
(250)635-5278 (1 3P3) 
THREE BEDROOM, 1 112 bath: 
townhouse for rent on Molitor ira; 
Terrace. F/S and blinds included.: 
N/G heat. No pets and damag& 
deposit is required. $650 p e t  
month not including utilities. Call 
30,385 square feet which can be divided 3 BDRM Condo, 1 1/2 bath. 
FIS, W/D, newly renovated 
close to downtown. #13-4714 
Davis. Available, immediately. 
$600/month utilities not included 
CLEAN, OUIET, adult oriented 
condo in Woodgreens Condo- 
miniums, Terrace. N/G, F/P oak 
kitchen, cab, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances incl. Laun- 
dry facilities and covered patio. 
Available immediately. $625/mo. 
632-6726. (tfn) 
(250)635-3908. (14P3) 
approximately 18' ceilings in warehouse 
ample electric service 
air conditioned office space plus luncheon 
secure compounded yard with access off 
four (4) 16' grade level loading doors 
fully sprinklered 
extensive ventilation systems in place 
paint booth, spray booth and ample parking 
For further information please contact 
Ty Whittaker, Michael Miller 
or Ross McKeever 
e-mail: ty.whittakerBcolliers.com ' 
e-mail: michael.millerQcollierS.com 
e-mail: ross.mclieeverQcolliers.com 
and reception 
Glanford and Enterprise Crescent 
Very clean. $350/mo..638-1413 
(16P3) 
639-0309 or 632-2261 (15P4) 
Established Bu8lnss@ 
For Sale In Terrace Ams ... 
A silk-screening, embroidely 
and promotional advertising 
company Is for sale, 
providing a terrific buslness 
opportunity to new owners! We Clean Any 8 All 
, We Clean Septic4 
& can Solve Many 
Selllng due to a camerr change. The budnesl, le well 
established in the Northwest BC market, provldlng gremt 
opportunities for growth end expansion. 
New owners would recehm training, equlprnsnt, dlentsle 
files, etc. and set up In It's current cornmetdal location. 
Burlnetus and bulldlng can be purchesed together, or 
buslneas only. Ownem are serious to sell, and have 
prlced It for Immediate sale. Partial finandng evelleble to 
the right buyers. 
Serloua enquiries only. Call 250815-8819 
h 
ss town or the counhy 
assist or load for you 
Reasonable Rates 
' ..I. Internet: http://www.colliers.com 
Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, 
Grease Raps, Municipal Sewer Flushing, Vac 
Excavation & much more... 
Toll Free: 1-877-635-1132 Calk 635-1132 
www.lerracestandard.c@m 
Check out our site or call 638-7283 for advartislng infomutton 
STO'IT PLATES & YAhlUNA BODY ROLLIXG 
Fitness, sports conditioning, post- 
rehabilitation and management of 
chronic pain. Semi-private and 
private sessions available. 
Call Lorna Went 636-7342 
' 
L W S  TlJTORiNG 
.$ CHILDREN & ADULTS 
1 on 1 personal assistance 
with various subjects 
English, French, Math ... 
FREE INTERVIEW 
for new students 
Phone: 638-0775 
- 
C)YPU111 L N l l W O l K  % U P P O I 1  \\ : 
0 A t ,  Linuxt, 6 Nohvorkt'Certified Serving the Nodhwes! E' .IO ~ a o r s  Exparionto . 
y 24-Hour To laphs  Supporf Roosonabla Hourly Role! 
ProIassionot onsits Servire Pkenr: 250.638.622 
Free Cowhotion 
PERSONAL INCOME TAX 1 
BQOKICEEPING 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
Over 35 years  experience 
Best Canadian Tax Computer 
Software Aoailable 
RELIABLE AND REASONABLE 
r , ~IV, klephone & dah oulltb [ / 4 i @ C / q H  eencrtainmenl eytems inshllslioiv & senice 
Randy D~~~, 
dozzi@monarch.net 
t w d  vesideolial& tommerrid 
~ J ' C ~ I I  orupricna 
Hock and b e l  ent. 
PO06 - \Vnlsh Avenue 
rerroue, n.c. 2804316.6440 
Cunndll 
\?!W! 1117 
. Heated Power Fold-Down Rear 
Purchase from $26,680 
Products Insti!ute website, www.cppi.ca.Lease and finance offers are fmm Honda Canada Finance Inc., on appromi credit tBased on a 2005Accord Sedan OX, model CM5615E (i-tAccwd sedan' 
LX-G, model CM5645EJ (Akcord Sedan M-I., model CM5665JN). Leasefo1$268.00 (m284.12) (W1.1 l )per  month plus applicable taxes with %,ow km allowance (12e/km exceeding allowance). 
t/tt/&4,532.00 down payment or equivalent bade acceptable to dealer ($0 down on appmved credii from Honda Canada Finance Inc.). Initiation payment of S5.646.06 (ttS5,664.28) (A$!j,717.85)( 
includes down payment, first mnthly payment. regisbation, tire &battery levy, air tax, security deposit of W, freight and P.D.E. a d  taxes. PPSA additional. t/tt/ATotal freight & P.D.E. is $1,280.00. k 
Total lease payment is S20,005.50 (m2OB7.43) (AS23,458.72). Option to purchase at lease end for $1 1.938.00 (M12,502.00) (&14.147.00) and taxes. Accord leases calculated with finance rate: 
of 3.9%. Rate may change effective May 2,2005 and will affect down payment, security deposit residual value and initiabbn figures. Dealer mY lease for less. '2.9% purchase financing is available on, 
select 2005 Accords for up to 36 months. Finance example: S20,oOO at 2.9% per annum equals $380.74 per month based on a 36-nWIth term. C.O.6. is 5906.64 for a total of $20,906.64. Dealer  my^ 
sell for less. t /~/AP/MMfersval id through May 2,2005 at participating dealers only. Does not include Accord Hybrid. See p3rtki!Mthg dealer for full details. OAs reported by 2005 EnerGui& publ&@ 
by NRGan.V~~ww\y.vehicles.gc.ca for details. m e r e  is one (1) prize available to be won considing of the reta~l value Of the vehicle P W C v  Or leased (for e y p l e .  the approKimate ~ l u e  of a t  
new 2005 Honda Civic Sedan, model ES1515PX, is S17.395.00). No purchase is required to enter. Selected entrant is required to answer a fime-limrted mathernahc?l skill-testing question befwe being, 
declared the winner. Contest duration is March.l.2005 through the end of business May 31,2005. Full contest yles awhble at parbcipabng dealers. @Recent unlversity or college gr;lduab may be. 
eligible for an allowance of up to S750 on certain models. See dealer for details. dased on 4-cylinder non-Hybnd models Versus the intermediate Class. %urce 2005 EnerGuide published by N R M .  . .' 
Accord Sedan E X 4  pampers you with 
the richness of leather and even niore 
desirable luxuries. With al l  the features of the 1 
LY-G, you y e t  these further enhancements: 
Leather-Trimmed '6-Disc In-Dash 
I 
Seating CD Changer 
b Heated Front Seats . 16'AlloyWheels 1' 
b Power Moonroof 
b Outside Temperature Control ... and more . 
Purchase from S3l3eo 
. Dual Zone Climate 
Gauge 
I PC consultant 
website construction 
virus removal 
custom programming 
PC maintenance 
Call Lennard at 635-7623 
D \ ~ D s ~ i d r o s  Ph: 250-635-2403 
Fax: 250-638-2010 
E~iiail: rnalaika@telus.net 
Sat. 730-lpm at Farmer's Market 
- - _ _  - ._--I_-- -I----- ----- 
// 
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THREE BEDROOM, 1 112 bath 
t4wnhouse with basement for 
rent on Molitor in Terrace, walk- 
ing distance to downtown. F/S 
and blinds included. N/G heat. 
No pets and damage deposit is 
required. $650 per month not 
including utilities. Call (250)639- 
0309 or (250)632-2261 11 5 ~ 4 )  
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WEST KOOTENAYS - 9 private 
treed acres on Arrow Lakes, 614 
ft. of lakeshore w/3 bedroom ca- 
bin, deck, storage shed. Power, 
water and phone. $340,000. 
1993 MOBILE in quiet Thornhill CR 85 R 
park. 2 br, 2 full baths, 8x10 
see. $43.900 Call 635-0167 to , 
add, b-room skylights, reno. Large 5 appl. yard Recent - mus I $3,500.00 YOUNG COUPLE new to Ter- 
race seeking acreage or out 
of town house on a rental pur- 
chase, with option to buy on 
6112 month term up to $1200 
~ a' month rental purchase. Call 
' 638-1182 anytime. (13P3) 
WHISPER RIDGE 
' NOW SELLING PHASE II 
' 13 Okanagan-Thompson ( I  
CHBA Gold & Silver Awards 
for this project. Beautfully 
. treed and valley views, 1-3 
acre homesites. All services un- 
derground. Paved roads. 160 
a acre private park. (The 
Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
Vernon and 40 minutes to 
. Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from 
www.whisperridge.com 
10 ACRES 3500 sq.ft. Post & 
Beam Home. Hot Tub, 6 Ap- 
p)iances, Carport, Shop, Barn. 
Penced and cross fenced, stock 
('waterer. Private appraised 
$240,000. Must sell $219,500. 
060.250-398-8129 24 hrs. No- 
tice to view. 
4 BDRM house on 5 acres. See 
info at www.fsboc.comchttp:// 
ihvw.fsboc.com add 1063. 
BEAUTIFUL TREED 2 acre lot 
20 min from downtown, boarded 
by 2 creeks ans has MTN view. 
Site partially cleared. Take high- 
way 16E. Turn Right on Gooden 
Rd. Follow road to right. Look 
for Signs. Ph 638-8064. Asking 
49,900. (14P3) 
TEXAS USA BEST BUY 
We have 20 acre parcels avail- 
able in scenic West Texas $395 
per acre. Call before price in- 
$115,000-$160,400. 
250-545-5472, 
1-800-493-61 33. 
I YamahaATV I Ium. Sunny HillTrailer Park. $300 Obo. (250)635-4007 (14P3) 
Timberwolf 250 4x4 
TOP QUALITY HAY AND VARI- 
OUS OTHER hay for sale. Price 
quoted includes delivery - we de- 
liver! Call VANDENBERG HAY 
FARMS LTD; Kent: (403) 330- 
7853; Harry; (403) 382-1082. 
HORSES FOR sale. Quarter 
,,Horses and Paints, AQUA, good 
breeding, registered and unreg- 
istered, 2 to 7 years old, some 
green broke. Phone (250)847- 
3421 or (250)847-1279 (TFN) 
* *  - a  w/4hp Yamaha 
& Trailer I $2,199.00 I TWO YEAR old registered black Angus bull. Easy calving, excel- lent semen test. Used last year 
on heifers and cows. Calves 
weighted 75-891 1bs:All born un- 
assisted. Calves can be seen. 
FOUR YEAR old registered 
black Angus bull. Proven breed- 
er, easy calving. Calves aver- 
aged 891bs. Used on cows and 
heifers. Calves can be seen. For 
more information phone 845- 
0092 during the day or 845-7483 
I Short Shaft $799.00 { I after 4 p.m. * A  9 -  Feb 13th. Have shots and tails 
docked. $600. Phone evenings. 
(250)635-2366 15pl 
crease. 1-800-875-6568 (1 4p3) 
RADIO PHONE Tad M8 with 
loggers channel, A.G.K. and BC 
Tel, Telus mobility installation, 
push button dial up mic also long 
range, high gain antenna. Asking 
$800. 110 volt-12 volt converter 
base for mobile radios, cbs, 
etc. hardly used $200. 250-635- 
4773,615-6078. (1 6P3) 
BOAlTOPS & FRAMES,water 
proof seams, console canopys 
boat seats with water proof ma- er. 37' sleeps nine, 2 bedrooms, 
terial by Satellite Viny1,Fabric.s & 
Canvas Works. 4520 Johns Rd. slide, $29,000 ob0 Call even- 
250-635-4348 250-61 5-9924 ings 250-877-11 51 or 847-3344 (1 4P3) :------iL -...-- ...... 
Email ' rolandpuetz@hotmail. . 
boattop ' repairs,recovering of 1996 WILDERNESS travel trail- 
loaded including 
' MSC STEEL BUILDINGS 
Industrial, Warehousing, Shops, 
Commercial, Hangers, Mini-Stor- 
age. Complete Design and Build 
Services with our own crews. 
Spring Specials-Call Today. 
MSC Metal Structure Concepts 
Inc. Toll Free 1-800-979-2993. 
Fax: 1-250-717-5751. E-mail: 
i&&nscs-  see our 
website: www.mscsteel.cm 
PORT CLEMENTS waterfront 
1500sq.ft. modular home on 
54'x150' fully serviced lot priced 
fdr quick, sale. (250)635:6370 
(12P3) 
MacCarthy 
I MacCarthy MOWS f Tenace- 
Call Toll Free 
1 m-800-862-3926- 
5004 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 635-4941 
www.maccarthygm.com 
I 1999 OKANAGAN 5th Wheel, 27 112 ft. 1-large slide, complete I Dealer In the North hrgest  RV and Marine www.okanaaanlands.com VERNON, B.C. The Okanagan's 
Largest inventory of city & lake 
view lots just a "click away Patti 
& Norm Brenner RElMAX Norm 
Brenner 1-800-667-2040 250- 
1993 14x70 mobile home. Lam- 
<, inate flooring on 0.5 acre with 
30x60 shop in lower Thornhill. 
Many extras. $99,900 (250)638- 
7676 (1 5P3) 
3 BEDROOM home for sale 
close to I schools in Thornhill. 
Newly renovated. New floor- 
ing, windows, newer furnace. 
Basement includes family area, 
workshop and outside entrance. 
80x200 fenced lot. Price to sell 
4+ BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house. New paintlfloors and ren- 
ovations upstairs, some down- 
stairs, Large fenced in backyard 
opens on to park. RV parking,) 
Shed, Car port, & Covered pa- 
tio in back, Located on Thorn- 
hill bench. Must see. Asking 
$130,000. Phone (250)635-7091 
or (250)453-9612 (11 P20) 
REDUCED TO sell 1678 sqft der- 
egistered home, five bedrooms, 
wood, hydro and n/g heat, Large 
lot in cul-de-sac. New siding, 
wood> flooring, new carpet and 
paint. Near Copper Mountain 
School. $91,000.00 OBO.No 
reasonable offer will be refused. 
Available to rent May 1st. Call 
evenings 250-847-3344 (1 4P3) 
549-4161 
$87,300 635-9530 (14P3) 
winter package, 2-skylights, sun- 
screens, nosecover, very clean, 
lots of extra's. $28,000. OB0 
Phone: 250-549-3727 
1977 OKANAGAN 9 '6  camper. 
Propane 3burner stove, oven, 
3way fridge, and heater. Hyd. 
jacks and comes with frame mt 
camper hold down, chains and 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
decead, formerly of stwart, 
Re: The estate of 
JOANNE MARGARET S W R ,  
British Cdumbio 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the estate of Joanne 
Margaret Snair are herehy 
notified under section 38 of the 
Trustee Act that particulars of their 
claims should be. sent to the under- 
signed Executorht 12006630 La- 
zelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
1 S6, on or before M a y  15,2005, 
after which date the Executor will 
distribute the estate among the 
parties entitled to it, having regard 
only to the claims that have then 
been received.. 
Jon; Loa Snair, Executor. 
Wanw BandsIra Brown, Sdiciton 
BC TIMBER SALES 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A64101 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR &yd Ma;s 
&!& tensioners. $1350 ob0 (250)638- 1985 BUCK Somerset. 2-door 
1548 (15P3) automatic, 3L-V6 (compact), All 
1987 TRAVELAIRE, Gmc power options 125,000 miles 
tomatic, new brakes, new front 2001 CHEVY cavalier. 71,000 
tires. Good Condition, $8900. kms, 4 door, 5 speed, standard 
(250)615-6078 or 635-4773 transmission. Asking $6,500. 
OKANAGAN AUCTION World; 
Chassie, 350 cubic inch au- $780. (250)635-5774 (16P3) 
(1 6p3) (250)638-1269 (1 5P3) 
i 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sate licence A64101 
is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Terrace Field 
Tearn. 
Clorlng Date: 
Qaographic Locntlon: Williams Creek FSR 
Eatimatrd Volume: 
This timber sale licence has been deslgned for harvest using cable logglng. The use 
of oiher systems may be subject to the Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act 
and its regulations. 
The upset stumpago rate $i 28.22/m3 for the competitive volume, approximately 15,099 
ma. was determined by the variable cost method and is applicable only to coniferous 
green sawlog grades (except interior Grade 3). This timber sale licence Is fully 
doveloped. 
Species percar~l: Balsam 41%. Cedar 9%, Hemlock 50% 
Tenders will be eccepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC Timber 
Sales Enterprise in Category 1, 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timber 
Snies Manager, Torrace Timber Sales Office, Sheena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrece. British Columbia V8G 1L1. Tenders will be opened In public at 9 3 0  
am AprlI28,2005. 
There is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. This 
material which includes application forms and other information about the TSL can be 
obtained bom the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at 250 
638.5100. Contact Trevor Shannon at 250 638-5112 for Field enquiries only. 
€i.ctronic verrion of lhlr notice 6 tender pkg Ir avnilabie at: 
hnp~~.lor.gov.bc.cdnollcer/lnll.ddnctlce Id-1665 
April 28.2005 @ 830 am 
19.607 cubic metres, more or less T m :  18 months 
Save Big On Trucks, Cars, 
-11 SUV's, Vans, many unreserved! 
Auctions in Kelowna every Satur- 
day 11 :00 am viewing Mon-Sat 
9am - 5pm. Call toll free 1-866- 
967-5365. 
1958 RAPIER Sunbeam Sa- 
loon, fully restored with only 1987 I 59,000 original miles, original 
WINNIEBAGB 
32' class A moulded F/G 
body, 454, air/tilt/cruise, 
disc brakes, air suspension, 
two roof air, rear queen bed, 
generator, excellent condition. 
CONTACT 
635-1 401 
O R  631 -2285 
$23,90Ooo OBO 
colors, withhatching interior, eli- 
gible for collectors plates, runs 
and drives great, asking $5950. 
Willing to look at serious offers. 
(250)515-1466 or (250)832- 
1958 FORD Falrlane 500. 2 
Door, H top, has collector plates 
with V8 auto trans, P.S., P.B., 
continental kit, cruiser skirts, 
new paint, new tires, 7800 origi- 
nal miles, excellent condition, 
sharp looking cruiser. Asking 
siaooo 635-4773. 61 5-6078. 
8774. 
I NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS umsvol INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR FUWI CONTRACT ENMTSKHA-403 
Tenders must be submined in accordance with the terms and conditions spoclfled in 
the tender packago. The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements 
as outlined in the Conditions of Tender. The lowest priced or any tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. Contract Award is subJect to funding boing available et the 
time. 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the tendered price as a bid bond or cash deposit. 
This will be refunded to the unsuccessful bidders. in addition, the successful bidder 
must supply a Performance Bond of 50% of the tendered price and a Labour 8 Mnterlai 
Payment Bond ot 50% of the tendered price. or a cash security of 10% in a form 
acceptable to the Province. 
I 
4800 SCOTP AVENUE 
RECONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
Tender documents for full roadway reconstruction, including 
drainage works and watermain replacement, along the 4800 
block of Scott Avenue are available kFm April 21st, 2005, 
weekdays between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 pm., for a 
non-refundable fee of $25.00. 
A site meeting will be held on Tuesday, April 26th, 2005, at 
1O:OO am. at the intersection of Scott Avenue and Eby Street. 
Tender to close at 2:OO pm. on May 5th, 2005. 
1995 FORD F150 4x4, 150,000 
km, 5 spd, canopy, new brakes, 
winter and summer tires, well 
maintained $8000 (250)615- 
7575 (1 6P3) 
2001 4x4 F350 with diesel,6 
speed slcab, leather lariat, dual 
Alt., reverse sensors, alum. 
' Winkler Structures 
wheels, running board many 
options. 250-798-9505 $30,000 
canopy extra. (1 6p3) 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Project No. T-15-2005 
BOSTON P l u A  4924 HIGHWAY 16 WEST, TERRACE, B.C. 
JANITORIAL SERVICES I 
Project Description: Janitorial Services 
A bid security will not be required. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
A pretender site visit will be mandatory. Date April 18,2005. 
Tenders will be received by 0700497 BC Ltd. at the address 
noted below no later than 2:OO p.m., April 25,2005. 
Tender documents are available from the following address: 
0700497 BC Ltd. 
5720 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4C3 
Telephone: 250) 635-3443 
Fax: [250) 635-8689 
Ken Behiel 
General Manager 
I 
94 '' Jeep Cherokee, mint con- 
dition, low mileage, 4x4, cruise 
control, new tires, automatic, 
one owner. Asking $7900 - 635- 
1989 FORD 1/2 ton 302V8 with 
5 speed standard transmission 
on propane. Tilt steering, pio- 
neer deck. Looks and runs good. 
$2200 O.b.0. 638-1413 (16P3) 
d TAS Free Standing Style Frame & Cover 
d Varietv of Widths Available 
d Great-for: Equipment Storage Building 
PRone/Fax: (250) 69 
1-'87?-48§-3508 @&d 
email: krose@futurenet.bc.ca NBES-~ 
anvas.com 
WnWr CMVar LM. 
1 
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I Youth shine at Whistler Cup 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
THREE local youth competed in an international 
ski race for their first time earlier this month. 
sah, all 12 years old, skied in the Sierra Wireless 
Whistler Cup on April 2 and 3 against young peo- 
ple from Norway, Korea, New Zealand, Belgium, 
Austria and the USA to name a few. 
The trio didn’t finish near the top but were 
Highe finished in 48th place out of 80 in the 
giant slalom and 66th in the slalom. 
Gasser swished her way to 69th spot in the gi-, 
ant slalom and to 47th place in the slalom. 
Mensah skied to 61st spot in the giant slalom 
and 58th in the slalom. 
The trio was happy with their finishes, consid- 
ering the talent of their opponents. 
“Definitely a unique experience for them to 
be competing against international competitors,” 
said Urs Gasser, Lina’s father, who added that 
just being in Whistler was a thrill for the kids. 
The three qualified based on the cumulative 
number of,points from three previous races, in- 
cluding the provincials in Smithcrs, which took 
place the weekend before the Cup. 
Results were tallied on Monday March 28 and LlNA GASSER was one of three local young people to compete in the Sierra Wireless Whis- 
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO they notified they had to be in Whistler three ’tler Cup against international skiers in Whistler earlier this month. 
days later. to tell the school. Just pack and go,” Urs said. event will demonstrate that Shames is a conipeti- 
“It was over spring break so there was no time tive ski hill. 
, Lina Gasser, Kylar Highe and Ainsleigh Men- 
t 
I 
i 
i 
I 
$ ranked among the best skiers in the world. 
- 
He believes the children’s participation in the 
! r 
i 
t ,  i . e  Atomstake 
third in PG 
J 
CONTRIBUTED 
TERRACE ATOMS snagged third at the Shane Davis 
Memorial T6urnament in Prince George on March 18-20. 
The Atom Development Program team, formed specifi- 
cally for this tournament, went up against their hosts, Ques- 
ne1 and Vanderh6of’ teams that had been playing together 
all year. 
Terrace came out strong with a win against the Quesnel 
Thunder Selects and Prince George Canadians before losing 
a hard fought match to the Prince George Oilers. 
The Kermodes finished second in their pool, earning a 
berth in the playoffs against the Vanderhoof Bears for third 
place overall. 
Terrace managed to get off to a quick three goal lead 
against the Bears before Vanderhoof cut the deficit to only 
one by the end of the first. 
The second period ended with both teams squared at four 
each. 
The teams exchanged two goals in the third and the game 
ended 6-6. 
A four-on-four five minute sudden death overtime played 
to the delight of players and parents. 
When this still didn’t settle the game, a three-player 
shootout began. 
Terrace’s goaltender, Bradley Duarte, - managed to stop 
all three Vanderhoof shots but Terrace couldn’t put one past 
the Bears’ net minder. 
The game went to a sudden death shootout with Vander- 
hoof‘s third player scoring first. 
Terrace’s Nick Homeniuk put the puck past the Vander- 
hoof goalie’s stick side. 
Duarte stoned the next shooter and Jason Vandevelde 
scored the winner for Terrace. 
< <  
1 ” Triathlon club 
plans for first 
competition 
SWTM. BIKE. RUN. 
If those three words start the adrenaline rushing through 
,your body, then Terrace’s newest club is for you. 
The Pacific North Coasters triathlon club, which formed 
last month, is already planning their first triathlon on July 10 
at the Kin Kamp at Lakelse Lake. 
The Barkman triathlon will be an Qlympic distance with 
a 1.5 km swim, 40 km bike ride and 10 km run. 
A short course will also be offered with a 750 metre swim, 
20 km bike and 6 km run. 
Teams will be allowed to compete on the long course, 
letting two or three people complete the events. 
Club president Crystal Thomas loves the combined trio 
of sports and the social aspect. 
“Triathlon is really so cool,” she says. 
“Lots can bike and run but can they swim, bike and run 
all at the same time and make it through the triathlon. 
“To be with like minded people is really cool.” 
She said the Barkman will include a cross-country run 
component, a change from the usual highway run in other 
triathlons. 
The run will take athletes down First Avenue and along 
the Twin Spruce trails at Furlong Bay, which is “unbeliev- 
able’’ scenery. 
“The trees are huge and you run over little bridges. It’s so 
picturesque,” says Thomas, adding that the trees will shield 
runners from any rain. 
But first, athletes will swim along a 750-metre triangular 
course at the Kin Kamp. 
Long course athletes will complete two laps, while short 
course swimmers will finish one lap. 
Athletes then hop on their bikes and ride through Jack- 
pine Flats on Old Lakelse Lake Road from the Kin Camp to 
Hwy 16 down to Thornhill Creek and back. 
Any bike is welcome, but a road bike is preferred. 
“A road bike is faster but riding on a mountain bike is 
Then the run loops the trails from the Kin Camp to the 
trail turnaround at the Furlong Bay entrance and back to the 
camp. 
Ideas are already in the works for regular training days 
and events and a junior program that will eventually be orga- 
nized through the Kids of Steel program in Kitimat. 
Tentative plans include a swim session for wetsuit training 
at Lakelse Lake in May and a nutrition clinic in autumn. 
So far 14 members, including some Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert athletes, have joined the club. 
Interested members or Barkman volunteers can contact 
momas at 635-4632 to become involved. 
. completely legal,” she says. 
I \I 
I 
Mike Tesnes and the Shames 
Meuntain Ski Club Adult Ski Progr 
would like to thank all the sponsc 
for a great 2005 winter season 
Hawkair, All Season’s Source for Spor 
Rossignol, Head Boots, North Coasi 
Fitness, Azad Adventures, Ruins Board I 
B.C. Lottery Corp., Trimline, CFNR Rac 
P.B. Auto Detailing & Window Tinting, E 
Western Terrace Inn, Totem Ford, Pizza 
Radio Shack, Farwest Sports in Prince RI 
Canadian Tire, Totem Press, Aqua Cle 
Bottlers, Lakelse Machine & Performancf 
and Shames Mountain Ski Corp. 
Hope to see everybody for 2006 
< 
TERRACE, B.C. 
Trade Show Chairman’s Welcome! 
The Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce with its group of volunteer directors and members, contir 
to make Terrace a viable city to do business in. There are many positives on the horizon that, through 
hard work of great people and businesses of our community, will make Terrace an even better place to li 
That is why the theme for the Trades Show this year is “Together we make our future Bright”. ; 
We invite everyone to visit our 13th Annual Trade Show. This year we have another exciting full hot 
of exhibitors ranging,from RV’s to home improvement. Once again Tony Demelo for Sight & Sound t 
assembled a vast array of local talent to entertain us throughout the weekend. This year we have Mat Duf 
as a headline act. Mat is a children’s entertainer form Vernon with great reviews. As well, Ruins Board St 
will be hosting a Competition at the Skate Board Park entry is free. Come show off you boarding talent 
The Skeena Valley Rotary Club has an amazing Door Prize of a trip for two to Europe courtesy of Uniglc 
Travel, Hawkair and Air Transit Holidays (you must be 18 to win) and Petland has donated an Aquarium 
as a prize for the Kids. Eniry into the trade show is $2 per person and $5 per family and gives you a char 
to win these great prizes and many more from the exhibitors. All proceeds go back into our community. 
Kevin Jeffew 
... &.* I invite you, your family and friends to join us at the trade show 
and check out all the wonderful exhibits and entertainers and view 
first hand what our community has to offer. 
& -- ,*- - 
4 
k- 
L Kevin Jeffery 
Trade Show Chair - 
- v v  - 
i -...A. . ... i I.. .~--. . J 2 
Main 
lintrnnce lo 
Arcnii 
llIiK13 . 
SKATEIIOAHD 
PARK 
conipetition sponsored 
RUINS H0AHI)SIIOP 
by 
I REST 1 
No carpeting 
.- 
I 
COSTS: SZlpcrson or $5 for a family - all proceeds go back into the Community 
- . 
67 S U ~ C W ~  rlopane 
TcrnceCh~cln  R&9h - 
I EXIT EXIT re[--- emergency only and must exit  1 _ -  
be kept clear PARKING LOT AREA (paved) restricted to short term parking. 
Long term parhing for exhibitors on Park Avenue across from the Aquatic Centre 
I -- 
T I 
@Mat Duff us - Feature Act *Des Motres Yoga Centre .Wingin it’ 
i 
